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ABS'IR1CI' 

'AS a rreans of addressing observoo inadequacies in school 

curricula, the catholic Special Education and Guidance Service, 

Brisbane catholic Fiiucation Office in 1980 established a partial 

withdrawal centre for counsellor-selected gifted children. 

The I.earning Enrichrrent Centre (L.E.C.) airred to -

1) rreet the needs of enrolled gifted students by -

a) providing appropriate learning experiences; and 

b) providing an administrative arrangerrent (partial with

drawal) which affordro the."ll the opportunity to interact 

with like minds; 

2) meet the needs of the system by -

a) developing and evaluating units of work for giftro 

students; 

b) conducting workshops, seminars and in-service days for 

teachers. 

In 1984 the L.E.C. curriculum was designoo and irrplerrented in 

accordance with Maker' s rrodel of curriculum rrodif ication for gifted 

students (Maker, 1982). This rrodel outlines a set of principles which 

Maker claims, recognize the characteristics and needs of gifted 

students and guide the developrent of a qualitatively different 

curriculum. In making decisions about design and i.nplerrentation of 

Maker's curriculum modifications, factors related to the setting, the 

teachers and the students were considered. 

The overall purpose of the Study was to assist teachers in making 

rational decisions about future L.E.C. provision. In particular the 

Study was to collect inforrration on the worth of the program - its 

relative strengths and weaknesses - and the influence on the curriculum 
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of the administrative arrangarent. 

The program was evaluated by ascertaining levels of satisfaction 

typically expressed by the students. 

Of secondary concern was whether the organisational arrangarent 

of partial with:irawal had inhibited or enhanced the program's 

intentions. It was acknCM1ledged that unfavourable attitudes of 

parents, classroom teachers or peers could conceivably alter students' 

receptivity of the program. 

In Term 4, two parallel questionnaires, one addressing the 

L.E.C., the other the regular classroom, were administered to the 

students. By canparing responses on rratching iterrs, levels of 

satisfaction with the L.E.C. curriculum were determined. Selected 

items on the L.E.C. instrurrent were further to reveal how students 

felt about the administrative provision and whether classroom teachers 

and peers were perceived to be supportive. 

Subsequent to program carpletion, a questionnaire was mailed to 

parents to ascertain their support for the program by asking them how 

their child's arotional behaviour had changed as a result of LEC 

attendance. Also they were to indicate whether they preferred that 

enrichrrent occur in the regular classroan or partial wittrlrawal 

setting. 

To confirm the students' irrpressions of classroom teacher support 

and interest, parents were requested to ccmrent on their understanding 

of it. 

Student responses indicated that they found their IEC experiences 

to be particularly interesting and enjoyable, and the LEC teachers to 

be kirid, helpful, friendly and fair. These perceptions differed 

significantly fran their perceptions of school. Elem:mts of the Maker 

model which were consistently rrost valued by the group were the 

Process rrodifications, 'Freed.an of Choice' and 'Higher levels of 
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Thinking'. 

Parents proved to be supportive of the LEC program. 

Although some would have preferred classroom enrichment 

to partial withdrawal, they felt that schools could not 

currently provide it. 

It was the students' viewpoint that interactions 

with peers and classroom teachers were not adversely affected 

by their LEC participation. Classroom teachers were seen 

to be generally supportive and interested a perception 

incidentally not shared by parents and LEC teachers. 

Perceived positive attitudes towards their LEC involvement 

most likely enhanced student satisfaction with the program. 

The evaluation unequivocally indicated that the 

LEC program based on Maker's model appealed to the students. 

Though withdrawal from class possibly contributed to program 

satisfaction, the level of satisfaction was very high 

and could not be attributed solely to hidden curriculum 

efects (the organisational arrangement). 

The Study concluded that use of the Maker model 

as a guide for developing LEC curricula should continue 

but that parent and classroom teacher attitudes towards 

the administrative arrangement should be regularly monitored 

as they appeared to have the potential to enhance or 

reduce students' receptivity of the program. 

As a result of Study, various procedures for the 

conduct of future evaluations were recommended. 
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OiAPIERl 

.BA(l(GOJND 'IO 'lllE SIUDY 

1.1 INmCllJCTIOl 

The ideal for the provision of learning opp::,rtunities for gifted 

children encanpasses the same 'gcxxiness of fit' as the ideal 

provisions for all students. 

Educational Authorities in hestern de:rocracies have long esp::,used 

the philosophy that students should be providErl with an education 

which gives them tre respect and freedan to realize their full grONth 

potential (Michaelis, Grossman, Scott; 1975). Self-actualization is 

seen to be the right of all learners regardless of their ab~lities or 

life conditions. 

If 'curriculum' is defined to be, "the sum total of experiences 

available to students in schools" (Braggett, 1983: 90), it follows that 

opportunities for realization of the above ideal occur within the 

context of curriculum provision. 

That the curr iculurn underpins educational grawth was aff irrred by 

the CUrriculum Developrent Centre, Canberra, when it reportErl: 

All individuals have the right to education freely, equally and 
with concern soown for their individuality and personality. 
Sch:>ol curricula, therefore, need to provide for and encourage 
the full and rounded developrent of all students for tre whole 
period of schooling. 

( C.D.C., 1980: 10) 

According to recent research studies (Braggett, 1985; Goldberg, 1981) 

the above statercent does not refer to the way education is practised, 

but rather the way in which sare Australian educators would like it to 

develop. School curricula do not provide for all students all of the 

t:iire, but for sore students sare of the tine. 

Braggett, after studying Australian Erlucational provision for 
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gifted students concluded his study by listing sixteen recarmandations 

for its irrprovarent at the crnmunity, system, regional and school 

levels. Overall, the need which he coosidered to be rrost urgent and 

of high priority was inservice for teachers oo classroan, rnanagarent 

skills, teaching strategies and prograrrming for gifted and talented 

students. 

The inadequacies of school curricula for gifted students began, 

in a fornial way, to be oodressed throughout Australia in the late 

1970's when a variety of enquiries, structures and program:; were 

initiated (lt>ssenson, 1980). System regional and school provisions 

for the needs of this exceptional group have since been researcred 

(Braggett, 1985) and the following organisational structures can be 

identified -

classrocm provision 

separate provision (special classes or schools) 

partial witlrlrawal 

acceleration (rroving through material at an 
accelerated rate) 

grade skipping 

early admission to formal schooling. 
(Braggett, 1985) 

In spite of the graving awareness of the existence of this exceptional 

group, there is no indication that provision for the gifted and 

talenterl is a routine aspect of scrxx,l planning or indeed that 

prograrrs which have been developed are necessarily valid. There is no 

research evidence to refute the hypothesis that many gifterl children 

cootinue to experience a curriculum which to th:m, is irrelevant, 

unstimulating, repetitive and devoid of challenge. Bored and 

frustrated. with the usual tasks and the inactivity they have to endure 

as they wait for others to 'catch up', there is a likelilxx:xi that they 
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will lose interest and rootivation and becare indifferent to school 

learning (Holling,.orth, 1975). 

Significant numbers of gifted students fail to achieve acadanic 

grades cannensurate with their levels of ability and though school 

factors might not always be at the heart of their under-achievanent, 

inappropriate educational provision does not facilitate the develop-rent 

of task ccmnitnent or acadanic initiative, but rather · fosters 

attitudes which are conducive to unhealthy scoool adjustrrent and 

underachieverent (Clark, 1979; Whitroore, 1979; Zilli, 1971). 

Gifted students can spend rrost of their day learning not what the 

teacher planned, but how to be patient and tolerant of boredan and 

passivity. While sare students can cope enotionally with this hidden 

curriculum, others becare discouraged, expressing their dissatisfaction 

through disruptive attention-seeking behaviours or by being passively 

resistent in classrocxn endeavours {W=bb, Meckstroth, & Tolan, 1982). 

1.2 RATICH\IB RR THE S'IUDY 

If res:ponsiveness to students' individual characteristics and 

needs is to be enhanced, information about the appropriateness of 

their current educational prO:Jram would be helpful. Teachers need to 

systematically examine the worth of the prO:JraIIE they offer to their 

students so that decision-making about future practices can be 

undertaken with greater insight. 

KnC1Nledge of a pr0:Jram' s rrerits and aspects of it in need of 

adjustment would seem to be necessary information for basic curriculum 

inproverient. 'AS a corollary, in the absence of evaluation, errors of 

' judgnent could occur, allowing inappropriate prO:Jramning to continue 

unabated. 
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As there is a dearth of rigorous research in the 'gifted' area to 

guide curriculum and organisational decisions, the prcx:'ess of 

curriculum developnent for such students can be problematic. According 

to Braggett (1985) sore practices concerning pr09'ram irrplercentation, 

organisational arrangarents and teaching strategies have been accepted 

because they are believed to be effective rather than because research 

has proved them to be so. 

The errergent nature of Australian educational provision for 

gifted students would therefore seem to make the case for evaluation 

of gifted pr09'rarrs particularly CDg'ent. 

1. 3 o:NIEXT OF THE S'IDDY 

This study sought to gather information on the worth of the 

curriculum provided for a group of gifted students attending a partial 

withdrawal setting in 1984. 

The with:lrawal setting, kncwn as the learning EnricrnEnt Centre 

(I.OC) was independently established by the Brisbane Catoolic Special 

Education and Guidance Service to provide enrichrrent pr09'rcw3 for 

counsellor-identified gifted children attending systenic Prirrary 

scl'xx)ls. The Centre airred to -

1) neet the needs of selected gifted students by -

a) providing suitable learning experiences; 

b) providing an administrative structure which gave them 
the q;,portunity to interact with like minds. 

2) neet the needs of the system by -

a) developing and evaluating units of work for gifted students 

b) conducting workshops, seninars and in-service days for 
teachers. 
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The student in-take canprised children with an age range fran 6 -

12 years. For the rrost part, they were grouped according to year 

level and attended one half-day per ~ek. Two teachers (including the 

writer) had the responsibility for designing and implerrenting all 

curricula, and parents had the responsibility for transporting their 

child to and fran the Centre. 

The 1984 curriculum was, to all intents, designro and implerrented 

according to a set of principles developed by Maker ( 1982). (A 

description of this model and the reasons for adopting it are given in 

Chapter 2.) LEC teachers intended that the operational curriculum be 

a faithful representation of the nodel so that the Study's results 

would provide infonna.tion pertinent to the model's continued use. 

1. 4 OOAIS OF THE S'IUDY 

The need to examine the effectiveness of program:; delivered to 

gifted students was raised earlier ( 1. 2) and this Study was directed 

towards that purpcse. The overall goal was to examine the worth of a 

program delivered to counsellor-identified gifted students in a 

partial-withdrawal setting. 

Traditionally, it has been usual for the effectiveness of a 

program to be determined at its conclusion by assessing student 

outccnes. However the value in knowing scnething of a program's 

dynamic context is now recognized (C.D.C., 1977). 

The present evaluation was to occur during the course of the 

program rather than at its conclusion as it was considered i.rrportant 

to know how well the ongoing flow of learning experiences and 

teacher-student interactions was satisfying the needs of th:? students. 

When there is arrple evidence that teachers tend to offer gifted 

students a curriculum which lacks relevance, the provision of 

individually rreaningful learning experiences and the developrent of a 
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teacher-student relationship which 1,,,DUld facilitate learning were 

selected aims of the program. 

The program's aim;; arose fran various writings on the inadequacies 

of curricula for gifted students ( 1. 1) and fran a body of literature 

on humanistic Education which recognizes that unless curricula are 

relevant and there is a quality of personal cannit.rrent by the learner 

in the learning process, significant learning will be improbable, if 

not i.rrpossible. This literature also claims that significant learning 

depends not on the teacher's ability to instruct but up::m certain 

attitudinal qualities existing in the student-teacher relationship 

(Rogers, 19 69 ) • 

The philoscphy upholds the belief that the locus of the 

evaluation of learning experiences should reside not in the teacher 

but in the learner. The learner decides· whether the experiences are 

relevant; whether they are rreeting personal needs; whether they are 

enabling acquisition of valued knONledge and skills; whether they are 

providing the stimulus to feel wholly involvoo in the learning event. 

To facilitate learning, Rogers contends that teachers need to be 

genuine, wann, understanding, trusting and accepting in teacher-student 

interactions. Again it is the learner's and not the teacher's 

perception of the relationship which is significant. 

In ascertaining the worth of the I.OC curriculum, the possible 

influence of the ooministrative arrangarent (partial wittrlrawal) on 

the program's intentions could not be ignored. According to 

Australian studies; (Braggett, 1985; Goldberg, 1981; 11-bssenson, 

1980), partial witrrlrawal is not wiell accepted by Australian educators 

as a rreans for gifted program delivery. If LOC students perceived 

'significant others' ( peers , classroan teacters, parents) to have 

unfavourable attitudes towards the administrative arrangarent, LOC 

teachers believed that students' satisfaction with the I.EX: program 
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could be constrainerl. on the other hand, if UX:: attendance was 

supported, the reverse could occur. 

Besides evaluating the curriculum and assessing the influence of 

the administrative arrangenent, the Study was to examine the 

apprcpriateness of Maker I s m:xiel as a guide for program develoµrent. 

It was not designed to be a standard experirrental research 

project. Hence it could not provide infonnation about lawful 

relationships which could be generalised to other settings. The 

activity was to provide a rreaningful evaluation of the worth of the 

processes occuring in a particular program so that purposeful 

decisions about future curricula in this program could be made. 

An outline of the contextual frarrework of the Study is presented 

in the following diagram ( see Figure 1). 

FIQJREl. crNlFXlUAL FRAMEWEK OF 'l'HE SIUDY 

Schools - curricula Parents - ( conmuni ty) 
a.t1J teachers tr;.-m.s ~,art 

Counsellor identified 
Gifted Students 

partial withdrawal setting 

relevance - 2njoy- ~ personal need - aCX1W-sition 
rrent, interest S'IUDY of valued knowledge and 
inter_t)2rsonal skills, involverrent in the 
relationship .. '7 learninq events 

Curriculum 
rrodified for 

gifted and talented 

/ ~ Adininistrati V..:; 'Ihe Maker M:>del 
arrangercents 

i.,8i"ciHJ.ine] i.:l1.ric1JI1a1t Centre 

Catholic Special Education 
and Guidance service 

Brisbane Catholic Education Office 
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Straight lines depict the associations of the various structures/ 

group; while the positions of toose structures/groups ( central versus 

peripheral) indicate their relative importance in the Study. 

Scoools, parents and the Catholic Education Office are sh:::>wn as 

carpooents of the total context, but not areas to be investigated by 

the Study. The 'curriculum' and the 'gifted students' on the other 

hand are focal points of the diagram. 

The one-way arrows leading fran the administrative arrangerents 

and the Maker J\lbdel indicate that th:::>se variables contributed to the 

curr iculurn but were unaffected by it. 

The locus of the evaluation was to be the process of change or 

dynamic context accanpanying the interaction ( the open arrc,,..,s) between 

the gifted students and the curriculum. 

1. 5 OOES'I'IffiS OF THE S'IUDY 

To find infonnation relevant to the Study' s purpose, structured 

interview data were collected fran LEC students and their parents. 

1.5.1 The LEC Curriculum 

In the process of evaluating the worth of the LEC curriculum, the 

following questions "W12re addressed. 

1. Was the curriculum relevant fran the students' point of view 

(1.4)? What levels of enjoyrrent and interest \\ere being 

experienced at the I.EC? 

2. What was the quality of the teacher-student relationship (1.4)? 

To what extent were the teachers perceived to be -

a) kind; 

b) helpful; 

c) friendly; 
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d) fair? 

3. How did the students' satisfaction with the LEC and their regular 

school canpare? 

4. were any of the students' entering characteristics related to 

their perceptions of the IBC and the teacher-student relationship? 

5. were students• perceptions of the LEC influencoo by the fact 

that, in that setting, they were able to find a close friend. 

6. What did the students like best about the LEC and what did they 

like least? If they could have changed sore aspect of it, what 

would they have liked to change? 

7. How did parents feel about the program? Did they perceive their 

child's affective behaviour changed as a result of LEC particip

ation? 

1. s. 2 The Administrative Arrangerent - Partial Withdrawal 

In the process of ma.king j udge.rents about the influence of the 

aeuninistrative arrangerent on the pr <?Jram's intentions the following 

questions were addressed. 

1. Did the students perceive relationships with school peers to be 

disaffected by their LEC attendance? 

2. Did the students feel that classroan teachers -

a) suprx,rted their attendance; 

b} were interested in the LEC program? 

Did the parents feel that classroan teachers -

a) suprx,rted their child's LEC attendance; 

b) were interested in the program. 

3. were the parents supportive of partial withdrawal or did they 

prefer classroom enrichrrent? 
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1. 5. 3 The Maker M:xiel 

In seeking LEC teacher opinions about the worth of the roodel the 

following question was addressed. 

What v."ere the LEC teachers' impressions of the Maker rrodel after 

using it as a frarrework for developing and implerrenting a program for 

gifted students? 

1. 6 PRCFCErf.lIKS OF THE S'IUDY 

The LEC program under review was developed according to a set of 

principles which Maker advocated were suited to the specific needs of 

gifted children. LEC teachers expected that, adherence to such 

principles would lead to a relevant program and a teacher-student 

relationship which facilitated learning. 

"As a result of this expectation, they propooed that student 

evaluations of the LEC and schx>l 'N'Ould differ in teITIE of their 

enjoyment and interest ( indicators of relevance), and in terrrs of them 

perceiving teachers as kind, helpful, friendly and fair (indicators of 

a facilitator-learner relationship). 

1. 7 a:K:l.IBim 

Because of a conviction that schx>l curricula for gifted students 

lackErl relevance, the Learning Enrichrrent Centre was established. The 

purpooe of too present study was to evaluate tre worth of its program 

in neeting the learning needs of gifted children so that decisions 

about future curricula could be insightful and lecrl to curriculum 

improvarent. 

In too following chapter, the canplex nature of educational 

provision for gifted students is briefly described. The chapter 

concludes with a reasoned argurent for the cooice of Maker's 

principles as a guide for program developrent. 
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ISSUES REIATED 'IO mx:'AT:rmAL PROVISICW 

FCR GIF.lffl S'IUDENIS 

2. l IRIROXJCI'I<E 

A nationwide study (Braggett, 1985) of educational provisions for 

gifted students provides evidence of program carrrodity. But there is 

great diversity as ~11. This diversity would appear to have its 

origins in the many different theoretical positions educators. have 

adopted on various pararreters of provision. Presented in this chapter 

is a review of such provision influences as 

1. pqJular misconceptions and myths; 

2. definitions of giftedness; 

3. identification techniques; 

4. characteristics and needs of the gifted; 

5. curriculum rrodifications; 

6. organisational prcx:::edures. 

2. 2 FOPCJ1AR MISCilCEPTI(H; AND MYTffi 

Altoough the need to provide an appropriate education for gifted 

children has na-1 been recognized in all Australian States and 

Territories, studies reveal that long standing pcpular misccnceptions 

and myths have not been put to rest (Ccmterford & Creed, 1981; 

Goldberg, 1981). When scoools attenpt to provide for their gifted 

students, it is probable therefore that scne rrernbers of the scoool 

ccmnunity will not favour such an initiative. Criticism can be 

directed towards any one of a number of provision aspects, for 

exanple, the rationale, the net:oods of selection of students, the 

kinds of learning experiences and the organisational procedures. 
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COlangelo and Dettmann have can-rented: 

"Barething about gifted Erlucation triggers arotional 
reactions in ways not witnessed in other aspects of 
education. People either enthusiastically defend or attack 
gifted education - often without any or minimal factual 
infonnation." 

(Colangelo & Dettman, 1983:20) 

There is a misconception that rtEeting the needs of gifted 

students represents a form of elitism that runs counter to the idea of 

an egalitarian society. In 1980, Goldberg found that Australians, on 

the one hand believed that school experiences should be responsive to 

needs, but on the other hand rejected special prograrrs for gifted 

students lest it lead the students to believe they 'M=re inherently 

better or had nore value than others (Goldberg, 1981). Anxiety about 

elitism seeirs to surface particularly in reference to intellectual 

giftedness in children. Such a concern daes not arise at the tertiary 

level of education nor when children with outstanding abilities in 

sport or the performing arts receive special consideration. Colangelo 

& Dettmann (1983) contend that there is · no research evidence which 

suggests that gifted children view themselves as superior. 

Another pcpular misconception which has been widely accepted is 

that the gifted will make it on their own. Contrary to this myth, 

Gallagher believes that evidence has accumulated which suggests there 

is a "subtle and carplex interaction bet\\Ben envirorment and native 

ability" and that giftedness can be destroyed by · failing to provide 

nurturing environrrents and opportunities (Gallagher, 1979: 29). It 

does appear that gifted prograrrs which have etrerged in Australia have 

tended to address the needs of children in the middle and u:i;:per 

primary years rather than the needs of chldren in early chldoood 

(MJssenson, 1980). Yet the Canadian experience has been that "gifted 

children (witoout provision) by the middle grcrles have developed v.ork 

habits and a value s ystem that are conducive ne itoor to academic 
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achievercent nor to gcx:>d rrental health" (w:xrlliffe, 1977: 5). 

An additionc:l factor militating against provision relates to the 

use of the ~rd 'gifted'. In the writer's experience of Catholic 

school cannunities, sate people appear to find the label objectionable 

as it is seen to degrade those not selected for program. The 

diagnosis of 'not gifted' by exclusion £ran a program is seen to run 

counter to a religious philosophy which considers all people to be in 

possession of various God-given gifts and talents. 

Sare parents and teachers also appear to react unfavourably to 

administrative arrangarents whereby gifted students are witl'rlrawn fran 

the normal classroan to special settings on a part-tine or full -t:irre 

basis. Such procErlures are seen to draw attention to intellectual 

differences, putting in jeopardy social relationships with siblings 

and classmates. comrerford and Creed (1980:50) counteract this 

conception by citing research which found that "86% of students felt 

they were not treated any differently by their peers after inclusion 

in a prog-ram11
• According to Passow (1979), gifted children need 

opportunities to interact with others of like minds. 

In the literature, the gifted are saneti.rres referred to as a 

'natural resource' which needs to be developed for the cannon gcx:xL 

The expectation is that, given an appropriate education, children with 

gifts and talents will likely make a valuable ccntribution in adult 

life. This ccncern for the national interest has been rrost noticeable 

in the United States where resurgences of suA_JOrt for the gifted and 

talented appear to have been directly related to perceived political 

and/or econanic vulnerability (Gallagher, 1979). Such a value 

judgarent would seem by itself to be a poor justification for the 

inplerrentation of I100.if ied curricula. The rrore worthy reason for 

gifted education would seem to be that it enhances the lives of those 

who need it. The policy of the National Catoolic Education 
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Ccmnission i.s based on the concept of the intrinsic worth and dignity 

of each child and his/her entitlerrent to an education which assists 

the develoµrent of individual potential (N.C.E.C., 1982:3) and 

curriculum provision for gifted children in Catholic sch:xJls emanates 

fran this philosc:phical pooition rather than fran a societal 

obligation perspective. 

2.3 DEFINITIOIS OF GIFIBJNESS 

As there is no camonly accepted definition of giftedness nor any 

definite ~ans of identifying it, teachers find it difficult to 

determine the target group for a gifted program. 

Giftedness was originally conceived by Terman to be synonarous 

with superior intellectual ability. Studies of it began in 1921 when 

Teman received a grant fran the Carrnonwealth Fund of New York City 

which enabled him to locate 1,000 subjects with an IQ in excess of 132 

and discern their characteristic traits. Tent\an's study was able to 

refute notions that giftedness was accarpanied by rnaladjustnent when 

he found his subjects to be not only intellectually superior, but 

physically and socially as i,..ell (Ziv, 1977). 

As a result of extensive research, and the influence of ne.v 

theories of human abilities, in particular, Guilford's Structure of 

the Intellect in 1959, the concept of giftedness has been expanding, 

and the diversity in provision is a reflection of different ideolog

ical positions regarding its nature (Braggett, 1985). 

Fox (1981) in a study of definitions notoo the following points. 

Definitions can be ca1ceptual, legal or operational. ftt:>reover, they 

can differ on whether or not evidence of · potential alone is a 

sufficient coodition, on the number of performance areas to be 

coosidered and on the degree of excellence to be daronstrated. Sare 
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narrow definitions specify minimum scores on particular tests 

(Stanley, 1979; Karnes & Collins, 1978) while Witty (1958) and 

Feldman (1977) adopt broad definitions and argue that every child is 

gifted in sare socially valued way. To further carplicate matters 

sare writers differentiate bet~n the term:; "gifted" and "talented"; 

sare use both tenns interchangeably and others use one only as a 

blanket cover for all gifted and talented children. "Gifted" is 

clearly a highly ambiguous term covering a wide range of character

istics and behaviours and to say that a child is gifted conveys only 

vague rreanings to teachers involved in educational planning (Fox, 1981). 

2. 4 IDEN:rIFICATI<E '!HliNI(mS 

There is also a lack of consensus regarding valid identification 

procooures. The rrost camonly usoo screening procedure for giftedness 

has been teacher observation followed by group intelligence and 

achievement tests (Clark, 1979). 

Although it would seem :..ogical for the teacher to ~e the 

initial recanrendation, studies have found that teachers are not 

particularly successful in identifying children with potential. They 

more often:-

choose children like themselves {Pegnato & Birch, 1959). 

undervalue the highly creative student, who may initiate new 

projects, develop new ideas and perhaps disagree with autmrity, 

cacpared with the student who frequently exhibits learning 

characteristics (Torrance, 1965). 

tend to value neatness, conformity and hard work (Gallagher, 1975) 

do not consider children with handicapping conditions (Braggett, 

1983). 

subscribe to a 'Teman myth' and assurce that:-

1. the gifted child excels or exceeds the norms in all areas of 
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developrent; 

2. the gifted student is a high achiever with high rrotivation 

to excel in school; 

3. the best single indicator of intellectual ability is 

language - advanced, appropriate, fluent; 

4. the gifted child is a mature, independent, self-directed 

student (t--hitrrore in Braggett, 1983:11). 

In an attenpt to improve teacher effectivenes in the identificat

ion process, Renzulli and Hartman developed a four di.rrensional scale 

(I.earning, M:.">tivation, Creativity, Leadership) which listed behaviour

al characteristics or traits of superior students (Renzulli, Hartman 

and Callahan, 1975: 266-269). 

The use of a canbination of subjective and objective rreasures -

teacher observations, intelligence and achieverrent tests, checklists 

of behaviours, interest inventories, school grades, anecdotal records, 

student products, peer naninations, parent naninations has 

frequently been suggested as it is felt that such a procedure serves 

to increase the reliability and validity of the findings (Clark, 1979; 

CCl"lerford and creed, 1983; Education Departrrent of South Australia, 

1984). However the rreasures could all be considered fallible, and on 

face value, would seem to identify rrainly acadan.ic giftedness. 

A nmnber of writers are new stressing the need for identification 

procedures and the kind of program being i.rrplerrented to match each 

other. For exanple, mathematics criteria for entry to Stanley's 

fast-paced maths. classes are stringent (Stanley, 1979 ). Yet it would 

seem inappropriate for selection to be otherwise. A similar argument 

could be made for other program:, addressing specific abilities. 

Because there are so many ways of defining and identifying gifted

ness, student characteristics necessary for program entry often differ 

fran one setting to another. The diversity in provision is to sOOE 
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extent a reflection of underlying differences in definition and 

methods of identification. 

2. 5 CHARJICIERISTICS AND Nm:>S 

Since giftedness does not characterize the totality of an 

individual's behaviour {Bragget, 1985) it is understandable that toose 

whom we call "the gifted" appear to be heterogeneous as any other 

group who are labelled on the basis of one dirrension. However it doos 

see.>n that nnst writers on giftedness accept the view that a gifted 

group differs fran a non-gifted group in certain predictable ways 

(Clark, 1979; Gallagher, 1975; Renzulli, 1978). 

Although sare contend there is no case for considering hom::>geneity 

in students (Birch, 1984; Feldman, 1979), rrost seem to suggest that 

it is not functional for the teacher to adopt either of the tv.o 

extrerre positions - one being to regard every student as a unique 

person with a unique profile of needs; the other being to think of 

students only in terms of sare group identity. A synthesis of the tv.o 

stances is reccmrended {Colangelo and Zaffran, 1979 ). 

Most carrronly, gifted children are seen to have an accelerated 

pace of thought processes and to exhibit a high ability to generalize, 

to \llQrk canfortably with abstract ideas and to synthesize diverse 

relationships {Clark, 1979). 

However, when it cares to being rrore specific, the list of 

characteristics derive:1 fran even a limited perusal of the literature 

can soon becare unwieldy. 

The policy docurrent published by the Education Deparbrent of W.A. 

recognizes that the characteristics of gifted and talented students 

are "legion" {one review of the literature reported over 6500). 

But, it asserts, carrronly reported characteristics of the target 

group suggest gifted and talented children -
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are insatiably curious 

have large vocabularies 

have a keen sense of hurrour 

enjoy canplicated garres 

exhibit behaviour that runs counter to tradition 

do the unexpected 

learn easily 

have long 11E1rories 

are introspective 

create new ideas and processes 

have talents in art, music, writing and drama. 

The docurrent is quick to point out however that: 

11it is quite erroneous to assUire that every gifted and 
talented child will possess all or even rIDst of those 
characteristics." 

(Ed. Dept. of W.A., 1981) 

For teachers sore writers suggest there is an obvious benefit in 

using those checklists which provide a basis for detailing curriculum 

modifications (Clark, 1979; Mak.er, 1982; Renzulli & Hartman in Barbe 

& Renzulli, 1975). 

By assessing the student in accordance with the checklist of 

behaviours and providing the suggested curricula, the interrelatedness 

of characteristics, needs and learning experiences is preserved. 

2. 6 CDRRIClJUM MJDIFICATIWS 

Yearbooks of the National Society for the Study of Education 

which have addressed the education of gifted students ('l'wenty-third, 

Fifty-seventh, Seventy-eighth) have consistently noted that curricula 

rather than · administrative adaptations are the key elenents in the 

educational process. 
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The Comnittee for the Twenty-third Yearbook concluda:l: 

"It is quite evident that the roost difficult aspects of the 
gifta:l child problem do not lie in the field of formal 
organisation of the school... The biggest question and the 
rrost difficult of solution is undoubtedly recognized as 
this: "How shall their superior powers be challengErl, and 
how shall curriculum and schoolroom proca:lure be rrodified to 
rreet rrore fully the rightful demands of superior endowrents." 

That gifted children tend to find curriculum provisions 

inadequate is indicated by the following parent quotes £ran Catoolic 

Guidance Service records -

She is always carplaining that she doosn' t like school and 
why does she have to go anyway. 

Both the teacher and I have notice:i that Jane seerrs unhappy 
with school. Her teacher says she is inattentive in class. 

Paul has carplaine1 that he doesn't want to go to school 
because it's boring. He told me, "I 1m really getting quite 
usErl to doing nothing." 

Jan-es has been aggressive for the past two years at school. 
The teacher says he is intolerant of others and can't 
understand their difficulties with learning. 

David whinges and says, ''Why do I have to go? I never get a 
chance to say what I want to say. I'm never asked 
questions." 

The teacher never asks Ann to answer questions. NCM she 
won 1 t put her hand up. She seerrs to have lost · interest in 
trying. 

Kylie has becare very withdrawn and doesn't want to go to 
school. She says she is plain bored and can I t stand it any 
longer. 

Jill is finishing work before the other children and is 
being a nuisance distracting others. 

In 1968, Renzulli found that twenty-one experts in gifted 

education regardErl -

1) teacher education; 

2) the developnent of a purposefully distinctive curriculum; and 

3) student selection 

as the nost crucial elerrents in school provision for gifted children. 

(in Gallagher, 1975; 324-329) 

Yet, in spite of the high level of agreerrent arrnng the experts, 
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sore ten years later, Gallagher was to assert that little attention 

had been given to teacher training or the curriculum (Gallagher, 

1979: 32). 

Research in the areas of definition and identification . of the 

gifted child has had a carparatively long history beginning with 

Teman' s studies in 19 21. since those ear 1 y days, the theory on 

definition and identification has undergone significant changes. But 

the theory on curriculum developrent for the gifted has not had the 

benefit of a long history. 

It is only in the last few years that teachers have been able to 

find information on practical aspects of curriculum construction -

recognition of the learner's characteristics and needs; understanding 

their inplications for objectives, content and matoodologies; 

identifying the organisational structures/procedures to ensure 

successful irrplemantation of the curriculum; identifying the nature 

of resource support needed and establishing the salient aspects of 

curriculum evaluation. Instead of addressing the curriculum, which 

1WOuld seem to be the basis of any educational provision, the early 

literature appeared to abound with discussions on identification and 

"the continuing enrichrrent versus acceleration controversy". (Fox, 

1979: 106). 

On prograrrs ostensibly catering for gifted students in the U.S.A. 

during the early 1970's, Renzulli was led to say: 

"In conducting evaluative studies, I have witnessed far too many 
programs for the gifted that are essentially collections of fun
and-garres activities; such activities lack continuity and show 
little evidence of developing in a systematic fashion the mantal 
processes that led these children to be identified as gifted." 

(in Gallagher, 1979:32) 

Passcw was later to draw attention again to inad0:JUacies of 

curricula when, carmenting on administrative arrangatents such as 

enrichrrent and acceleration, he declared that while such adaptations 
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might facilitate the delivery of curriculum m:>difications, they did 

not in and of themselves constitute program:; for the gifted (PassCM, 

1979). 

State and national legislation in the U.S.A. has recognized that 

the gifted and talented need 'qualitatively different' prograrrs. 

Although what is ITEant by 'qualitatively different' has never been 

clearly outlined, this legal requirerrent appears to have been widely 

accepted conceptually. There is agreerrent that the normal school 

curriculum is inappropriate for gifted students by virtue of their 

ability to learn at a faster pace, to master rrore canplex levels of 

content at an earlier age and to handle abstract concepts with greater 

insight, and that differentiated curricula are required (Fox, 1979; 

Kaplan, 1979; Maker, 1982; Renzulli, 1977}. While precise 

definition of terms such as 'qualitatively different', 'differentiated 

curricula', and 'differential education' has not eventuated, attercpts 

at definition have· been docurrented (Kaplan, 1974; Renzulli, 1977; 

Gallagher, 1975) and various writers have nCM expressed clearly what 

they believe the concept rreans in operational terms. (Clark, 1979; 

Gallagher, 1975; Maker, 1982; Renzulli, 1977). 

Nuances in definitions of 'qualitatively different' have led to a 

variety of approaches in curriculum developrent. However, according 

to Maker {1982), there is a thread of consistency running through 

them. She contends they all -

1) build upon the characteristics unique to gifted students; 

2) include concepts at higher levels of abstraction or greater 

ccrrplexity; 

3) arphasize the developtent of thinking skills at a higher level 

than acquisition and rrerrory; and 
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4) provide any administrative or other arrangemmts necessary to 

enable all pupils to utilize their full potential. 

(Maker, 1982:6) 

In order to design a qualitatively different curriculum for 

gifted students, Maker suggests that consideration should be given to 

making .nodifications within four dirrensions of instruction -

1) the content ( what is learned) ; 

2) the processes ( the manner in which content is presented and the 

level of thinking required); 

3) the product ( the end prcrlucts expected as a result of the 

processes used); and 

4) the learning environrrent ( the psychological and physical setting 

in which learning takes place). 

The idea of rrodifying content, process and learning environrrent 

has its origins in the writings of Gallagher (1975) who believed that 

gifted programs should be based on one or rrore of those dirrensions. 

Although listing the three, Gallagher deplored very much the way the 

literature was "cluttered" with discussions of the relative m=rits of 

various learning environrrents (acceleration, special classes, resource 

roorrs) and urgai that ITDre carp lex content based on Bruner' s concept 

of the 'structure of the discipline' (Bruner, 19 66) should be 

errphasized in particular. His inclination towards the develo:µrent of 

process skills was related to the belief that education had to prepare 

children for an indetenninate future, and that this could best be 

achieved by teaching them how to learn, and by expanding their 

creativity either through the higher levels of Bloom's Taxon(l"[IY' 

( Bloom, 19 56 ) or through exercises and activities such as Meeker' s 

(~er, 1969) based on Guilford' s 'structure of the intellect' 

(Guilford, 1967). 
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Although Gallagher did not recarrnend rrodification of product, 

Maker has included product as a dirrension of instruction to be 

changed. This croice is based on the -work of Renzulli who presented 

his Enrichrrent Triad MJ<lel as a guide to the developrent of theoretic

ally defensible prograrrs for gifted students (Renzulli, 1977). 

Renzulli contended that his Type 1 and Type 11 enrichrrent -.....ere suited 

to the needs of all learners, but that it was Type 111 (product) which 

provided activities particularly appropriate to the needs of the 

gifted. Type 1 enrichrrent called for increased variety (not 

carplexity as Gallagher had e-nphasized) in the content presented to 

students, to give them the opportunity to experience areas of 

potential interest. Type 11 enrichrrent reiterated the need to give 

students process skills which were transferable and durable. These 

two types of enrichrrent added no nav dirrensions to Gallagher's frane

work. Type 111 however (product), introduced another dirrension int.o 

the area of educational provision for gifted students. 

After studying the characteristics of eminent individuals, 

Renzulli concluded that such people possessed a well-defined cluster 

of inter-locking traits (above-average ability, creativity and task 

cacmitrrent) and it was the interaction of the traits, not one alone, 

which led to productive and creative accarplishrrents. After defining 

in this way his concept of giftedness, Renzulli purported that gifted 

programs should enable students to feel and act like practising 

professionals who were endc,,,aj with the above characteristics. In 

Type 111 enrichrrent, students were therefore to undertake sophisticated 

individual and group investigations which addressed real problerrs and 

resulted in the developrent of professional type prcrlucts. To engage 

in this kind of activity, Renzulli believed that students required a 

learning envirOOIIEilt which was physically rrore flexible and had the 

psyclx>logical qualities of a laboratory setting. 
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The ideas espoused by Gallagher and Renzulli were canbined and 

greatly enhanced by Mak.er ( 1982) t.o produce a set of guiding 

principles for the develop.rent of qualitatively different curricula. 

The rrodifications suggested within each of the four dirrensions 

( content, process, prcx:luct, learning environrrent) appear to present no 

new pedagogical principles but rather seem to represent a synthesis of 

many well-established teaching-learning theories and practices. 

Within each of the four cacponents of the curriculum, Maker lists 

several key elertEnts, and explains how manipulations of these 

elements, singly or in canbination, can create qualitatively different 

learning experiences. As the elerrents have been based on the group 

traits of gifted students, it is not expected that an individualized 

curriculum will focus on every el~nt. 

A brief description of the curriculum elerrents which Maker 

subsurres under each of the four selected dirrensions follows. 

Content MJdifications: 

1) Abstractness (The content of discussions, lessons, activities 
and reading material soould be based on brocrl concepts and 
generalizations rather than concrete forrrs, enabling ideas to 
transfer within and across disciplines.) 

2) Complexity {The concepts presented soould be suitably cauplex. 
Abstract ideas can be rrore cauplex depending on the number of 
concepts and disciplines involved and the relationships bet~n 
them.) 

3) Variety ( Content not taught in the regular classroom slx>uld be 
included.) 

4) Organization and Econany (The content soould be organized around 
key concepts and abstract ideas so that transfer, rrerory and 
understanding is facilitated. ) 

5) Study of People (The gifted need t.o study creative and prcx:luctive 
individuals, their life styles, characteristics and interactions 
t.o help them becare ~11-adjusted adults. 

6) The Study of Methods of Enquiry ( Investigative techniques used by 
scholars in different disciplines should be an included area of 
study.) 
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Process Modifications: 

1) Higher levels of Thinking (The strategies used should develop and 
demand higher levels of thinking such as analysis, synthesis and 
evaluation rather than the acquisition and application of 
kna,.rledge.) 

2) Open~ndedness (The questions asked of students should tend to be 
open-ended so that divergent thinking is · encouraged and student 
to student discussion and debate is fostered.) 

3) Discovery ( Students soould have greater exposure to tasks which 
require them to use inductive thinking to sEe underlying patterns 
and relationships.) 

4) Evidence of Reasoning ( The gifted shbuld be asked to explain 
their · reasoning process and justify it to others. This helps 
them to clarify their thinking and evaluate the thinking of 
others.) 

5) Freedan of Choice (To develop independence in learning, students 
soould be given freed.an to choose what they want to investigate 
or study.) 

6) Group , Interaction, Activities and Simulations (Structured 
activities and simulation ganes soould be included to provide 
opportunities for observation, discussion and debate.} 

7) Pacing and Variety , (Metoods of teaching soould rratch the 
different learning styles and characteristics of the students.) 

Prcrluct M:Jdifications: 

Professional-type Products The products soould res6Tlble toose of 
professionals and be original rather than present sore rearrangsrent 
of existing knCMledge. Professional products differ fran the usual 
school products because of the following attributes -

{ a) Problems are real. 

(b) The products are addressed to real audiences. 

( c) The research is original and denands higrnr levels of 
thinking. 

(d) The prcrlucts are evaluated by the audiences for which 
they were developed. 

Learning Environrrent M:>difications: 

1) Student-Centred versus Teacher-Centred (Student discussion rather 
than teacher talk soould be anphasized. In interaction, the 
teacher soould not be the central figure.) 

2) Independence versus Dependence (There should be encouragarent of 
student initiative in problem solving. This would apply to 
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3) 

4) 

5) 

6) 

acadanic and behavioural areas.) 

Open versus Closed (The physical and psycoological learning 
envirorurent soould be flexible allowing students to experirrent 
with new ideas and explore alternatives.} 

Accepting versus Judging (Evaluation should be enphasized as 
opposed to judgerent. In evaluation teachers accept ideas and 
perhaps request clarification or evidence of reasoning before 
challenging them. Judgerent suggests rightness or wrongness.) 

Conplex versus S~ le (Students should have a learning environ
ment which gives t em access to sophisticated learning experiences 
and resources • ) 

High Mobility versus Lo,/ .r-bbility (The environrrent should allow 
freedan of choice and access to different envirorurents, materials 
and equi{Xlent. ) 

(A detailed description of each element, the teaching-learning rrooel{s) 
ori which it is based and how it serves the characteristics of gifted 
students, is given in Maker, C. June, Curriculum Developrent for the 
Gifted. Aspen Systems Corporation, Maryland, 1982.) 

Although Maker's curriculum modifications have generated interest 

and enthusiasm, when the L.E.C. teachers sought to design a program 

based on the principles, there appeared to be no canparative studies 

of the rrodel 1 s effectiveness. This position no doubt related to the 

recency of the r-Ddel' s publication, and also perhaps to the apparent 

tendency for gifted program evaluations to consist mainly of teacher, 

student and parent impressions rather than rigorous factual data. 

It was in recognition of the following perceptions of the Maker 

model, that L. E. C. teachers adopted it as a guide ( 3 . 5 ) for the 

developnent of their 1984 pr09ram. 

1) The nndifications had their origins in established Erlucational 

and psych:>logical theory. Hence curriculum provision which 

incorporated them would have a strong foundation. 

2) Within the theoretical fr~work, it appeared that a 'qualitively 

different' curriculum could be developed - one which enbodied 

high level cognitive and effective concepts beyond those normally 

provided in the regular classroom, incorporated instructional 

strategies suited to the learning styles of the gifted and 
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talented, and allowed for flexible administrative arrangarents. 

According to the u. S. Off ice of Education, ( in Maker, 19 82: 4) 

these were the qualities inherent in differentiated education for 

the gifted. 

3) '.Ibe ideas appeared to be expressed with such clarity that 

misinterpretation of information could be minimized. 

4) In addition to a description, the docurrentation of each nndific

ation included a reasonerl justification for its consideration in 

curriculum developrent for the gifted. This gave practitioners 

the confidence of kno.ving not only what they were doing, but \.vhy. 

5) '.Ibe guidelines were particularly c~rehensive, covering the 

principles of curriculum develop:rent for many student populations, 

including the culturally different, the handicapped, the highly 

creative and the learning disabled. 

6) The nodif ications were flexible in that they did not depend on a 

given organisational structure. The L.E.C. setting was seen to 

be quite appropriate. 

7) Teachers could endeavour to implerrent the approach without 

mandatory training. Necessary pedago:rical skills did not appear 

to extend beyond a teacher's expected repertoire. 

Maker's nndel of curriculum design is just one of a number of 

approaches used to guide the develop:rent of curricula for gifted 

students. Though the various approaches appear to have camnn 

characteristics (2.6), they tend to differ in terms of their basic 

assurrptions about the concept of giftedness and the nature of the 

teaching-learning process. Because there is a lack of·. carparative 

research to indicate which rrodels are the rrore appropriate (Braggett, 

1985 ~ Maker, 1982) the structural fr arrev.10rk underpinning a program 

tends to be one which subjectively appeals to the practitioner. 
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The perceived characteristics of the Mak.er roodel :irentioned above 

provided a rationale for its adoption. Whether it enabled a program 

to be developed which satisfied the students as well as the LEX:: 

teachers was to be determined by the Study. 

2. 7 <EGANISAT:rmAL J\RRllNGEMDll'S 

various organisational structures have been used to facilitate 

the delivery of curricula. These have included for the irost part -

l} in-class provision; 

2) partial wi th::irawal ( Cluster Groups) ; 

3) separate provision (special classes/sclnols); 

4) Special Interest Centres; 

5) acceleration {grade skipping/ccrrpacting of courses); 

6) other forms (rrentor program:;, carrps, vacation sclnols) . 

(Braggett, 1985) 

All structures have both advantages and disadvantages and there 

appears to be no one arrangerrent which best answers all needs ( Kaplan, 

1974; Passa,,, 1979). 

Altoough PassON has contended that "programs for. the gifted and 

talented should provide for -

a) a balance between rrediated independent study and independent 
activity; 

b) small-group activities with other gifted and talented students, 
including sore inter-age groupings; and 

c) for activities involving interaction with both gifted and non-
gifted students", 

Australians have indicated a strong preference for in-class provision 

by the regular classroom teacher, whether that be for one or a number 

of gifted children (Braggett, 1985; Mossenson, 1980). With::lrawal of 

gifted students continues to be an erotive issue. 
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2.8 CllCII.JSim 

When a system, region or sch:x:>l attenpts to provide for gifted 

children, tv.U alternative procedures are available. One option 

involves defining the concept of giftedness, identifying 'gifted' 

students and then developing a program tailored to their needs. The 

other option is to plan a 'gifted' program and then select the students 

who will benefit fran inclusion in it ( Comnerford and Creed, 1981). 

The former approach is largely an exercise in curriculum developrrent. 

Whereas the latter focuses on selection of students. 

Curriculum Developrent 

As the present Study was concerned with the developrrent, 

inplerrentation · and evaluation of a set of learning experiences for a 

counsellor-identified group of gifted students, a major thrust of the 

endeavour was the developrrent of an appropriate curriculum; and in 

that context, a key issue was clearly the cooice of a rrodel. It was 

essential that the LEC program be theoretically defensible, and not be 

yet another exarrple of "fun and garres activities" so deplored by 

Renzulli ( 2. 6 ) • Though M3ker ' s rrodel appeared to have no body of 

research daronstrating its effectiveness, LEX: teachers were optimistic 

that it would enable them to develop a 'differentiated I curriculum. 

Ultircately, however, the v,rorth of the rrodel was to be assessed by the 

students. 

Identification of giftedness, as the concept was defined by the 

Special Education and Guidance Service ( see 3. 2. 3), was not such an 

irrportant issue when LEC teachers were not responsible for student 

selection. However, program planning required that the characteristics 

and needs of the students be addressed. 
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The Administrative Arrangarent 

Research indicates that widespread support cannot be asst.UTed when 

atterrpts are made to provide for gifted students. Misconceptions and 

myths which have been kno.-m to prevail nay still find acceptance with 

sore rrembers of the scrool c:armunity (Colangelo & Dettman, 1983; 

Goldberg, 1981). While partial withdrawal is a recognized adminis

trative arrangement, it is not highly favoured in Australia (Braggett, 

1985; Mossenson, 1980). 

Because parents' and teachers' attitudes towards withdrawal were 

seen to have the potential to influence students' satisfaction with 

the program, ascertainrrent of support for the arrangarent was an 

objective of the evaluation. 

In the following chapter, the systematic developrent of the 1984 

LEC curriculum based on Mc3.ker's suggested rrodifications is expounded. 

Also presented is. a description of the evaluation processes errployed 

to an~r the Study's questions. 
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CHAP'1ER 3 

THE a:N1EX'l' RE FDJCATIOIAL PIOVTS~, 

llEVEIOFMFBI' OF 'DIE CURRIOJID1 

AN:> D~~ OF THE S'IDDY'S EVAIDAT~ ~ 

3. 1 ~I~ 

The ma.in purpooe of this Study was to evaluate the rearning 

Enrichrent Centre curriculum in terms of its relevance and success in 

meeting the learning needs of the 61 counsellor-identified acadanically 

gifted students attending the Centre f or one half-day per week. As a 

secoodary concern the Study sought to ascertain the level of support 

for the administrative arrangerent. 

If the Study's findings were to provide useful infonnation about 

the curriculum, it appeared essential to errploy a defensible 

metoodology for determining that curriculum. To evaluate a program 

developed in scree randan manner was seen to provide infonnation which 

would have limited value in decision-making. 

According to Maker, 

''When making decisions about the types of teaching-learning 
experiences to provide for gifted pupils, factors related to the 
setting, t!-E teachers, the students and the theoretical models 
all must be considered." (Maker, 1982: 123) 

In this chapter characteristics of the setting, the teachers, the 

students and the rood.el which provided the ccntext for programning 

planning are described ( 3. 2, 3. 3, 3. 4) • Following this description 

there is a reasonerl account of the developtent of the 1984 operational 

curriculum - its goals and learning experiences (3.5.2, 3.5.3). 

Finally the Study's processes are presented in_ terms of evaluation 

questions, rreasuring instruments and data analysis. 
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3.2 

3.2.1 

SRITING 

Physical Characteristics 

In 1984 the LEC was part of the Special Education and Guidance 

administrative carplex in a forrrer inner-city school which had closed 

in the late 1970's, dispersing its resources. The LEC occupied a rcom 

the size of two large classr(X)ll'S. 

Physically being part of an administrative structure rather than 

a school was seen to have both advantages and disadvantages. 

Independent of any school, the Special Education and Guidance Service 

had carplete freedan to determine policy and practice. However, high 

establishrrent costs together with the LEC's inability to be classed as 

a school in the procurerrent of funding, meant that many potentially 

useful resources could not be acquired. 

In the irrplercentation of a Maker curriculum, Prcrluct rrndific

ations. appeared to be rrost advantaged by the setting. When students 

sought to prepare their professional-type products for distribution to 

r...:al audiences, they had access to clerical support, a printery an'l a 

media production centre; facilities which particularly enabled them 

to develop skills in the presentation of their creative and investig

ative endeavours. However, the absence of costly school resources 

such as carputers, musical instrurrents, a students' library and 

science equiprrent placed continuing constraints on the m::xiific

ation of content and the provision of a carplex learning envirorurent. 

Process m:xHfications were not in any way constrainerl by the setting. 

3.2.2 Referral Procerlures 

All students were ultimately referred to the LEX:: by a school 

counsellor although discussion with Principals, parents and LEC 

teachers occurred prior to the students' enrolrrent. Wnile LOC 

teachers were responsible for program developrent, it was the 
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counsellor's role to identify gifted stlldents and officially recarmend 

LEX:: placarent. Only with the parents' permission were students to be 

assessed. But parents or teachers could initiate the process, if they 

felt the student was possibly gifted and in need of an enrich.rrent 

program. Identification proca:lures were not prescribed. However 

there was general concensus arrong counsellors that a selective 

canbination of subjective and objective rreasures would be usa:1 to 

identify acadanic gifta:lness. 

3.2.3 Definition of Acadanically Gifted 

'Acadanically gifted' students were defined as those students who 

were capable of high performance with danonstr ated and/or potential 

ability in any one of the following areas, singly or in canbination -

General intellectual ability 

Specific acadanic aptitude 

Creative or prcrluctive thinking 

This definition was a selected part of the U.S. Office of 

Education definition adopted following the Marland Report and embo:.l.ied 

in Public Law 91 - 230 Section 806 (in Gallagher, 1979:30) 

Deleted fran the U.S. Office of Education definition was 

giftedness in the visual and performing arts, and in leadership. It 

was. a Special Education and GUidance Service decision that the LOC 

would not make special provision for students gifted in these areas. 

3.2.4 Relationships with Parents and Schools 

Subsequent to the counsellor's assessrrent and prior to enrolrrent 

in the withdrawal program, there was consultation and collaboration 

between the counsellor, the school administration, parents and LOC 

teachers, to detennine whether LEC placarent would be appropriate for 

the child. As the classroom teachers were not always involvErl in this 
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process, their support of enrolled students was not assured. Indeed, 

it could not even be assurred that those who were involvej_ in the 

discussions reached a genuine consensus as Principals on occasions 

were knCM!l to have yielded to the wishes of parents, and vice versa. 

For Principals and parents, the enrichrrent program represented a 

marked change in the locus of control, since the responsibility for 

its design and inplenentation lay beyond the school. In discussions 

ab.Jut prospective LEC admissions, a number of issues were repeatedly 

raised. 

Concern seared to centre on -

developrent of elitist tendencies in students 

adverse effects on peer and sibling relationships 

adverse effects on the relationship bet~n the 

schcx>l administration and other parents in the school 

cannunity 

accuracy of identification 

desirability of enrichrrent when set school -work was 

often incarplete or pcorly executed. 

The LEC curriculwn never appeared to be a contentious matter in 

any discussions about student placerent. Expressions of interest rn 

what the child might be learning at the Centre carre mainly fran 

parents seeking factual information. What did appear to be of concern 

was the administrative arrangerrent. Withdrawal of students on the 

basis of acManic ability was saretirres accepted after obvious initial 

reluctance and as a result of this apparent unease, the matter becarre 

a focus.of this evaluation study. 

Students fran all ninety-nine Brisbane Archdiocesan primary 

sch:Jols were in general accordoo equal right-of-access to places at 

the learning Enrichrrent Centre, with the result that the student body 

in 1984 cClllprisej, at least one child fran each of thirty-three 
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different sctx:>ols. This phenrnenon understandably caused insurirount

able difficulties in cooperative planning with classroan teachers, and 

the continuity of learning experiences was considerably constrained. 

Such a difficulty is not unkno.m. A frequent criticism of resource 

room; or district centres as a rrethod of service delivery, is the lack 

of coordination between the regular and special program:; (Fox, 1979; 

Maker, 1982) . 

The parents and schools did not have to carmit any resources to 

the program, nor n-eet any of its costs. But parents were responsible 

for transporting the children to and fran the LEC. 

3.2.5 Organisation 

Students were grouped according to sclxx>l year level, although 

individuals \olere occasionally place:'i in another group because of 

observe:'i develop.rental needs. To facilitate the implerrentation of 

Maker's Process m:xiifications and the develop.rent of a student-to

student interaction pattern, a class ceiling of fifteen was considered 

desirable. Larger classes were seen to be detrirrental to a student's 

level of participation in discussion and debate. In the case of young 

children, in particular year level two, class sizes were lower than 

fifteen because it was envisage:'i that the teacher 'w'Ould be neede:'i at 

tines to fill the role of scribe. 

Jl,brning sessions were conducted fran 9.00 a.m. to 12.30 p.m. and 

the shorter afternoon sessions were fran 1. 30 p.m. to 3. 30 p.m. As 

classroom teachers in the upper primary sctxx:>l were reluctant to have 

their students withdrawn for the 3½ hour rrorning session, that tine 

slot was purposely allocated to the lower year levels. To canpensate 

for the relatively short weekly enridnrent period of two hours, 

discussion and planning of horre activities needed to be incorporated 

in the lesson content. Perhaps classrcx:xn teachers considered the LEC 
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TA8[E 1. INFWJR:E OF '.l'HE SEI'TING CN PROOR1\M PLANNING 

FN:'IlR> 'ID <XNSIDER 

Limited resources ( hurran and 
material). 

IMPLICATIOOS RR PROGRAM PLANNING 

Variety of Content (particularly 
across subject areas) constrained. 

The provision of a 'CCirplex Learning 
Environrrent' for the study of 
ccnplex phenarena constrained. 

Large number of schools involved. Co'.'"Operative planning with class
room teachers not possible. 

Student selection relied 
initially on parent or teacher 
referral to the sch::>ol 
counsellor. 

Lack of co-ordination between the 
enrichrrent and scrnol prCXJrarrs. 

The Maker llOdel could be irrplerrented 
at the IEC, but sdnols could 
freely choose a different approach. 

LEC teachers W no role in the 
identification of gifted students. 
PrCXJrarrs to rreet the needs of the 
students had to be developed 
subsequent to their enrolrrent. 

soort weekly ti.me period of with- Supplerrentary activities which 
drawal, especially for Years 5 could be undertaken between classes 
and 6 (1.30 pn to 3.00 pn). required. 

Withdrawal setting independent 
of schools. 

Class ceiling of fifteen, two 
teachers. 
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LEC Teachers could exercise freedan 
in the design and inplenentation of 
LEC programs. 

Level of classroonVschool support 
for the students' involverrent in 
the LEC program could vary. 

Execution of between class enrich
ment activities could not depend on 
teacher support. 

Individualised educational prCXJrarrs 
feasible. 

Small group activities with other 
gifted students feasible. 

Anple q:,portunity for students to 
exercise Higher Level Thought 
through discussion and debate. 



program to be of less value than scheduled school learning activities. 

Such a possibility was to be investigated by the Study (1. 5. 2, 

Question 2). 

3.2.6 Surcmary of Setting Influences on the curriculum 

Various setting factors had Lryplications for program planning, in 

particular for the develo_r:xrent of a curriculum based on Maker's nooel. 

These factors and their inplications have been surrmarized in Table 1. 

3 • 3 ~ 

3.3.1 Teacher Attitudes 

In 1984 the staff of the LEC canprised two teachers ( including 

the writer) who worked as a team on the design and inplerrentation of 

program:;, and undertook responsibility for the day-to-day rnanagerent 

of the Centre. Both teachers were four-year trainoo, and bet'l,\Ben them 

had experience in various aspects of education (Pri.rrary teaching, 

counselling, research, parent support and resource production) and in 

other Australian States and Territories. H~ver, neither becarre 

involved as a result of a selection process, and no forrcal evaluation 

of their respective abilities and/or characteristics to determine 

their suitability for gifted eiucation was undertaken. Initially, 

they had expressed a concern for the needs of gifted children and the 

Special Education administration responded to this interest by 

appointing the teachers to the Learning Enrichrrent Centre and giving 

them the professional freed.an to develop and inpleirent curricula. 

While the teachers' pedagogies were not forrcally assessed or 

docun-ented, it is reasonable to suggest that in . selecting the Maker 

rood.el, they perceived their philosophical orientation to be carpatible 

with the humanistic values and teaching style it appeared to advocate. 

The use of rrentors, specialist teachers, practising professionals 
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and parents as resource persons is a recognized feature of :nany gifted 

program=.. But this kind of assistance was not sought. Hence the 

curricullDll content coosen by teachers was limited to subject areas 1n 

which the LEC teachers felt reasonably confident. This constrainErl to 

sare extent, the introouction of variety in content. However, the 

students were given the freedan to choose sare topics for study. 

It has been acknowledgErl that although many factors may 

contribute to a student's learning, the effectiveness of any program 

is largely dependent on the characteristics of the teachers involvErl 

{ C'allahan & Renzulli, 1977; Clark, 1979; Gage & Berliner, 1979; 

Gallagher, 1975). But when it cares to identifying the relevant 

teacher character is tics, it is apparent that opinions differ. The 

criteria to be used in the identification and selection of 'good 1 

teachers appear to remain unclear .. Examination of the literature 

reveals that writers give relatively different emphases to affective 

qualities, intellectual abilities, pedagogical skills and philosophical 

viewpoints. Yet another perspective, which recognizes interaction 

effects is suggested by Ornstein & Levine who after "sifting through a 

rrountain of research" conclude: 

Teaching is a very caTplicated activity. What works in sare 
situations with saiE students may not work in other settings with 
different students and goals. It has proven very difficult to 
determine precisely which teacher behaviours are associated with 
specific student behaviours and outcOTBs. (Ornstein & Levine, 
1981:592) 

Ornstein & Levine infer that it is not the teachers I behaviours 

per se which are significant, but whether the teachers I behaviours are 

appropriate to the needs of the students in a given context. This 

concept of •gooo' teaching was accepted by both LOC teachers. 

Maker's nodel, particularly in the Process and the Learning 

Enviro11I1Ent nndifications, explicitly outlines teacher behaviours 

ccnsidered to be appropriate to the needs of gifted students, and to 

be necessary for the successful irrplerrentation of a Maker curriculum. 
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The LEC teachers aired to consistently follow Maker's guidelines for 

teacher-student interaction, and the Study was to evaluate its quality 

(1.5.1 Question 2). 

3.3.2 Sumnary of Teacher Influences on the Curriculum 

Various teacher factors had irrplications for the program 

development and a surrmary of them is presented ( See Table 2). 

INFIIJElCE OF THE 'JEll.OimS CW ~ PU\NNING 

F~ 'IO crtlSIDER IMPLICATI<nS RR ~ PU\NNING 

LEX: teachers' values and teaching Compatibility of philoscphies seen 
styles perceived to be carpat- to facilitate the irrplerrentation of 
ible with Maker's roodel. Maker's principles. 

Other resource persons not 
involved. 

3.4 S'IUDENI'S 

Teacher behaviours would cootinually 
attarpt to reflect the Maker rrodel. 

Variety in Content constrainErl to 
sare extent by the IOC teachers' 
abilities and interests. 

The rrethods of identification were not a focus of this evaluation. 

Rav.ever, the characteristics and associated needs of the student group 

had to be taken into account during planning, inplerrentation and 

evaluation of the curriculum. Student data obtainErl prior to program 

developrent is described below. 

3.4.1 Biographical Data 

Sixty-one Primary school children aged between 6 and 11 years who 

attended the LEC in 1984 were included in the sarrple. The rn..nnbers in 

each year level (Grade) were as follows -
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year 2 10 

year 3 27 

year 4 12 

year 5 6 

year 6 6 

The sarrple was obviously biased towards the younger child with 

year 3 being particularly over-represented. Referrals in that year 

level so exceedErl that of other year levels that two classes had to be 

established. Because the year 7 students were irregular in their 

attendance, they were excluded £ran the evaluation. 

There was no significant difference bet~ the numbers of boys 

and girls in the study (girls = 30; boys = 31) even though the 

literature suggests that £ran the beginning, girls are given 

experiences which are detrirrental to the developrent of independence 

in learning and achieverent rroti vation ( Guttentag, 19 75; Horner, 19 68; 

Serbin & O'Leary, 1975; Solano, 1977). Children £ran special 

pcpulations however such as 'the culturally different', 'the 

handicapped' , 'the learning disabled' and 'the underachieving' were 

either not represented at all, or grossly under-represented in the 

student intake, giving support to Braggett' s assertion that these 

groups have characteristic handicapping conditions which so inhibit or 

prevent expression of their outstanding abilities, that they are not 

considered for inclusion in special prCXJrams (Braggett, 1983). 

3.4.2 Intelligence and Achievarent Data 

Standardized tests of intelligence which had been administered by 

Counsellors to students in the sarrple indicated that 92% of the 

children hoo a Full Scale I.Q. of 125 or greater. In the 47 cases 

where the WISC-R was the chosen ability test, there was a marke:i 

tendency for Verbal scores to be higher than Performance scores. 

Whereas a Verbal I.Q. of 130 or greater was daoonstrated by 78% of the 
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WISC-R group, a much lower 39% scored at such a level on the 

Performance scale. 

This high level of verbal conpetence was reflected again by the 

high percentage ( 87%) of stanine scores of 8 or 9 obtained on 

standardized tests of Reading Corrprehension. (See Appendix 1 for a 

sunrnary of Intelligence and Achieverent scores.) 

3.4.3 Behavioural Characteristics 

To supplerrent biographical data and the standardized test 

results, LOC teachers mailed to classrCX)lll teachers the Scale for 

Rating Behavioural Characteristics of Superior Students (see Appendix 1) 

and requested that they mark the Iearning, Motivation and Creativity 

checklists for their respective students enrolled in the LOC. In an 

attempt to develop "a carprehensive, organized approach to the 

develoµTEnt of a qualitatively different curriculum based on the 

present and rrost likely future characteristics of gifted children", 

Maker has specified the curricular changes she considers to be the 

most appropriate for each of the characteristics listed in the Scale 

(Maker, 1982: 8-17). Kno.vledge of the students' characteristics was 

thus seen to provide a useful rreans for determining relative emphases 

of the various elerrents in Maker's curriculum rrodifications. 

A response rate of 62% to the mailed checklists was obtained. 

While a variety of reasons could account for the 38% non-response, it 

was of interest to note that sare teachers made a point of irentioning 

that they found the word "superior" in the title of the Scale 

offensive as it see:rred to lend support to the notion that gifted 

students ~re an elite group. 

For each student, his/her three total scale scores (learning, 

Motivation, creativity) were divided by the number of dbrension itenE 

to give an average weighting for each dbrension. 
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Individual profiles of average weightings indicated relative 

strengths and weaknesses across the three dirrensions. 

The response rate of 62% was naturally disappointing. However, 

the results obtained were consistent with Maker's contention that 

students with high I.Q. scores generally have strengths in rcost if not 

all of the I.earning Characteristics {Maker, 1982: 46). The data 

indicated that learning behaviours associated with giftedness were 

observed to a considerable degree or rrore frequently in 31 of the 38 

children whereas only 18 were reported to display creative behaviours 

to the sarre extent. Teachers reported that 26 of the 38 children were 

highly rrotivated. (A frequency distribution of average weightings for 

the three dirrensions is given in Appendix l.) 

For the behavioural patterns obtaine:i, Maker suggested the 

curriculum modifications outlined in Table 3 {3.4.6). 

3.4.4 Learning Styles 

In recent years, attention has been directed towards the 

identification of students' preferred learning styles. It is reasone:i 

that knaivledge of students' learning styles enables teachers to create 

learning conditions in which students are rrore likely to realize their 

potential. 

Although several writers express support for the learning style 

concept, (Braggett, 1983; Davidman, 1981; Dunn, Dunn & Price, 1981; 

Hunt, 1981; Stewart, 1981) there appears to be significant variation 

regarding its nature and how it should be assessed. 

I.earning Style has been definoo by Dunn, Dunn & Price (1981) as 

the manner in which different el~nts fran five basic stimuli affect 

a person's ability to perceive, interact with, and respond to the 

learning envirorment. The learning style stimuli are as follows: 

l. Environrrental: light, sound, terrperature, design. 
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2. Em::>tional: structure, persistence, rrotivation, responsibility, 
conformity. 

3. Sociological: pairs, peers, adults, self, group, varied. 

4. Physical: perceptual strengths, rrobility, intake, ti.rce of day. 

5. Psychological: global/analytic, inpulsive/reflective, 
cerebral daninance. 

It is the authors' suggestion that the student determine his/her own 

learning style by responding to a series of questions based on the 

above stimuli. 

Hunt (1981) however, believes that students' preferences may not 

necessarily be congruent with their educational needs. He calls for 

teachers to draw on their experience and observation skills to 

determine through disciplined trial and evaluation, the kind of 

learning environrrent a student needs. 

No I.earning Style inventories were administered to the students 

in 1984. As Maker has not directed attention to any kind of I.earning 

Style assessITEnt, and the teachers sought to adhere to her guidelines, 

the concept was given cursory treatment. However, it was not ignored. 

Maker has ackno.vledged that gifted children vary arrong therrselves, and 

over tirre within themselves, regarding the way they prefer to learn. 

It is her contention that by putting into effect her learning 

Environrrent rrodifications, a program will provide opportunities 

for students to ~gage in activities of their own choosing and to 

pursue them in a preferred manner. This recanrendation is also 

consistent with Braggett' s ( 1983) report that there is growing 

evidence which suggests that gifted and talented students have 

preferences for less directive teaching and for irore control over 

their own studies. 
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3.4.5 Interests 

At the tine of enrolnent, students were given the opportunity to 

indicate their area(s} of particular interest. Where it appeared that 

sore assistance was needed to clarify preferences, Renzulli 's 

'Interest A - Lyzer' (Renzulli, 1977) was administered. This 

instrurrent attatpts to highlight patterns of interest by asking for 

responses to a number of hypothetical open-ended questions. 

As individual interests varied considerably, it was clear that a 

program to cater for all students needed to incorporate Maker's 

Process rrodification, 'freedan of choice'. 

3.4.6 Surrmary of Student Influences on the Curriculum 

A synthesis of the above nurrerical and descriptive data suggested 

that the 1984 student intake canprised for the nost part young, 

intelligent, high achievers or to use Braggett's terminology, 

1 developrental spurters'. Braggett contends that this is a specific 

form of giftedness, perhaps the easiest to identify and akin to that 

found in Terman's sarrple (Braggett, 1983). 

Since giftedness is not the prerogative of any particular group 

(Braggett 1983; Maker 1982), the observed absence in the sample of 

minority group students - the socially disadvantaged, the handicapped, 

the highly creative and those underachieving in literary skills -

tends to lend support to W1i tmJre 's assertion that educators nCM 

equate giftedness with sore kind of Terman myth (in Braggett, 1983:11). 

If the curriculum was to be relevant, the characteristics of the 

student group had to be addressed. The recognized student factors and 

the .implications they had for program planning are listed in Table 3. , 

Student satisfaction, assessed by the Study was to reveal whether 

Maker's reccrcrrendations were appropriate. 
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TABIE 3. INFimlCE OF THE S'IODENIS OI P.R(x;RN,I PIANNDG 

F~ 'ID a::NSIDER 

High verbal ability. 
High I.Q. 

Learning Characteristics 
frequently observed. 

Individual differences in 
learning styles and interests. 

Motivation Characteristics less 
frequently observed. 

Creativity Characteristics less 
frequently observed. 
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IMPLICATI£N$ FCR PIANNING 

Opportunities to encounter and use 
scphisticated vocabulary and 
concepts required. 

Maker 1 s Reccrnnendations: 
Content: Abstractness, Crnplex

ity Variety. 

Process: Higher level Thought. 

Pn:xiuct: Transformation of 
Information. 

Learning Environrrent: Student
centred, Canplex, High Mobility 
(Maker, 1982:8-10). 

Maker's Reccrrmendations: 
Put into effect all learning 
environrcent rrodifications. 
student - centred classrcx,m 
allow students to determine 
they want to learn. 

Maker's Reccmrendations: (to 
encourage rrotivation) 

Content: Variety. 

The 
will 
what 

Process: Open-endErlness, Freedan 
of Choice. 

Prcrluct: Real Problems. 

Learning Environrcent: Student
centred Independence, Open, Crnplex, 
High .t-Dbility (Maker, 1982:155). 

Maker's Recarrnendations: 
( to encourage creativity) 

Content: Variety. 

Process: Freedan of Choice, Pacing. 

Prcrluct: Real Problerrs. 

Learning Environmmt: Student
centred, Independence, Open, Accept
ing, Cooplex, High Mobility. 
(Maker, 1982:156). 



3. 5 THE ClJRRIOJia1 

3.5.1 Introduction 

The ~ context (setting, teachers and students) provided a 

frarrework for the developrrent of the operational curriculum. Inforrred 

of these influences, it was then appropriate to define curriculum 

goals and specify the types of learning experiences to be provided. 

3.5.2 Program Goals 

The selected curr iculurn goals for 1984 are stated in Table 4. 

The format of this table is based on 'Work Sheet Sa: Translating Needs 

into Program Goals' which Maker has suggested planners use "to 

facilitate the process of developrent of goals fran student needs" 

(Mak.er, 1982:153). 

Table 4 introduces no ne,; informtion. Table 4 reiterates the 

student needs rrentioned in Table 3, and presents for such needs those 

recanrended Content, Process, Product and I.earning Envirorurent goals 

which were seen to be feasible given the program crnstraints rrentioned 

in Tables 1 and 2. While not adding information, Table 4 provided a 

useful structure for highlighting the curriculum rrooifications to be 

incorporated in the learning experiences. 
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Stwmt 
Needs 

Further develop 
high.verbal 
ability and 
learning 
character
istics 

Strengthen 
motivation 
and creativity. 

TABI.E 4 .. 

Content 
Goals 

Provide 
abstract 
content in 
all 
topics. 

Provide 
carplex 
content. 
Provide 
variety in 
content. 

Provide 
variety in 
content 
which 
reflects 
individual 
interests. 

IH: PROORl\M OOAIS 1984 

Process 
Goals 

Provide for 
structured 
developnent 
of higher 
level thought 
processes. 

Provide open
ended activ
ities and ask 
open-ende:i 
questions. 

Provide 
opportunities 
for students 
to choose 
topics and the 
methods of 
studying them. 

Product 
Goals 

Provide 
situations 
in which 
students 
transform 
information. 

Provide 
situations 
allowing 
students 
to address 
real 
problems. 
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learning 
EnvirOOilBlt 

Goals 

Provide an 
environrrent 
which is 
student
centred. 

Provide an 
environrrent 
that permits 
high rrobility. 

Provide an 
envirorurent 
which is 
student
centred. 

Provide an 
environrrent 
that 
encourages 
independence. 

Provide a 
climate that 
is · free f ran 
restrictions 
and 
encourages 
divergence. 

Provide an 
envirorurent 
that pennits 
high rrobility. 



3.5.3 Learning Experiences 
"No curriculum can be developed effectively by one person in 
isolation. There are too rrany factors to consider, too rrany 
people to satisfy, and too many problems to solve." 

(Maker, 1982: 139) 

Recognized collaborative problem solving :methcx:ls were followed to 

assist LEC teachers (the writer and one other) to work as a team on 

program develop:rent. As a result of adherence to such procedures, all 

aspects of the learning experiences were jointly determinai. The 

writer of this study was therefore closely involved in the production 

of the curriculum and contributed to the writing, reacted to what had 

been developed and proposed changes. 

Three kinds of prograrrs were developed and implerrented to achieve 

the determined goals -

1) Thematic units of v10rk written by the teachers were undertaken by 

all students within a given level. (These units were developed 

for three different levels - Lower Primary, Middle Primary and 

Upper Primary /Lower Secondary. ) 

2) Small group mathematical rrodules were planned for each Enrichrrent 

group. 

3) Individualized units of \t{()rk where the student dose the topic 

and, guida:'l by the teacher, selected subjectively neaningful 

activities, roothods and proo.ucts, were attempted by all students. 

When students attended for 3½ hours per week (Years 2, 3, 4) it 

was possible to present all three types in the one session. However, 

for Years 5 and 6, who experienca:'l l½ hours at the LOC each week, only 

one kind of activity was offered per term. 

Descriptions of each of the three kinds of program; follow. 

Thematic units 

The Content goals of Abstractness and COnplexity provida:'l 

teachers with a theoretical frarrework for the selection of a thene, 
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and the ideas, concepts and facts which .would be systematically 

introduced. According to Gallagher, Content has three levels of 

Abstractness - data, concepts and generalizations ( in Maker, 1982: 19 -

23) . Therres therefore tended to be based on concepts, for example, 

Justice, Change, Heat (Abstractness Level 2) rather than things or 

peq>le (Abstractness Level 1). To incorporate Variety, the chosen 

content within therres was broader and deeper than that normally 

encountered in the regular classr(X)lll. However, the topics themselves 

could have been irrplerrented in any schcxJl setting. 

The Process goals underpinned all activities in the thematic 

units and their achievenent was to be f3.cilitated by the Learning 

Envirol1I!Ent m:rlifications stated in Table 9. Learning activities were 

based on Bloom's Taxonany with a preponderance of tasks demanding the 

top three levels of thinking - Analysis, Synthesis and Evaluation. An 

additional category, Forecasting, led to the inclusion of Future 

Studies in sore units. While the literature does not recognize 

Forecasting as an extension of Bloom's Taxonany, its use had been 

suggested at a Gifted F.ducation workshop and the I.EC teachers adopted 

the practice. Advocated for gifted prograrm, Future Studies encourage 

divergent thinking and creative problem solving (Treffinger & G<:Man, 

1975) as they naturally lend themselves to the provision of opportun

ities for students to respond creatively to open-ended questions. 

Real-problem research was included in scree thematic units, 

thereby addressing the determined Prcxiuct goals. 

The units were written in a format which indicated the student 

objectives, content, rrethods and highest taxonanic level (each level 

includes and depends on the lower levels) of each activity. (Exarrples 

of various therres presented in 1984 are included in Appendix 2.} 
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Mathematics t-t:xlules 

It is Gallagher's contention that Matherna.tics is a subject which 

traditionally has been disliked by many students, gifted and 

non-gifted. He suggests that both the content and image of school 

Mathematics are in need of change. (Gallagher, 1975) In recognition 

of possible negative attitudes towards the subject, LEC teachers 

developed nodules which were consistent with the identified Maker 

program goals and, at the sarre ti.rte, sought to address the problem 

areas ITEntionai by Gallagher. 

Mathematics resources ackna.vledged in 'HELP for the teacher of 

the talented' , a publication by the Northern Districts · F.ducation 

Centre and North Sydney Region (1982) were found to provide activities 

which satisfied all program selection criteria. 

included -

Resources used 

Mathematics Enrichrrent Series, curriculum Branch, Ed. Dept. of W.A. 

Samable - Space & MeasureITEnt for Able Chldren, C.D.C., 1981 

Minable - Manipulation in Number for Able Children, C.D.C., 1981 . 

Think lab 1, S.R.A. 

Ideas £ran the Arithrretic Teacher, Inrrerzeel, G.E. Mills, B. N.C.T.M. 

Basic Thinking Skills Program (Maths. content only) Creative 
Thinking Resources, Midwest Publication 197 

Line Designs, Seyrrour L. & Snider J. Creative Publication, 197 

"What else is in the square?" - Advanced Logic and Matrix Garres, 
Stachel D., Amhad Ltd., Israel, 1977 

Orbit Materials for Mathematics - Straw Polyhedra, OXford Ltd. 
Oxford, 1973 

Small groups of students were challenged to recOJilize, understand 

and describe patterns and relationships, to think critically, to solve 

problems and to create 'artistic' products based on mathematical 

principles. A 'laboratory' approach was adopted because of its 

enphasis on student involverent in the learning process. (The 

approach is not confined to a laboratory setting, but implies a rrood 
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or atrrosphere that pervades investigative activities when data are 

manipulated, interpreted and rearranged.) 

Individualized Units 

When an area of interest was identified ( sareti.Ires with the aid 

of Renzulli's Interest - A - Lyzer or a m:::rlified form of it), students 

began a project by recalling all knCMTledge they ,IX>SSessed on the 

topic, and then, by stretching their inagination, fonnulating a number 

of relevant ( for them) unanswered questions. Guided by the teacher, 

real problem:; suited to student investigation and activities requiring 

high level thought processes were delineated. 

Children in Years 2 and 3 tended to choose what teachers would 

regard as reasonably predictable topics - Dinosours, Space, Snakes, 

Whales, Dangerous Sea Creatures, Fairy Tales, Witches and Ghosts, 

Cars, Volcanoes. However the older students, particularly th::>se with 

voracious appetites for learning, began to develop idiosyncratic 

interests which would be given cursory treatrrent, if any, in school 

program;. Sare of the interest areas chosen for study by students in 

Years 4, 5, and 6 were - Land Developrent at Raby Bay, Tropical Fish, 

A ( specified) Foreign Language, Endangered Species, Hidden Dangers in 

Manufactured Toys, Dolls as Symbols, Science Fiction, The Human Body, 

How a Corrputer w:irks, The Developrent of a (specified) Musical 

Instrurrent, Cooposers of Music, Radio Construction, Canpetitive Sport 

in the Primary ScCXX>l, Rock and Fossil Collection, Improved Law for 

Bicycle Users. (Two of the real problem research projects are 

includoo in Appendix 2.) 

It was clearly inpossible for teachers to be repositories of 

knowledge in. students' interest areas. I.earning Enviro~nt 

modifications which encouragoo independence and permitted high student 

nobility had particular relevance for individualized program;. 
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3.6 

3.6.1 

EVAIDATIOO PRCXEXJRES 

Difficulties in Assessing Gifted Student PrCXJress 

It is Maker's contention that two aspects of a program can be 

considered for evaluation -

( 1 ) student progress; 

( 2 ) program success. 

(Maker, 1982: 169) 

'lhe evaluation of gifted students' progress presents the 

evaluation with a unique set of cirCUJIEtances -

(1) the develop:rent of high level thinking skills is a widely 
accepted goal of gifted education, but their rreasurerrent is 
difficult when questions can be open-ended, and responses 
subjective; 

(2) highly individualized student objectives are deviserl when 
freed.an of choice is exercised; 

( 3) oo entry to the program, students nay have damnstrated 
already, top level performance on standardized tests. 

(Maker, 1982; Renzulli & Smith, 1979) 

In general the rationale for gifted education is to provide toose 

kinds of experiences which will enable students to achieve self

actualization; to develop their !X)tential to the highest possible 

level. But what is their potential and how much progress should be 

expected in a given time? Such questions are difficult to answer. 

3.6.2 Assessing a Program's vorth 

While the traditional and conventional approach has been for 

teachers to dete:pn.ine children's needs and examine student outcares in 

order to assess a program's effectiveness, there is increasing 

recognition of the need to evaluate a program 1.n terns of what gees on 

during its course (C.D.C., 1977; Stake, 1972). 

According to Renzulli and Smith, nost evaluators agree that 

objective rceasures of student gro.vth at the end of a program do not 

permit the evaluator to make qualitative statarents about it. But an 
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assessnent of the dynamic context of the learning transactions 

provides valuable information about the strengths and weaknesses of 

the student activities and the classroom climate (Renzulli & Smith, 

1979 ). 

Evaluation at an interrrediate stage ( ie. formative evaluation) 

was considered to be the rrore appropriate design for assessing the 

program's worth in the present Study. As it was reasoned that 

achieverent of the program's aims - the provision of individually 

relevant learning experiences and the developrent of a teacher-student 

relationship which facilitated learning - would in fact produce 

significant student gr<:Mth, the evaluation was to determine row well 

the aim3 were being net. Process ( formative) evaluation was seen to 

enable the identification of toose program elerrents which successfully 

contributed towards the achieve:rent of the program's ai.rrE and toose in 

need of rrodification. 

The choice of process evaluation necessitated sare type of 

on-going assessrrent of the program. Since the cost of using external 

evaluators at the LEC for a protracted tine period was deerred 

prohibitive, LOC teachers assurred responsibility for its conduct. 

The difficulties inherent in conducting both the program and its 

evaluation however had to be continually addressed. Scriven (1972) 

has alleged that bias, contamination and loss of objectivity and 

external ·credibility result when evaluators are not independent of the 

study. Though this assertion would seem to be reasrnable, the C.D.C. 

has suH?Qrted participant evaluation by stating: 

"Cbnducting one's CMn evaluation is clearly the least cootly 
mettxxl ••.• ~.and .•.... offers inportant advantages in tenns of 
enhancoo teacher awareness and professionalism," (C.D.C.,1977:28). 
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3.6.3 Evaluation Elerrents of the Study 

Ascertaining the worth of the program was the major focus of the 

Study. This was to involve evaluation of the curriculum and 

detennination of attitudes towards the administrative arrangarent 

since these attitudes were believe::l to have the potential to affect 

students' satisfaction with the curriculum. It was also considered 

beneficial to examine the appropriateness of the Maker rrodel as a 

frarrework for curriculum developrent. The techniques of evaluation 

employed were formal (questionnaires) and informal ( conferencing, 

observation). 

Fonnal evaluation focussed on -

( 1) the levels of satisfaction typically expressed by the 
students about: 

( a) the LEC program (1. 5.1 Ques. 1, 6); 

(b) the LEC teacher - student relationship (1.5.1 Ques. 2); 

(c) (for the purpose of ccnparisan with the LEC) regular 
school curricula and teacher-student relationships 
( 1. 5. 1 Ques . 3 ) ; 

(d) (for the purpose of carparisoo) peer relationships at 
the LEC and the regular school ( 1. 5 .1 Ques. 4) ; 

( 2) the parents' perceptions of the program in tenrs of change 

observed in their child's enotional behaviour as a result of 

his/her LEC experience (1.5.1 Ques. 7); 

(3) the extent to which the administrative arrangarent (partial 

withdrawal) was perceive::l to be supported by the students, 

their classroom teachers and parents (1.5.2 Ques. 1-4); 

Questionnaires were designed to gather information relating to 

these three areas of interest. 

Informal evaluation of the program was continuously undertaken by: 

(1) the students in consultation with teachers; and 

(2) the teachers as participant observers. 

The purpose of such evaluation was to provide information to the 
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students and the r.oc teachers to enhance program provision and pupil 

performance. It was also expected that teachers' irrpressions of the 

Maker m::xiel would result fran on-going observations and unstructured 

interviews with students and parents (1.5.3). 

A description of the questionnaires used to gather data follows. 

3.6.4 Fonnal Data Collection Techniques 

Measuring Instrurrent: Students' Perceptions of the LEC 

This questionnaire (AppP...ndix 2) which contained twenty-two items 

{ sare multiple choice, sare open-ended) was designed to ascertain 

students' perceptions of -

1) the LEC curriculum; 

2) the LEC teachers' behaviours towards them; 

3) La: peers as close friends; 

4) classroom teachers support for their involvenent in the 

La: program. 

Since no canparable sarrple was available, it was not pcssible to 

trial the instrUirent. Hence, no statistical data supported its 

validity or reliability. In nature, it was a structured interview. 

Open-ended questions allowed students canplete freedan of response. 

Multiple cooice questions required students to indicate their 

pcsitions on given ordinal scales. 

As those responsible for the conduct of the program were also 

responsible for administering the questionnaire, the possibility of 

reactive effects had to be coosidered. It was acknowledgerl that data 

could easily becare distorted if children felt anxious about revealing 

negative perceptions of the LEC. A projective technique was used 

whereby children were to answer the questionnaire for a 'pretend' 
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friend just like themselves. All were given to understand that the 

questionnaire contributions would not be examinErl individually, but 

would be canbinErl, enabling teachers to Imo,, in a general way 

children's q,inions of the LEC program, and that future action would 

be basErl on the group responses. By explaining the relationship 

between responses and decision-making, it was hoped that genuine 

answers would be providoo. 

Measuring Instrun:ent: Students' Perceptions of the Regular School 

This questionnaire (Appendix 2) was largely a parallel form of 

the 'Student's Perceptions of the LEC' questionnaire. It was 

constructed in such a way that canparisons of students' perceptions of 

the LEC and their school could be rrade. The wording in many i terrs was 

identical except that references to the 'Norman Park School' {the 

title for the LEC camunly adopted by the students) were deleted and 

replacal by the one word, 'school'. Iters fran the LEC questionnaire 

were randani zed to control for response set. 

The instrument sought to discover students' perceptions of -

1) their regular school curriculum; 

2) the classroom teacher's behaviour towards them and support 

for their LE: involvarent; 

3) school peers reactions to their IOC involvarent; 

4) scrxxJl peers as close friends. 

Measuring Instr"lDlEnt : Parent Questionnaire 

This questionnaire (Appendix 2) airred to assess -

1) the degree and direction of "noticeable" change parents 

perceived in their child's enotional developrent after LEC 

involverent; 

2) parents' opinions on withdrawal as an administrative 
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arrangerrent for the delivery of enrichrrent programs; 

3) parents' perceptions of current and future gifted provision 

in the regular classroom; 

4) parents' perceptions of the classrOOln teacher's interest 

in and SUfP()rt for their child's .LEr2 involvE!IEnt. · 

Questions relating to students' errotional developrent \¥ere an 

adaptation of the checklist fran California Project Talent -

Identification/Case Study ( Clark, 1979: 434) which considered eleven 

aspects of s:rotional developrent narrely, Errotional Stability, 

Errotional Control, Openness to Experience, Enthusiasm, Self-Acceptance, 

Independence, Conformity, Anxiety over Achieveirent, Carpetitiveness, 

Daninance and Aggressiveness. On a five point ordinal scale, parents 

registered perceptions of their child I s level of developrent before 

and after admission to the LEC program. 

Data Analysis 

It was recognized that special consideration would need to be 

given to the statistical techniques which would be used in the 

analysis of the questionnaire data. Many statistical procedures make 

certain assumptions about the form of the underlying distributions. 

The general assumption is that the rreasurerrents are normally 

distributed and sarrples independent (e.g. the t and z tests). Guilford 

recanrends that before norrrality is asstnred, the sample character

istics and the rreasuring scale should be examined in case assumptions 

are invalid. 

(Guilford, 1956:117) 

In the present Study it was apparent that assurrptions of 

normality could not be sustained. for two reasons -

(a) the scales used for many of the questionnaire items were not 

continuous but ordinal; 
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(b) sets o£ observations to be canpared were to catE fran 

related sarrples; in fact for every paired carparison (Tine 1 

with Tiree 2, Setting A with Setting B) the samples were 

the sarre group of subjects (either students or parents) 

responding to two different sets of circurrstances. 

Because of the above characteristics of the data, non-parametric 

tests were errployed. Chi Square, a frequently used non-parartEtric 

test, was not userl to ascertain whether sets of observations were 

independent, because the data in the cells were not unrelated. When 

sarrples are related and the data scale is ordinal, Siegel has 

suggested that the Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs Ranked-Signs Test be used to 

determine whether to accept the null hypothesis that there is no 

difference between the paired observations (Siegel, 1956:82). 

Pearson I s prcx:luct--rnorrent correlation rrethod also makes certain 

assunptions about the data which could not be sustained in the present 

Study. It assurres that the data scales are continuous. When data 

scales are ordinal, as they were in this Study, the use of Speannan' s 

Rho, which translates rreasurerrents into rank orders, has be.en 

suggested by Guilford, (Guilford, 1956:286.) 

Data Collection 

The questionnaire which ained to ascertain students' perceptions 

of the LE'C curriculum, the LEX: teachers' behaviours towards them, 

their relationship with class peers and their school teacher's support 

for IOC involvemant was administered early in Tenn 4 after the 

students had experience::l three term5 of Learning Enrichrrent. It was 

envisage:1 that three tems of enrichrrent would have enabled students 

to perceive the thread of consistency ( in particular process and 

learning enviroorrent rrodifications) running through the various units 

of work. The 'Student's Pe rception of Sdnol' questionnaire was 
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administered one week later. 

At the end of the 1984 school year, parents receivoo by mail, the 

questionnaire which sought their opinions on the errotional effects of 

the LEC on their child, partial withdrawal as an administrative 

arrangarent, their confidence in the school as a provider for gifted 

children and their perceptions cf classroom teachers' interest and 

support. 

3. 7 <DCWSIOO 

This chapter has given an account of the developnent of a 

curriculum according to Maker's principles within a given context. It 

has also described the processes which were to be followed in 

evaluating that curriculum and interpreting the influences of the 

context (especially the administrative arrangerent) and Maker's 

principles. The Study canponents and their potential associations are 

presented in Figure 2. 

It was intended that the Study provide information about the 

worth of LEC curriculum, the acceptance of partial withdrawal as a 

means foe program deli very and the appropriateness of the Maker nod.el 

as a guide for the developrent of curricula for LEC students ( 1. 4). 

To reach conclusions about the above elerrents of the Study, students' 

satisfaction, parents' perceptions, support for partial withdrawal and 

the Maker rrodel in practice were all exami.ned. Data collection 

methods carprised questionnaires, conferencing and participant 

observation. 

In the following chapter the data are analysed and presented in 

such a mmner that the goals of the Study ( 1. 4) and the Study' s 

questions ( 1. 5) are addressErl. Data analysis was aided by SPSS 

ccnputer software (SPSS, 1981). Where relevant, the characteristics 
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of the data have been noted, along with the rationale leading to the 

choice of a particular statistical technique. 
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RESllil'S AND DISClJSSIOO 

4. 1 D1IROIXJCl'IOO 

The aim of this Study was to evaluate the worth of the 1984 

Catholic Special Educ:;:ation and Guidance Service provision for gifted 

children. 

Given the lack of docurrented research on curriculum and organis

ational procedures for gifted children, it was i.rrportant that the 

Study provide useful information in these two areas. LEC teachers 

needed to knCM sarething of the value of the program they were 

irnplenenting, and also whether the administrative arranga-rent enhanced 

or limited the program's effectiveness. 

As the LEC curriculum was developed and implenented in accordance 

with Maker's principles, it was hoped that the evaluation of the 

curriculum would enable 1EC teachers to reach sare conclusions about 

the strengths and v.eaknesses of the Maker m:xlel, and the desirability 

of its continued use for the students in question. 

Evaluation of attitudes towards partial wittrlrawal was to be an 

integral aspect of the curriculum evaluation as the organisational 

arrangE!TBilt for delivering the program was seen to have sare bearing 

on students' levels of satisfaction. If the students did not feel 

'significant others' were favourably disposed towards partial 

with:lrawal, the effectiveness of the program could be crnstrained. 

Interpretation of the students' levels of satisfaction with the 

program had to include an examination of their interpretatio11.s of 

others' support for the organisational arrangarent. 

This chapter presents an analysis of the data collected to answer 

the questions pertinent to the Study. 
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4.2 

4.2.1 

I.BC aJRR.IOJilM 

Students' Satisfaction with the IEC 

Students' levels of satisfaction with respect to the LEC and 

their regular school were determined for the purpose of ascertaining 

whether they found one kind of educational provision to be rrore 

relevant to their needs than the other. Basic statistics which were 

obtained fran the Student I s Perception of the LEC and the Student's 

Perception of Schcx:>l questionnaires are given in the following table. 

TABIE 5. S'IUDENIS' PERCEPTIOOS OF UC AND SOIX)L 

Student's Perapticn of the Il£ Perception of Sclx>ol 

ca,uent Frequency % of IR; Frequency % of IR! 
Student Stooent 

Pqw.ation Pcpulation 

Very interesting 42 71. 2 7 11.9 

Mostly interesting 12 20. 3 27 45.8 

Saretines interesting, 4 6.8 12 20.3 
soretirres boring 

Mostly boring 1 1. 7 13 22.0 

Very enjoyable 37 62.7 7 11.9 

Mostly enjoyable 18 30.5 19 32.2 

Saretirres enjoyable, 2 3.4 21 35.6 
saretilres not enjoyable 

Not very enjoyable 2 3.4 12 20. 3 

If the categories which clearly indicate a positive response 

(rrostly and very interesting, rrostly and very enjoyable) are canbined, 
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the data show that in excess of 90% of the students perceived the LF'...C 

to be a place of interest and enjoyment. In contrast school was 

regarded. as interesting by only 57%, · and as enjoyable by a lesser 

figure of 44%. Approximately 20% of the students found schcx:>l to be 

mostly boring and unenjoyable. Given the age_ distribution of the 

student group, it would appear that negative attitudes towards school 

were developing early. 

To test the proposition that students' evaluations of th€! LEC and 

their regular sch'.Jol would differ in terms of interest and enjoyment, 

the data ~re analysed by the Wilcoxon Matched.Pairs Signed-Ranks test. 

This non-pararretric test examined. the magnitude and the directions of 

the difference in each student's perceptions of both settings. It was 

selected. because the data scales ¼'ere ordinal. and the sarrples ( sarre 

students) related. Resultant z scores of 4. 98 ( interest) and 4. 46 

( enjoyment) indicated. that there was considerably less than a 1% 

probability that students' perceptions of the IEC and scoool were due 

to chance~ The proposition that students had different perceptions of 

the two settings was supported. Fran the students' viewpoint, the LEC 

was not like scoool - it was rrore interesting and rrore enjoyable. 

Subsequent analyses attempted to discover the nature of such high 

levels of satisfaction. 

4.2.2 Quality of the Teacher-Student Relationship 

It was· of interest to ascertain h.:>w students rated teachers' 

behaviours and whether they found the quality of the interaction with 

LEX; teachers to be different frcxn that experience:l in the regular 

school. 

LEC teachers' ped.agogies were clearly specified by the Process 

and Learning Environrrent rrodif ication of the Mak~ m:xiel. Maker has 

clairred that_ her Learning Environrrent rrodif ications in particular 
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enable gifted students to learn in a way that is 11 canfortable and 

happy" (Maker, 1982: 85) because there is an absence of pressure to 

produce teacher-selected ideas for grades, the teacher encourages 

students to develop independence through exper itrentation and because 

the teacher attempts to evaluate rather than judge. 

With implerrentation of the I.earning Environrrent rrodifications, it 

would appear that teachers were not perceivoo. as ~rful authority 

figures but seen rrore as caring facilitators in the learning process. 

Responses to questions which ai.Tted to discover whether students 

perceivoo. teachers to be kind, helpful, friendly and fair yielded the 

results presented in Table 6. 

TABIB 6. S'IUDENI'S I PEXCEP'I'IOOS OF Ia: AND SCfD)L 'fflllCHERS 

Percepti<E of the IR: Perception of School 
Teachers Teachers 

Sbdent's Fre}uency % of Ia; Frequency % of ra:: 
Co:1118lt Student Student 

Pqw.atiai PqJul.ation 

Often Kind 37 62. 7 21 35.6 

Mostly Kind 20 33.9 24 40.7 

SCIIEt.irres kind 2 3.4 11 18. 6 

Not kind 0 0.0 3 5.1 

Often helpful 39 66.1 23 39. 0 

Mostly helpful 16 27.1 18 30.5 

Saretirres helpful 3 5.1 10 16.9 

Not helpful 1 1.7 8 13. 6 

Often friendly 33 55.9 24 40.7 

Mostly friendly 25 42.2 22 37.3 

SCIIEt.irres friendly 1 1. 7 11 18.6 

Not friendly 0 0.0 2 3.4 

Often fair 41 70. 7 22 37.3 

Mostly fair 16 27.6 26 44.1 

Saret.irres fair 0 0.0 5 8.5 

Not fair 1 1. 7 6 10.2 
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By collapsing the two rrost positive categories on each character

istic it shows that over 90% of the students found LOC teachers to be 

kind, helpful, friendly and fair. 

The Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs Signed-Ranks test was used again to 

test whether students' perceptions of each of the four aspects of 

teacher behaviour differed fran one setting to the other. For the 

variables ' teacher kind' , 'teacher helpful ' , 'teacher friendly' , and 

'teacrer fair', the z scores were respectively 3. 31, 3. 28, 2. 91 and 

3. 73 and the proposition that there was a difference between the LEx:::: 

and school was again supported. While the differences did not appear 

to be as extrerre as th::>se of the previous table, on all character

istics LEC teachers were rated rrore favourably. This would seem to 

indicate that the children responded warmly to the teacher behaviour 

dictated by Maker's Process and Learning Environrrent rrodif ications, 

and that the quality of the teacher-student interaction was consistent 

with the program's aim (see 1.4). 

4.2.3 The Relationship Between Students' Entering 

Characteristics and Their Perceptions of the LEC 

Tables 5 and 6 daronstr ate that the students found the classrcx::,m 

cliITB.te of the LEC to be quite congenial. The students experienced 

high interest and enjoyrrent and they perceived teachers to be kind, 

helpful, friendly and fair. 

To determine whether particular student characteristics ( age, 

sex, year level, I.Q., learning characteristics, creativity character

istics, m::>tivational characteristics) were associated with perceptions 

of the LEC and its teachers, Spearman roo coefficients of correlation 

were calculated between the student characteristics mantione:1 above 

and the I.EC perceptions of Tables 5 and 6. It was not apprcpriate to 

employ Pearson's product--m::xtent correlation procooure ( the generally 
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usoo index of association) as the variables were not measured on 

continuous scales, but v.Bre in the form of rank orders. According to 

Guilford (1956), rm is a good estinate of the degree of correlation 

when the sarrple size is greater than tv.Bnty-five and is an appropriate 

statistic for testing significance of the ccefficients. The 

correlation coefficients are shown below in Table 7. 

TABIE 7. a:RREIATJON BElWEFN S'IUDENT CHARJlCIHUSTiai AND 
LOC PEltCEPTIOlS 

UC Perception 
S~.udent Enjoyable Interesting Teacher Teacher Teacher Teacher 

Character- Kind Helpful Friendly Fair 
istic 

Age • 09 • 07 -. 09 .11 -.03 .10 

Sex .16 . 09 -.12 .00 -.03 • 04 

Year level . 03 . 05 -. 07 .11 -.06 • 03 

Learning .02 -.01 -.15 • 08 -. 26 .18 
Character-
istics 

Creativity -.18 -.18 -. 25 • 31* -.29 • 27 
Character-
istics 

Motivational -.17 -.07 -.10 . 38* -. 09 .16 
Character-
istics 

* Significant .05 level 

The coefficients indicate that student perceptions of the I.EC: and 

its teachers were unrelated to age, sex, year level I.Q. and learning 

characteristics. There was a significant (5% level) but small degree 

of association between Creativity, Motivation and I.EC: Teacher Helpful. 

HCMever, these two coefficients by therrselves do not sl"x>w that in 

general the rrore rcotivated or rrore creative students had better 

relationships with the LB: teachers. The levels of satisfaction v.Bre 

not related to the known characteristics of the students. 
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4.2.4 The Relationship Between Students' Perceptions of the 

LEX: and Finding a Close Friend in that Setting 

To determine whether perceptions of the I.EC were influenced by 

the students' friendships at the LEC, data which indicated whether or 

not students felt they had a close friend at the LEC and at sch::>ol 

were examined. It was possible that students, because of their 

giftedness, could be social isolates at school, yet find a friend at 

the LEC. However, it also had to be ackncwledged that the tirre 

available for developrent of friendships at the LEC was only one half 

day per ~ek. Basic frequency data with respect to I.Ex:: and school 

friendships are given in Table 8. 

TABIE 8. ~ AND SCEDJL J.i'RrnilOOHIPS REPCRlED BY S'lUDENl'S 

lalely Friend(s) 'IUrAIS 
at I.K: at I.K: 

Lonely 
at 3 9 12 

School 

Friend(s) 
at 4 43 47 

School 

'IDI'AIS 7 52 59 

Results of the Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs Signed-Ranks test carparing 

the ~ and scmol sh::,wed there was no difference between the 

settings. Most students (73%) found a close friend in both settings, 

sare had a friend in one setting but not in the· other ( 22%), and a few 

had no friend in either setting (5%). The preference for the LEC 

indicated in Table 5 could not be attributed to an increase in peer 

friendships. 
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4.2.5 Preferred Aspects of the LEC and School 

When it was clear that personal· characteristics and LEX: 

friendships were not associated with perceptions of the LEX:, it was 

considered useful to determine what environrrental variable had rrost 

influence on the students' evaluations. When askoo what they liked 

best about the IE and about school, a variety of answers were given. 

For clarity of presentation and ease of interpretation, similar 

responses to the open-endoo questions were grouped. Response 

categories, their frequencies and percentages are given in Table 9. 

TABIE 9. KET PREFmRED ASPEx:T OF I.EC AND SOIX>L 

Stuient Is 0.XIIDt!llts 

Tine-out ( holidays, 
lunch hour, going 
horre etc.) 

Interaction with 
peers (other children, 
working in groups, 
playing with friends, 
new friends etc) 

Teacrers' behaviour 
(good teacher dcesn't 
get 'mad' , teacher' s 
help etc.) 

Quality of teaching -
learning process 
(interesting work, 
hard work, being able 
to clx)ose a topic, 
being able to do the 
things I enjoy etc.) 

A specified subject 
area (Maths. , 
Social Studies etc.) 

Miscellaneous 
characteristics of 
the physical environ
ment ( no uniforms etc.) 

Scoool 

Frequency % of I.1£ Frequency % of School 
Population Pqnl.ation 

1 1. 7 11 18.6 

3 5.1 15 25.4 

4 6.8 3 5.1 

48 81. 3 9 15.3 

2 3.4 21 35.6 

1 l. 7 0 0.0 
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Table 9 soows clearly that students, reflecting on their LEC 

experience, overwhelmingly valued rrost highly the quality of the 

teaching-learning processes. Al though it has been established that 

the teacher-student interaction was very favourably regarded (Table 6), 

the results of Table 9 indicate that only 6. 86% regarde:l the teacher 

as the rrost satisfying aspect of their LEC experiences. The students 

were consistently nost uplifted by the high levels of thinking 

required and the freed.an to choose topics which interested them. Such 

aspects of learning may be recognized as elements of Maker's Process 

modifications. 

When the preference profiles for the LEC and sch:::>ol are carpared, 

it is obvious that they differ markedly. While the majority of 

students slx>w a preference for the LEC teaching-l~arning processes, 

the school data contain no clear preference. It is worth noting that 

at sclx>ol 18. 6% of students liked ti.Ire-out of school (holidays, going 

home etc.) the best. Such data tend to give the sarre rressage as an 

earlier observation (Table 5) that approximately 20% of the students 

found school to be rrostly boring and unenjoyable. 

To assist teachers in understanding weaknesses of the current 

provisiop, students ~re requested to specify the change they would 

most like to occur. The results are given in Table 10. 
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TABIB 10. S'IUDENT SUQ3eSTIWS Fm U£ CHl\NGE 

libst wished for change to the LEI: Frequency % 

Nothing 18 30.5 

Extra Withdrawal tine 9 15.3 

Less withdrawal titre 2 3.4 

Better relationships with peers 3 5.1 

Better relationships with teachers 0 0.0 

Better quality of learning experiences 3 5.1 

More of a specified subject 3 5.1 

Miscellaneous (closer to scl:x>ol, 21 35.6 
better paintwork, better playground) 

The responses tend to give further approval for the Maker nnd.el 

as they do not focus on rrodif ication of any of the rrodel I s four 

di.nensions content, Process, Prcrluct, Learning EnvironrrEnt 

(psychological) - but rather draw attention to physical aspects of the 

setting such as its distance fran scl:x>ol, appearance (paintwork) and 

facilities (lack of a proper playground). That 30.5% of the students 

suggested no change and 15. 3% wanted extra withdrawal titre shows that 

approximately 46% were very well satisfied with the LEC provision. 

4.2.6 Parents' Perceptions of Affective Behaviour Change 

If the students appeared to be intellectually satisfied by their 

learning experiences and they found the classrcxxn clirrate to be warm 

and supportive, it could be reasoned that sare nurturing of errntional 

well-being would occur. Responses to the items on the parent 

questionnaire which asked parents to rate 'noticeable' differences in 

their child's enntional developirent ( 12 characteristics) after sace 

involvenent in the I.EC program were analysed by the Wilcoxon 
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I 
-...] 

N 
I 

Statistics 

No. of No. of No. of :tvean of ~an of 
Characteristics Cases Ties Negative Posit ive Negative Positive 

Differences Differences Differences Differences 

Errotional Stability 38 27 2 9 8.50 5.44 

Errotional Control 37 24 2 11 3.50 7.64 

Openness to Experience 37 22 0 15 0.00 8. 00 

Enthusiasm 37 26 0 11 0.00 6.00 

Self-acceptance 36 22 0 14 0.00 7.50 

Independence 37 32 0 5 0.00 3.00 

Behaviour Influenced by Adults 34 24 ~ 7 6.67 5. 00 

Behaviour Influenced by Peers 35 21 8 6 8.50 6.17 

Anxiety over Achievenent 36 29 3 4 3.67 4.25 

Corr[Jetitiveness 35 27 1 7 4.00 4.57 

Ibrninance 36 22 1 13 6.50 7.58 

Aggressiveness 35 31 3 1 2.50 2.50 

TABLE 11. PARENTS' PERCEPTIONS OF STUDENT CHANGE AS A RESULT OF LEC ATI'ENDANCE 

* Significant . 05 level 

** Significant .01 level 

2 

-1.423 

-2.691 

-3.408 

-2.934 

-3.296 

-2.023 

-0.764 

- 0 .973 

-0.507 

-1. 960 

-2.888 

- 0 . 913 

2 tailed 
p 

0.155 

** 0.007 

** 0.001 

** 0.003 

** 0.001 

* 0.043 

0. 445 

0.331 

0.612 

* 0. 05 

** 0.004 

0.361 



Match:!d-Pairs Signed-Ranks test to determine the areas of significant 

errotional change. Table 11 give the results. (A negative z indicates 

an increase in the characteristic at Tiree 2.) 

'lhe results show that change in a positive direction was observed 

on seven characteristics - Errotional Control, Openness to Experience, 

Enthusiasm, Self-acceptance, Daninance, Independence and Corrpetitiveness. 

A description of each characteristic is given in Table 12. 

TABIE U. DESCRIPI'IOl OF CHANGE PERCEIVED BY PARENIB IN IH: S'IDDENI'S 

Behavioural Description of Significance 
Characteristic Characteristic revel of Change 

Em:>tional Control Expresses and displays • 01 
errotions appropriately; 
errotional outbursts 
rarely occur. 

Openness to Experience Appears to be receptive 
to new tasks or experiences; 

. 01 

seerrs able to take reason-
able risks; can respond 
naturally to unusual or 
unexpected stimuli. 

Enthusiasm Enters into m::,st activ- • 01 
ities with eagerness and 
wholehearted participation; 
maintains enthusiasm for 
the duration of the activity. 

Self-acceptance Seems to understand and • 01 
accept self; able to view 
self in terms of both 
limitations and abilities. 

Dan.i.nance Asserts self with . 01 
influence in a group 
situation. 

Independence Behaviour is usually . 05 
dictated by his/her CMn 

set of values ; is 
concerned with freedan 
to express ideas and 
feelings. 

Carpetitiveness Has high standards of . 05 
performance, usually 
desiring to do as well or 
better than peers. 
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Given the significance of the Process M:xlifications for the 

students, the results of Table 11 could probably be linked to them in 

sore rational manner. However, it must be acknCMledgai that the 

parents• ratings -were highly subjective and their validity cannot be 

established. 'AS parents had to put effort into their child's 

attendance at the LEC by providing transport and in sare cases 

persuade the school administration to have the child attend, it is 

conceivable that parents -were keen to witness change. All that can be 

said with confidence is that, according to parental perceptions 

( realistic or otherwise), LEC involvarent influenced children's 

errotional developrent in a number of areas. 'AS parents perceived 

these changes to be positive it is reasonable to assurre they would 

have been supportive of the LEC program and would have conveyed their 

position in scree manner to their child, thus indirectly enhancing 

program satisfaction. 

4.3 

4.3.1 

AIMINIS'IRATIVE ~ 

The Effect of Partial Withdrawal on School Peer Relationships 

Student responses revealed that 88% of them preferred to attend 

the IEC rather than remain ·at school and 91% reported that sch:x)l 

peers -were not unpleasant to them because of their inclusion in a 

special withdrawal program. This finding supports that of Carmerford 

and Creed ( 2. 2) • 

4. 3. 2 Classroan Teacher SuppJrt and Interest 

Student responses indicated that 88% of them felt their class

rcx:m teacter was happy about their LEC involvenent and 84.5% reported 

that the classroom teacher was interested in the IEC enrichrrent 

program. However, while allegedly encouraged in their endeavours 

beyond the classroan, 59% were not given assistance to catch up on the 
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classwork missed while they attended with:lrawal sessions. 

The corresponding percentages for parents' perceptions of teacher 

support and interest were not in agreerrent with students' perceptions. 

on five point scales (l(low) to S(high)) measuring 'teacher support' 

and 'teacher interest' , 27. 5% of the parents rated 'teacher support' 

as low (either 1 or 2), and a higher figure of 40% similarly rated (1 

or 2) 'teacher interest'. Although the student data pertains to the 

total sarrple of 61 and the parent data to 36, the parent data may not 

necessarily be in error. It was the LEC teachers' view that many of 

the classroom teachers were not interested in their student's 

withlrawal program. As a result of this perception, fornE were 

periodically sent to classroom teachers asking that they inspect the 

child's LEC "WOrkbook and then sign the form to indicate they had 

sighted their student's LEC efforts. 

When the students felt so positive about their classroom teacher's 

support for LEC involvemant, it is rrost probable that toough the 

reality might have been different, program satisfaction would not have 

been adversely affected by classroom · teacher attitudes. The 

inconsistency between parents and students' perceptions however does 

indicate a possible need for a greater degree of consultation and 

collaboration between LEC teachers and classroom teachers. 

4. 3. 3 Parent Support for With:lrawal 

The parents who responded to the Parent questionnaire (n:=a36) were 

close to evenly divided on whether, given an appropriate curriculum 

in-class enrichlrent was preferable to part-ti.Ire with:lrawal for gifted 

children. Withdrawal was crnsidered to be the I1Dre appropriate 

administrative arrangarent by 55% of the parents. The remainder 

preferred in-class enrichrrent at the regular sclx>ol. 

'When parents rated on a five point scale (l(lCM) to 5(high)) 
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schools' present ability to provide for gifted children, the responses 

were skewed towards the lower end. The low ratings of 1 and 2 were 

chosen by 62% of the respondents. Only 13% (canbining ratings 4 and 5) 

felt that schools were currently capable of providing for gifted 

students. 

To gain further understanding of the nature of parents' attitudes 

towards partial withdrawal and in-class enrichrrent, they were asked to 

express the degree of confidence they held that school could provide 

if given advisory support. 

Table 13 to be calculated. 

This enabled the cross tabulations of 

TABIE 13. PARENI' SUPPCRI' FCR PARTIAL WTI'HDRAWM, 

Prefer Prefer Total (%) 
Witlmawal (%) In-class (I) 

Scoool cannot 
provide well even 37.5 7.5 45.0 
with slJltX)rt (I) 

scoool can 
provide well with 17. 5 37.5 55.0 
support (%) 

'IDI'AL (%) 55.0 45.0 100.0 

This table yields the following infonnation -

a) 37. 5% of the parents preferred partial withdrawal and lacked 

confidence in the schools' ability to provide even if given 

advisory support. 

b) 37. 5% preferred in-class enrichrrent and -were ~tirnistic that 

schools could provide if given advisory support. 

c) 7. 5% preferred in-class enr ichrrent but at the s~ t.i.ne doubted 

that advisory support would enable sdnols to provide. 

d) 17.5% preferred partial withdrawal even if schools could provide 
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with advisory support. 

Fran the above statarents, it is clear that parents in groups ( a) 

and (d) for different reasons were supportive of the current 

administrative arrangerent and this conceivably would have indirectly 

enhanced students' perceptions of the program's worth. LEC enrolrrent 

would rrost probably have been held in high regard by such parents as 

they would have been cannitted in. their search for an alternative to 

in-class enrichrrent. Such an attitude could -well have been conveyed 

to their child. 

Parents in group (b) apparently supported partial withdrawal only 

as an interim step as they preferred that schools receive advisory 

assistance and that children receive in-class enrichlrent. Such a 

value position might not have disadvantaged the LEX:: program under 

review. H~ver, such parents would obviously hope that schJols, in 

the long term, would initiate their C1Nr1 prograrrs of enrichlrent. 

It would seem that the parents in group ( c) could have inhibited 

the ~ program's intentions as they were in favour of classroom 

provision regardless of the kind of program offered. But as they 

numbered only 3 ( 7. 5% of 36), their overall influence on levels of 

satisfaction with the program would have been mininal. 

It can reasonably be said that parent perceptions of the 

administrative arrangerent were largely pooitive and their belief that 

it was currently, if not always, apprcpriate would have likely 

enhanced students' levels of satisfaction. That sare preferred class

rocm enrichrrEnt would have to be borne in mind oowever. 

4. 4 fflE MAKER KDEL 

4.4.1 Introduction 

Fran student data it could be ccncluded that they found the 

curriculum based on Maker's guidelines to be m::>st satisfying. In 
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making judgarents about the worth of the m:xiel and its continued 

adoption, the I.OC teachers' impressions of it were also considered to 

provide useful information. 

The following carrnents reflect the opinions of one of the 

teachers ( the writer) derived fran observations over a one-year period 

and discussions held with LF.C students and their parents. While no 

evidence is available to support their authenticity, all care has been 

taken to present a rational appraisal of the rrodel. 

4.4.2 Teacher's nnpressions 

The Maker rrodel was seen to have notable strengths in terms of 

appropriatene:;s to the situation, flexibility, practicality and 

validity. 

Appr opriateness to too Situation: It is doubtful that a program could 

succeed if too philosophies of the teachers and the curriculum were at 

variance to each other. Because the I.EC teachers were strongly 

cannitted to a hurranistic philosophy of education, they found 

adherence to Maker's principles particularly satisfying. No other 

writer on curriculum for gifted students seared to errphasize to such 

an extent, the importance of the learning environrrent in facilitating 

content, proce:;s and product changes. For these change:; to be 

implerrented rrost effectively, LEC teachers found that it was critical 

to create the kind of non-judgerrental, student-centred learning 

envirorurent Maker hcrl suggested. Although inportant for all planned 

curriculum m:Jdifications, learning Environrrent factors appeared to 

have rrost relevance for the practice of Process changes. 'As the 

Process change:; seerred to represent learning which was durable - a 

value espoused by IEC teachers - they were particularly disposed 

towards a m:Jdel which recognized the worth of procres m:Jdif ications 
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and prescribed an appropriate learning environrrent for a Process 

approach. 

Besides suiting the values of the teachers, it appeared that 

individual student's needs '\Mere well catered for within the frarrework 

of the m::xiel. Different child characteristics in the areas of 

learning, rrotivation and creativity were recOJilized by errphasizing 

different aspects of the curriculum rrodifications, and in allowing 

students freedan of choice, they had the opportunity to pursue their 

own interests. Maker's guidelines gave direction for the developll=nt 

of appropriate individualized curricula. 

As '\YE!ll as for individual endeavours through 'Freed.an of Coo ice' , 

the approach also seerred rrost appropriate for group interaction. In 

the student-centred learning environrrent, the cut and thrust of 

arguirent and discussion within the group proved to be a highly 

effective learning strategy. The emphasis on higher levels of 

thinking required students to critically evaluate the ideas of others, 

and present their ONil in a logical coherent manner, justifying them if 

necessary. 

Flexibility : The Maker rrodel was found to be a useful guide in the 

developrent of curricula for all Pr i.nary year levels. No type of 

modification had to be deleted because it was ccnsidered inappropriate 

for children of a given age. LOC teachers believed this aspect of the 

model had ccnsiderable value when planning an ongoing enrichment 

program, as the theoretical frarrework of a curriculum could be 

consistent over ti.JIE, enabling systematic developtent of learning 

processes to occur, and continuity within the curriculum to be 

maintained. Renzulli (1973) has criticized many prograrrs for lacking 

these qualities. 

The flexibility of Maker's rrodel was further rec03I1ized by the 
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way in which it could be adapted to cover all content areas. 

Practicality: LEC teachers felt that Maker had outlined her 

curriculum suggestions with particular clarity, and since they were 

derived fran established teaching-learning theories, the concepts were 

familiar. They did not dauand that the teachers acquire an entirely 

new repertoire of skills. They had rrerely to revise and canbine 

previous learnings to form a new integrated approach. 

The program was also practical in tenrs of cost. Although 

specialized equiprrent, a variety of reference resource:; and scphistic

ated rraterials would have allowed greater variety of ccotent and a 

more canplex learning environrrent, the rrodel could be irrpleirented 

without them. 

Validity: Inspection of the LEC curriculum based ori Maker 1 s rrodel 

suggested it was a defensible qualitatively different program with 

content validity. However, no research data to support the M::>del 's 

validity could be located in the literature. 

4.5 CDCWSIOI 

Data analyses indicated that the curriculum based on Maker's 

model was favourably perceive:!. by the students. Particularly valued 

were the learning experiences which emlxrlied the Process nooifications 

1 Higher revels of Thinking' and 'Freed.an of Choice' • 

The organisational arrangerrent prove:!. to be highly satisfactory 

f ran the students I point of view as they found thenEelves able to 

establish close friendships at the I.EC, scl:xx)l friendships were not 

seen to be jeopardised by their participation in a withirawal program, 

and they felt that in their attendance they had the support and 

interest of their own classroom teacher. Such factors m:>st likely 
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enhanced levels of satisfaction with the LEC. 

The parents were also favourably disposed towards the curriculum 

and the organisational arrang-eYent. In a mnnber of errntional areas 

children -were seen to have developed as a result of the program, and 

most parents felt that in the current circurrEtances partial withdrawal 

was an acceptable form of program deli very. Sate h'.:Jwever would have 

preferred classrcom enrichrrent had the scix>ol the capacity to provide 

it. 

Information with regard to the classroan teachers' support of the 

administrative arrangEm=nt is sarewhat unclear. It needs to be 

clarified as a negative attitude towards the student's withdrawal 

could inhibit student enjoyrrent of the LEC program. 

The study is sunmar ized in the folJ.owing chapter, and the 

irrplications for future LEC programs are identified. 
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5.1 

5.1.1 

CliAP'lmS 

Sll+IARY, IMPLICATIONS AND RFXDMHlATIOfS 

SCM4ARY OF THE STUDY'S RXlJS 

Introo.uction 

The conviction that curricula for gifted children were in general 

inappropriate led the Special Education and Guidance Service, Brisbane 

Catholic F.ducation Office to establish in 1980 a partial withdrawal 

centre offering enrichrrent prograrffi to counsellor-selected children. 

The I.earning Enrichrrent Centre (LEC) aimed to -

1) meet the needs of enrolled gifted students by -

a) providing appropriate learning experiences; and 

b) providing an administrative arrangemant (partial with

drawal) which afforded them the opportunity to interact 

with like minds; 

2) meet the needs of the system by -

a) developing and evaluating units of work for gifted 

students; and 

b) conducting workshops, seni.nars and in-service days for 

teachers. 

Mindful of the LEC's need to provide appropriate learning 

experiences the focus of the Study was to determine whether the LEC 

curriculum was achieving its intended .ainE (1.4). Since the 

literature abounds with assertions that gifted students frequently 

find school prograrrs boring and irrelevant and teaching strategies 

frustrating, it was critical that the significance and ~rth of the 

students' learning experiences at the LEC be continually assessed in 

sare systematic fashion. 

The case for evaluation was made even rrore crnpelling by the 
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inadequacy of published theory on which curriculum decisions could be 

confidently basErl. 

In detennining prog-rams of learning experiences suited to the 

characteristics and needs of the 1984 ~ students, teachers 

( including the writer) were guided by the principles of Maker (1982). 

It is Maker's contention that gifted children need a qualitatively 

different curriculum which involves nodifications.of content (what is 

taught) , process ( how teaching is enacted), product ( the end-products 

expected fran students) and learning environ.rrent (the psycmlogical 

and physical setting in which learning occurs) . 

Maker's theory found ready acceptance with LF.C teachers as it was 

basErl on established teaching-learning theories, it endeavoured to 

address observErl learning nreds of gifted students and it appeared to 

provide a useful frarre~rk for avoiding sare of the carmonly knc:Mn 

pitfalls of enrichrcent prograrrs (providing "rrore of the same" kinds of 

learning experiences; failing to match abilities and program 

emphases). After taking into account the characteristics of the 

setting, the teachers, and the students, curriculum modifications were 

selectively coosen to guide the developrent and iuplerrentation of 

'qualitatively different' units of V'K)rk (individual and group). 

The effectiveness of the I.EC curriculum was the main focus of the 

evaluation. But it could not be clearly ascertainErl without sare 

consideration of the organisational arrangarent (partial withdrawal}. 

Though scoool administration teams and parents were involved in 

deciding whether LF.C placarent was appropriate for each student, a 

structure allowing gifted students to be separatErl fran their 

classroom peers is not widely accepted in Australia (M::>ssenson, 1980). 

That classroom teachers, class peers and parents' feelings aoout 

withdrawal could influence students' perceptions of their LEC 

experiences was recognized and it was therefore considered unwise to 
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make inferences about the effectiveness of the program without 

investigating whether the crlministrative arrangarent had enhanced or 

limited the program's intentions. 

5.1. 2 Methodology 

To assess the worth of the Maker curriculum, the perceptions of 

students, parents and LEC teachers were obtained. 

The students• answers to questionnaire i teITE were to indicate 

whether the· LEC experience was seen to be satisfying their needs. The 

responses were also expected to give sare indication of the teacher

student relationship prevailing throughout the program and to 

illuminate sore of the valued characteristics of the learning 

activities. 

Parents• recorded perceptions of "noticeable changes" in thei,r 

child's errotional develoµrent were to provide information about the 

program's worth fran their point of view. Though this data was 

considered to be too subjective to make staterrents about the program 

per se, it was considered to be rrost useful. Clearly if parents 

sensed their child was responding in a positive manner to LEC 

participation, that LEC involv~nt would have been supported and the 

student's reception of the program likely enhanced. 

To determine the influence of partial withdrawal on the program's 

intentions, the attitudes of students, classroom teachers and parents 

were sought. Parent and student data were collected directly fran 

questionnaires. But the classroom teachers' support and interest were 

evaluated indirectly by way of parent and student irrpressions. 

The I.EC teachers' ccmnents on the value of the Maker principles 

as a frairework for program develoµrent were also considered to provide 

information pertinent to an evaluation of the pro;rram's worth. 
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5.2 

5.2.1 

SlMIARY OF '1'HE S'IUDY' S RESULTS 

LOC Curriculum 

Relevance of the I.EC Curriculum 

As LEC teachers were guidErl by a philoscphy of education which 

recognizes that a relevant curriculum is required to foster significant 

learning and task carmitrrent, the provision of individually rreaningful 

learning experiences was a purposefully crosen aim of the program 

(1.4), and the perceived relevance of the curriculum was the first 

question to be answered by the study's data (1.5.1 Ques. 1). 

Student evaluations indicated that they found. the LEC to be 

particularly satisfying, and significantly rrore so than their regular 

sc:0001. When over 90% of the group claii:red they experienced high 

interest and enjoyrrent ( 4. 2.1, Table 5) it is clear that the program 

based on Maker's m:xiel was relevant and responsive to their needs. 

Quality of the Teacher-Student Relationship 

The second question of the study focussed on the quality of the 

teacher-student relationship (1.5.1 Ques.2). It was intended that the 

teacher be perceived as a genuine and warm facilitator of learning 

rather than an authoritarian instructor ( 1. 4 ) • 

Alnnst all students ( >90%) rated highly the LEC teachers' 

behaviour towards them in tenns of being kind, helpful, friendly and 

fair ( 4. 2. 2, Table 6). Such positive evaluations of teacher-student 

interactions provided evidence that the teachers were facilitating 

learning and that the classroom climate or pervasive affect was 

generally accepting and pleasant. The Maker rrodel clearly providErl 

appropriate guidelines for teacher-student inter action ( 3. 3. 1) • 

Though student progress was not measured in this study, further 

investigation of this area could be fruitful. Tikunoff, Berliner and 
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Rist ( 1975} ccntend that research on effective classrOOOB has shown 

that classroom clirrate doos make a difference and those which are 

convivial, dercocratic and warm are higher achieving. 

Conparisoo Bet~ Student Satisfaction at the LEx: and the 

Regular School 

Conparisoos between student satisfaction at the IOC and the 

regular scoool unequivocally proved that the students preferred the 

curriculum of the LEC. Classr(X)m teachers would surely view it as a 

matter of major concern that only 57% of the students found sch:x>l 

interesting ( 4. 2.1 Table 5) and that a lesser figure of 44% ( 4. 2.1 

Table 5} found it enjoyable - especially when the corresponding 

figures for the LEC were above 90%. 

Though the quality of the teacher-student relationship also 

differed significantly between the two settings, differences were not 

extreire (4.2.1 Table 6). While 9o+% of the students regarded the LEC 

teacher as kind, helpful, friendly and fair, betv.een 70% and 80% had 

similar perceptions of classroom teachers. 

As carparisons between students' perceptions of the LEC and their 

normal classroom indicated a strong preference for the UC, subsequent 

analyses ¼Jere directed towards illuminating trose factors contributing 

to or associated with the expressed high levels of satisfaction. 

The Relationship Between Students' Satisfaction with the LEC 

and Identified Student Characteristics 

Statistical analyses indicated that the high levels of student 

satisfaction were unrelated to students' measured entering character

istics (age, sex, year level, I.Q., Learning, Motivation, Creativity) 

and this finding led to the proposition that the envirorurent was a 

determining factor. Maker ( 1982) has claimed that it is the Learning 
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Envirorurent rrodifications which contribute to satisfaction by 

increasing :rrotivation and the freed.cm to learn in a way that is 

caaf ortable and happy. Unfortunately the data did not enable · causal 

paths between reaming Environrrent nodifications and the students' 

perceptions to be established. But investigation of such a link would 

seem a useful exercise. 

In atterrpting to ascertain those influences of consequence, 

aspects of the hidden curriculum ( in particular, the feelings related 

to partial withdrawal) as well as aspects of the operational 

curriculum were considered. 

Finding a Close Friend at the IEC and its Influence on 

Student Satisfaction 

As ·the literature contends that the gifted tend to choose 

intellectual peers and not age peers as close friends (Austin & 

Draper, 1981), the Centre airred to redress p:,ssible school friendship 

inadequacies by providing opportunities for students to interact with 

like minds. But there was no difference between the school and the 

LOC in terms of students reporting to have a close friend. Most { 7 3%} 

had· a close friend in both settings (4.2.4 Table 8). It was obvious 

that peer relationships in general did not influence students' 

satisfaction with the program. Rather the curriculum was rrost likely 

respa1sible. 

Strenths and "Waaknesses of the r.a; Program 

When students were asked what they liked best about the LOC, it 

was _ apparent that the majority of· them (81.3%) valued m:::>i.-e than 

anything else, aspects of their learning experiences which could be 

directly recognized as Process elerrents of the Maker m:xlel ( 4. 2. 5 

Table 9). Modifications which were seen as rrost neaningful were the 
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Process nndifications, 'Freedcm of Choice' ("being able to choose a 

topic", "being able to do the things I enjoy", "the work interests 

me") and 'Higher Levels of Thinking' ( "hard work"). Other curriculum 

modifications might have been well regarderl. But the students' 

respooses indicaterl that a high level of agreerrent on what was "best" 

about the LOC existed within the group. The only changes they 

suggested concernerl aspects of the physical environnent (paintv.Drk, 

distance fran sclx>ol, etc.) The popularity of the Process nndifications 

gives further support to Braggett's contention (1983) that gifted 

children like in particular a program which is less teacher directed 

(3.4.4). 

It would have to be ackn™ledged that the LEC teachers perceived 

the Process uodif ications to be the easiest to irrpleIIEnt as they 

required little in the way of speciaHst knCMledge or equiprent. This 

being so the students' preferences ma.yin fact have been a reflection 

of the teachers' relative carpetence and confidence in the Process 

area. As indicated in Tables 1 (3.2.6) and 2 (3.3.2), sophisticated 

Content rrodifications (Variety and Corrplexity) were seen to be 

necessarily constrainErl, witoout the expertise of contributing 

professionals/rrentors and the availability of a Carplex I.earning 

Environrrent. 

When saIE of the four dirrensions of instruction (Content, 

Process, Product, Learning Envirorurent) were, due to the setting, m.:>re 

effectively m.:>dified · than others, it is not rreaningful to cat1?are 

dircensions in terms of perceived value. Such carparisons were indeed 

not within this Study's sccpe or part of its purpose. This study was 

directed towards evaluation of a particular curriculrnn based on 

Maker• s rcodel, and the students' clear staterent was that certain 

teaching-learning processes prescribed by that m:xiel proved to be 

eminently satisfying. 
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Parents' Perceptions of the Curriculum 

The relevance or otherwise of a curriculum can often be 

detenninoo by a child's arotions. When learning experiences fail to 

match needs, children can becare frustrated, discouragoo and 

disaffectoo. These feelings can find their expression in unproductive 

ways {1.1). 

It was the parents' belief that in certain facets of errotional 

develo~t such as Enotional Control, Openness to Experience, 

Enthusiasm, Self-Acceptance, Daninance, Independence and Crnpetitive

ness there had been a "noticeable" growth in their child as a result 

of participation in the LOC curriculum (4.2.6 Tables 11, 12). 

Though such results must be interpreted with caution due to the 

highly subjective nature of the data, they provide evidence that 

parents believoo the program was positively contributing to their 

cUld's well-being, and in this respect, the program would certainly 

have been valued. 

5.2.2 Administrative Arrangarents 

Effect of LEC on Sclxx:,l Peer Relationships 

It is pqmlarly believed that partial withdrawal has a detrimntal 

effect on peer relationships ( 2. 2), but this belief was soundly 

negated by the data. Of the 61 students, 93% felt no peer aninosity 

as a result of LEC attendance (4.3.1). This finding further su~ts 

the research quoted by Ccmrerford and creed m:mtionoo earlier ( 2. 2). 
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Classroom Teacher SufPOrt for Partial Withdrawal 

Most students ( 85%) sensed that their classroom teachers were 

suwcrtive and interested in the LEC program ( 4. 3. 2). Such percEptions 

of their teachers' attitudes would have no doubt facilitated positive 

reception of the IOC curriculum. Interestingly however, this view of 

classroom teachers' support and interest was not shared by the parents 

or LEC teachers ( 4. 3. 2) • Of the parents who responded to the 

questionnaire ( 62%), 27. 5% rated teacher support as low and 40% felt 

similarly aoout teacher interest ( 4. 3. 2). 

Parent SufPOrt for Partial Withdrawal 

In general, parents were very supportive of their child's 

involverrent in the partial withdrawal enrichm:!nt program. 

Though alrrost half of them ( 45% ) would have preferred that 

enrichrrent take place in the regular classroom, 87% felt that schools 

could not currently provide for gifted children (4.3.3). LEX:: 

participation was no doubt regarde:1 as a means of redressing the 

school's inadequacy and as a consequence parents readily and willingly 

accEpted responsibility for transporting the children to and fran the 

Centre each week. 

In all probability such positive attitudes towards the special 

provision would have been conveyed either explicitly or irrplicitly to 

the students, thereby encouraging higher levels of student satisfaction. 

5.2.3 The Maker {\t)del 

The r.oc teachers were responsible for the cooice of the teaching

learning nooel, the design of the curriculum and its inplerrentation. 

It would be reasonable to assurce therefore that they would canrent 

favourably on its appropriateness and be keen for their endeavours to 

be successful. Given their cannitrrent to the program, interactions 
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with the students vJOuld have been conducted in a manner consistent 

with the program's aim:;, and with the intentions of enhancing its 

perceived .vorth. 

It cannot be said however that teacher cannitrrent, and not the 

model, was responsible for the program's success. If teacher 

cannitrrent was the significant variable, fran students' perceptions of 

the regular school (4.2.1 Table 5) it could be inferred that classroom 

teachers were not carmitted. This would be highly unlikely. 

A rrnre canpelling proposition is that irrplerrentation of the Maker 

Model led to student satisfaction. Students clearly enjoyed the 

challenging nature of the curriculum ( higher levels of thinking -

"hard work"), the relevance of the learning experiences ( freedan of 

choice - "being able to chcx)se a topic which interests rre") and the 

humanistic qualities of the teacher-learner interaction {learning 

environrrent rrodifications). Such findings relate to identifiable 

elements of the Maker 1'-bdel. 

The administrative arrangenent did not reduce the children's 

receptivity of the program. Rather it may have had the opposite 

influence. But there was certainly no evidence to suggest that it had 

any significant effect on students' levels of satisfaction. 

were clearly attributable to a curriculum based on Maker's Model. 

5. 3 SONARY OF THE S'IUDY' S crH10SIOOS 

The Curriculum 

These 

In sunmary it may be said that the Maker M:xiel guided the 

developrent of a curriculum which satisfied the students' needs. LEC 

participation proved to be an enjoyable and interesting experience, 

and the students' few suggestions for change focussed on physical 

characteristics of the setting . rather than arty curriculum change. 

Most valued were the Process rrodifications, 'Higher IBvels of Thinking' 
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and 'Freed.an of Choice'. 

Students' perceptions of the lll: teachers suggested that Maker's 

Learning Environrrent m::x'lifications fostered the developrent of a warm, 

accepting and su:r,portive class clima.te. 

The .Administrative Arrangement 

The administrative arrangarent conceivably enhanced students' 

satisfaction with the lll: as they perceived peers, parents and 

classroom teachers to be supportive. 

Data from parents, ~wever, tended to raise doubts about the 

classroom teachers' support and interest. 

5. 4 LIM.ITATICE OF THE S'IUDY 

According to Stufflebeam et al. ( 1971), there are three standards 

by which an evaluation ma.y be judgoo -

a) technical adequacy; 

b} utility; and 

c) cost effectiveness. 

As funding for evaluation was not available, the third standard 

has not been addressed. In terrrs · of the other standards, sore 

limitations of the Study' s scope and processes were recognized either 

at the Study's outset or during its course. Where possible, the 

Study's processes were rrodified (3.6.4) to minimize the effects of 

such limitations. 

5.4.l Technical Adequacy 

a) The evaluator and the teacher were one and the sane person. This 

self-evaluation introduces the possibility of bias through loss 

of objectivity. As the evaluation was conceivably conducted with 

the hope that positive results would ensue, the likelihood of 
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obtaining such a finding was increased. In addition, the 

students 'WOuld have been inclined to answer the questionnaires in 

a manner acceptable to the teacher. 

b) There was no opportunity to trial the questionnaires in order to 

ascertain their reliability and validity. 

c) Sare data v1ere incanplete. The response rate for the parent 

questionnaire was 62% and a similar figure was obtained for the 

Scale for Rating the Behavioural Characteristics of Superior 

Students. In b::>th circUITE tances, the data ~re treated as 

canplete for the Study's purposes . 

d) Though the program could satisfy the students, it would have been 

useful to ascertain how well the actual learning activities and 

interactions matched toose intended by the curriculum plan. The 

degree of coogruence was not determined and this could tend to 

make the link between program satisfaction and the Maker rrodel 

sarewhat tenuous. 

e) In the i.rrplerrentation of the curriculum, LOC teachers informally 

observed and :rrade on-going judgarents about the suitability of 

the learning experiences for each child. On the basis of these 

judgemmts, curricula v.iere rrodif ied as necessary within the 

guidelines of the Maker rrodel. Unfortunately no information was 

systenatically recorded. Although the coo.tinuing observations 

gave teachers useful insights into the suitability of the Maker 

rood.el, reporting them was seen to be too problematic when there 

was no :rreans of validating such opinions. 
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5.4.2 Utility 

a) The evaluation was limited in scope concerning itself mainly with 

students' perceptions of the program and the teachers' behaviours. 

Further process evaluations could ask questions which would lead 

to increase:l understanding of the appropriateness of -

i) program:; goals; 

ii) content; 

iii) resources; 

iv) teaching-learning strategies; and 

v) classroom or9anisation. 

b) The program's worth in terms of student growth was not a focus of 

the evaluation. HCMever clearly specified objectives and outcare 

data would have provided a m::>re canplete picture of the program's 

effectivene:,s. 

5.5 

5.5.1 

IMPLICATICH3 .AND ~IOOS 

Introduction 

The LEC seeks to address both student and system n8:'!ds. While 

all educational provisions have an obligation to rreet their expressed 

aims, such high ideals are generally not reached in any absolute 

sense. In consequence there is a continuing need to evaluate what has 

happened and to make recarrrendations for future practice. 

The major thrust of this Study was not to find lawful relation

ships between phenarena ( as in research) but to gather information 

which would be useful for planning purposes. There was no expectation 

that the findings would apply to other situations or provide a basis 

for carpar isoo. It was intended that the Study collect information 

which \il,lOUld assist decision making. This information was expected to 

give direction for the develop:rent of future curricula and alert 
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teachers to possible influences of the administrative arrang~t on 

the program's intentions. If as a result of carrying out the Study 

irrprov€fl'ellts in future evaluation procedures could be proposed, 

further value 'WOUld accrue to the whole exercise. 

5.5.2 Future Use of Maker's Model 

ASsum.ing that the operational curriculum was a faithful 

respresentation of M3.ker 's Model, there would appear to be strong 

grounds for continuing its adoption as a frane\\Drk for curriculum 

developm:mt. The aims of the curriculum (1. 4) were realized and LEC 

teachers were inpressed by the rcodel 's appropriateness in the given 

context. 

The r-t:xiel's Ability to Meet Students' Needs 

One of the advantages of the rrodel 'WOuld have to be the 

guidelines it gives for matching student characteristics with 

particular curriculum modifications. It is now well reco:Jilized that 

giftedness is not a unitary trait but rather covers a heterogeneous 

range of gifts and - talents, and if curricula are to be individually 

relevant, sore link bet~en individual differences and program 

develop-rent must be established. The rrodel all~ developrent of 

appropriate individualized curricula. 

The M::>del's Ability to Accept the Characteristics of the setting 

Often the · introduction of a m:xlif ied program can make consider

able demands oo the setting. A valued feature of the present roodel 

was its practicality in that an effective curriculum was developed 

without the incurrence of major costs. The students' apparent 

preference for the Process rrodifications however could have resulted 

fran the LEC' s relative weakness in providing scphisticated content 
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rrodifications and with no increase in funding for resources it would 

seem roost beneficial to draw rrore on the human and material resources 

of the crnmunity so that the provision of 'Variety' and 'Cooplexity' 

in Content and a 'Cooplex I.earning Environrrent' could be enhanced. 

While introducing such inprovetents, it \\lOuld seem irrportant to not 

lose sight of too fact that students attached great value to 'Higher 

Levels of Thinking' and 'Freedan of Coo ice' . Trough these processes 

would surely be central to the teaching of all students, it would seem 

that they are particularly appreciated by toose who are gifted. 

Changes in Teaching Staff 

In recamEnding continued use of the Maker Model, the following 

reservation soould be noted. 

Maker contends that a program cannot succeed if the teacher does 

not believe in its \\lOrth (Maker, 1982). In the present situation, it 

must be acknONledgErl that the M::lker M:xiel was very favourably regardei 

by the LEX; teachers. It seerred to embcdy a philosq,hy of education 

consistent with their ~ ( 1. 4) and to provide clear defensible 

directions for program developnent ( 3. 5. 3 Table 4) • If changes in 

teaching staff occurred, the sarre degree of regard for the nodel could 

not be asst.med. The changing concept of giftedness ooer the years has 

led to a diversity in gifted education theory and practice and, while 

a lack of docurrentei research to guide decision rra.lcing rema.ins, 

individuals may cmose to q,erate fran a variety of perspectives. 

Sone perspectives would not be caipatible with Maker's principles. 

Hence a change in teaching staff would necessitate a reccnsideration 

of the curriculum rrodel to be used. 
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Change in the carposition of the Student Group 

The Study indicated that recannended rrodifications for the 

individual children in the Study were appropriate. However the biased 

nature of the group soould also be noted. The sanple ccnprised for 

the rrost part young, intelligent high verbal achievers. Not 

represented v."ere the culturally different, the handicap_ped, the 

learning disabled or students who were significantly under-achieving. 

Though Maker provides guidelines for such students, no evidence to 

support the appropriateness of such guidelines can care fran this 

Study. The Maker rrodel was adaptable with respect to rreeting the 

individual differences of the gifted students under consideration. 

But a marked change in students• entering characteristics would 

require a reassessrrent of the rrodel in terms of its suitability. 

5.5 .. 3 Influe:1ce of Partial Viithdra'.'w-al ur, Prc.grci.ltl Effecti,raiess 

The program's intentions did not appear to be inhibited by the 

organisational arrangement of partial witrrlrawal. Students felt they 

experienced no neg-ative social consequences as a result of leaving 

their sch:>ol to attend a special enrichrrEnt class one half day per 

week. The following tv.D findings would have to be addressed oov."ever 

in future program delivery. 

Classroan Teacher Attitudes Towards the LEC Provision 

In contrast to the students I positive perceptions of classrcx:m 

teacher support, LEC teachers and parents. sensed that classrocm 

teachers were generally less than supportive of the students' LOC 

participation. As support fran the classrocm teacher would seem to be 

f undarrental to students' satisfaction with the IK program, further 

researching of teachers I attitudes would need to be urrlertaken. It 

would also be appropriate to examine the interface between the LEC and 
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the sclx>ol particularly at the tirrE of student LEC enrolrrent ( 3. 2. 4) 

to determine the adequacy of the processes for praroting a cooperative 

and harrronious working relationship. 

Parent Attitudes Towards the lEC Provision 

The data revealed that alrrost half the parents would have 

preferred in-class enrichrrent to partial withdrawal, but felt that 

sclx>ols could not currently provide this quality of learning 

experience. While they see school curricula as inadequate, their 

support for the lEC would likely remain high. However it could 

possibly wane as the sdX>Ol 's proficiency was seen to increase. 

There were also many parents ( 55%) who unlike the aoove rrentioned 

group valued a partial withdrawal program irrespective of the school's 

provision. 

Parents thus appear to enrol their children in the I.a: for 

different reasoos. In as much as parent attitudes have the potential 

to influence students' attitudes, further m::mitor ing of parents' 

opinions we>uld be helpful. 

5.5.4 Future Evaluation ~toods and Techniques 

This evaluation provided information to reccmrend continued use 

of the Maker m:Jdel. Future studies soould build on the kncwledge 

gained thus far to ensure that pro-active decision making has the 

necessary data for planning i.rrproved curriculum provision. 

There is clearly a future need to increase the scphistication of 

the evaluation procedures and techniques in order to -

a) better describe and understand the processes, that is, what 

is happening during the course of the program; and 

b) more fully assess outcares - the program's worth particularly 

in terrrs of student grcwth -· and identify the cootributing 

factors. 
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Guidelines for the conduct of evaluation have been published and 

future studies should aim to follow a docurrented set of procErlures. 

Evaluation Questions in Context 

As a result of a project fundErl by the Comnonwealth Schools 

Comnission, Hughes, Russell & Willcocks (1984) have published an 

evaluation guide which gives lists of questions the evaluator might 

ask before, during and after the program. These questions address not 

only the program in q)eration but also other relevant areas such as 

Identification and Selection, Goals, Resources and Individual I.earning 

Styles. (Hughes, Russell and Willcocks, 1984). M-len the prese.'1t 

student sarrple was so biased, evaluation of 'Identification and 

Selection' techniques would rrost certainly be an area worthy of 

investigation in future Studies. 

Another procedure · for determining questions is outlined by 

Renzulli & Smith. They suggest that the evaluation questions be 

determined by an open-ended approach wnereby people who have a direct 

or indirect interest in the pr03ram indicate what they would like to 

knc:M about it. People rn these 'Pr me Interest Group:;' would 

generally include students, parents, teachers, administrators and 

sch:,ol board rrernbers (Renzulli & Smith, 1979). This approach would 

seem to be particularly useful in terms of developing group cohesion. 

The Study deronstrated that support for an initiative is questionable 

when a 'prim:! interest group' (e.g. classrcx::>m teachers) has limited 

involvarent in its planning. 

A further evaluation orientation is given by Stufflebeam who has 

presented a matrix with 'categories of Evaluative Questions' (Goals, 

Designs, Implerrentation, Results) along one di.rrension and 'Purposes of 

Evaluation' studies (Decision making, Accountability) along the other. 

Within each cell of the rratrix are listed a number of questions 
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pertinent to the character of the cell ( Stufflebeam in C.D.C., 1977). 

Clearly there are a number of useful resources which \>.Uuld assist 

the evaluator in the future to formulate purposeful questions. C.D.C. 

acknowledges that nnst evaluations are eclectic in approach, but 

rec~nds that the adoption of one rrodel can give coherence to the 

study (C.D.C., 1977}. 

Nature of the Data when Assessing O.lrricula for Gifted Children 

After caning to a decision on the evaluation questions, it \>.Uuld 

be appropriate for the evaluator to then detennine -

a) the kinds of instrurrents or . techniques which would enable 
the collection of rreaningful data; and 

b) frcmwhom the information could be obtained. 

(Renzulli & Smith, 1979) 

In this study, the errphasis was on process evaluation and data 

were collected late in the program. Outcares were not examined and 

this has been recognized as a planned design limitation of the 

evaluation. To assess the outcares, data collection would need to be 

initiated on program entry so that carparisoos bet~en pre-program and 

pest-program scores could be made. The evaluation rrodel ,;,.ould 

therefore need to be detennined and irrplerrented before too program was 

introduced. The tine and rroney resources limited this procedure. 

In the evaluation of outcares, Norm referenced tests would likely 

be of doubtful value as gifted students often score near the ceiling 

on program entry. This was characteristic of the current sanple. 

Renzulli & Smith have suggested that criterion referenced tests and 

checklists stow pranise of being effective instrUDEnts in the 

measurem:nt of student growth since these tests can sl'nw a student's 

acca:rplishrrents in relation to set objectives (Renzulli & Smith, 

1979). The objectives could be pitched at an appropriate level and 
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this would appear to circumvent the iimitation of nonnative tests. A 

difficulty could arise oo~ver, in clearly specifying behavioural 

objectives which reflected Maker's process skills. It is -well kn~ 

that responses to open-endErl questions are less reliably scored. 

Other neasures which have been recamendErl for assessing student 

grCMth include -

a} analysis of taped discussions (Mak.er, 1982) 

b) analysis of student prcrlucts (Maker, 1982) 

c) frequency counts (e.g. number of science books reoo.) through 

logs, checklists or student records (Renzulli & Smith, 1979) 

d) observations, interviews, questionnaires, diaries (Hughes, 

Russell & Willcocks, 1984) 

Such measures would seem to be rrost useful as they would allow 

assesSITEnt to be continuous and inherently nnre reliable. The 

subjective nature of the assessrrent could be addressed by having a 

'critical friend' involved. 

Altoough there seems to be a rmrked tendency for student graw'th 

to be rreasured in tern-s of inprove:rent in academic skills, the 

parents' responses in this study soo~d that neasurerrent of affective 

outcares would also provide useful infonnation. 

Data Collection Techniques 

Techniques for recording observations sh::>uld be devised and 

instituted at a program's outset if teachers are to TIEtn::xiically 

capture the significant elercents of what transpires during its course. 

The lack of such procedures was an acknowledged limitation of the 

present Study. 

Hughes, Russell & Willcocks have suggested that teachers might 

consider -

a) using an interaction schedule; 
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b) audio taping; 

c) video taping; 

d) keeping a diary and writing down behaviour or situations 
observErl. (Hughes, Russell & Willcocks, 1984:47) 

LEX: teachers found the cost of external evaluators to be 

prohibitive, and there is always a problem of bias and selective 

perception if teachers alone undertake observations. If others are 

available, this offers sare protection against prejudicoo tendencies 

(C.D.C., 1977). Perhaps, in future, parents · could be trained to be 

involved in this process, if funding for evaluation remains limited. 

In the present study, questionnaires were used to carpare 

students' perceptions of what was occurring in two different settings. 

Although questionnaires are a carrronly usoo technique for gathering 

information, responses are scneti.rres difficult to interpret. 

Hughes, Russell & Willcocks make the point that -

"questions may be ambiguous or the given answers too 
restrictive". 

(Hughes, Russell & Willcocks, 1984). 

In future evaluations of processes, other techniques which have 

the potential for greater reliability and validity should be 

coosidered. This vJOuld rec03I1ize the nuances of assessrrent where 

acadanic attairuTEnt is not the only criterion when considering gifted 

children. 

Thj '.: Study bas provided basic information about the worth of a 

curriculum where Mak.er' s principles were used to guide its design and 

irrpleroontation. .The process of evaluation has clearly identified 

strengths of the 1984 LEC program and the need for further rronitoring. 

If the above principles of program evaluation ~re addressed in 
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future studies of LOC curricula, it seerrs safe to say that increased 

understanding of processes and outcc::rres · would certainly ensue, 

providing an inforrred base for pro-active decision-making. In such 

circurrstances specific curriculum provisions for LOC students would be 

designed and implerrented not because they read well, but because 

evaluation had reliably and validly de:ronstrated their v.Urth. 
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(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

APPENDIX 1 

Summary of I.Q. scores 

SUmnary of Reading Comprehension scores 

Scale for rating tehavioural characteristics 
of superior students 

SUrrmary of average learning, rrotivation and 
creativity scale scores 
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I.Q. Range 

120 

120-124 

125-129 

130-139 

140+ 

'Ibtal 
Percentage 

PERCENTAGES IN EA.a-I I.Q. RANGE 

Full Scale I.Q. Verbal I.Q. 

0 4.3 

8.3 4.3 

21. 7 13.0 

43.3 39.2 

26.7 39.2 

100.0 100.0 
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Ap_pendix 1 ( i) 

Perfonnance 
I.Q. 

15.2 

30.5 

15.2 

30.4 

8.7 

100.0 



Appendix 1 (ii) 

DIS'IRIBUTION OF READTIG S':rn.NINFS 

Stanine 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

'Ibtal 
Percentage 
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4.3 

0.0 

8.5 

29.8 

57.4 
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Appeooix 1 (iii) 

SCALE FOR RATING BEHAVIOURAL CHARACTERISTICS 

OF SUPEFIOR STUDENTS. 

Joseph S. Renzulli 
& Robert K. Hartff-!n. 

Name _____________ ____________ ________ Dat e ____ _ 

School _________________ _ _ ____ Grade ____ _ Age ______ _ 

YRS MTf-' r 

Teacher or person completing this form 

How long have you known this child? months. -------------- ----

DIRECTIONS: These scales arc designed to obtain estimates of a student's 
characteristics in the areas of learning, motivation, creativity, and 
leadership. The items are derived from the research literature dealing 

.th the characteristics of gifted and creative persons. It should te 
pointed out that a considerable amount of individual differences can be 
found within this population; and therefore the profiles are likely to 
vary a great deal. Each item in the scales should be considezed separat 0 l y 
and should reflect the degree to which you have observed the presence or 
absence of each characteristic. Since the four dimensions of the 
instrument represent relatively different sets of behaviours, the scores 
obtained fro~ the separate scales should not be summed to . yield a total 
score. Please read the statements carefully and place an X in the 
appropriate place according to the following scale of values. 

1 . If you have seldom or never observed this characteristic. 

2. If you have observed this characte.rist ic occasionally. 

3. If you have observed this characteristic to a considerable 
degree. 

4. If you have observ e d this characteristic almost all of the 
time. 

Space has been provided following each it em for your comments. 

SCORING: Seuarate scores for each of the three dimensions may be obtained 
as - follows: 

# Add the total number of X's in e~.ch column to obtain the "Coluir.r: 
Total". 

# MuLtipLy the column total by the "!'leight" for each column to 
obtain the "Weighted Column Total". 

# Sum the Weighted Column Totals across to obtain the "Score" for 
each dimension of the scale. 

# EnteP the scores below. 

LEARNING CHARACTERISTICS .... • .•••.•... __________ _ 

MOTIVATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS .•..•.•..• -------------
CREATIVITY CHARACTERISITCS~ ..........• __________ _ 

LEADERSHIP CHARACTF.PISTICS ......•...•. ------------

. 2 . 
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. 2. 

P~PT 1: LEARNING CHARACTERISTICS. 

1. 

2 . 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

IL 

2 

3 

1 * 2 3 4 

Has unusually advanced vocabulary for Rgc or grade 
level; uses terms in a meaningful way; has verbal o o □ I] 
behaviour characterized by "richness 11 of C;Xpression, . 
elaboration, and fluency. · 
(National Education Association, 1960: Terman and 
Oaen, 194'?: Witty, 1955). 

Possesses a large storehouse of information about a □ 
variety of topics (beyond the usual interests of □ o !J 
youngsters his age). I 
fWard, 1961; Terman, 1925,; Witty, 1058). 

Has ouick :mastery and recall of f~ctu ~l in. format ion.□ I] □ D 
(Goodhart & Schmidt, 1940; Terman & Oden, 194'?; 
National Education Association, 1960). 

Has rapid insight into cause-effect rclRtionships; 
tries to discover the how and why of things; asks 
many prov~cative questions (as distinct from 
informational or factual questions); wants to 
know what makes thinP,s (or people) 'tick''. 
(Carroll, 1940.; Witty, 1958; · Goodhart f, Schmidt, 
1940). 

~as a ready grasp of underlying princirlcs and can 
quickly make valid generalizations about events, 
people, or things; looks for similarities and 
differences in events, people and things. 
(Bttistow, 1951; Carroll, 1940., Fard, 1961). 

Is a keen and alert observer; usually "sees r.iorc" 
or "gets more" out of a story, fi 1111, etc. than 

others. 
(Witty, 1958; Carroll~ 1940; National Education 
Association, 1960). 

Reads a great deal on his own; usu~lly prefers 
adult level books; does not avoid difficult 
material; may show a preference for bi.npra~hy, 
autobiography; encyclopedias, and atlases. 
(Hollingworth, 1942_'. f.litty, 1.958 : Terman & 
Oden, 1947). 

Tries to understand complicated rnateri<!l hy 
separating it into its respective parts; reasons 
things out for himself! sees logical and common 
sense 2.nswers. 
(Freehiti, 19613 Ward, 1962 ~ Strong, 19.58). 

Seldom or never 

Occasionally 

Considerably 

COLUMN TOTAL 

WEIGHT 

,EIGHTED COLUMN TOThL 

TOTAL 

[JO DD 

ODDO 

□□□□ 

OD □.□ 

D IJ I=! □ 

DO Do 
LL! 1:IJ GJ GI 
Dq DD 

J1--l . 
4 Almost aL1uays 
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. 3. 

PART JI: ~AOTIVt.TIONAL CHARACTERISTICS 

1 2 3 4 

1. Pccornes ebsorbed and truly involved in certain 
topics or probler.-,s; is persistent in seeking taskn □ r1 □ 
complction.(It is soMetimes difficult to ret ~ I • 
hi~ to move on to another topic). 
(Freehil.Z, 1961: Brandwein, JP[,5; Stang, 19.58) 

2. Is easily bored- with routine tasks. 
Olard, 1962, Terman & Oden> 1947: ~!a1•d_. 1961) 

3. Needs little external motiv~tion to follow 
through in work that initially excites him. 
(Carroll., 194fJ_: Ward, 1961_· Villa-Pa, HS?) 

4, Strives toward perfection; is self critical, 
is not easily s~tisfied with his own sr,ce~ or 
products. 
(Strang, 1958; F:reehill., 1961: Carroll, 1940) 

S. Prefers to work independently; r~quires little 
direction fro~ teachers. 
(Torrance, 1965, Gowan & Demos, 19€4 _: Mokovic, 
1953) 

f. Is interested in ll'any "adult" problems such as 
religion, politics, . sex, race ~ore than 
usual for ag~ level. 
(r-litty, H:55 -· T.Ja:rd, 1951; Cha,ffee, 1-96:n 

□ Don 

□□ oo 

□□□□ 

□□□□ 

□□□□ 
7. Oft en i s s e 1 f as s er t iv~ ( so l'!l et i me s even a g gr e s s iv c )j7 0 Q o 

stubborn in his beliefs. -1 

8. 

9. 

(Buhl.er & Guirl.~ 1Pf3'. Gowan & Demoe,19C4; 
Wa:rd, 1961). 

Likes to organize Pnd bring structure to thinfs, 
people, and situations. D D Q □ 
(Ward, 1961, Go1,1an & Demo~, 1964_. Buhler & GidrL, · 
1963) 

Is auite concerned with right and wrong, good and 
bad ;

1
oftendevha~uates and passes judgr.icnt on events•□ O o o 

peop e, an t 1nrs. 
(GetzeZs & Jackson~ 1952, Buhler & GuirL, 1963, 
Carroll., 1940) 

COLll!!N TQT.6.L 

l'.'f IGHT 

WEIGHTED COLU~N TOTAL 

TOT/-L 
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. 4. 

. ; 

PART III: CRFATIVITY CH~PACTERISITCS. 

1. Displays a great deal of curiosity about ~any 
things; is constantly askinp questions about 
anytr.ing and everything. 
(~ationaZ Ed~cation Association, 1960: Good~art 
& Schmidt~ 1940; Torrance, 19F2) 

2. Generates a large number of idens or solutions 
to nrobleITs and questions; often offers unusu~l 
("way out'') unioue, clever responses. 
(Carroll, 194(); · Hollinm,Jorth, · 1942; National 
Education ~ssociation, 1960) · 

3. Is uninhibited in expressions of opinion; is 
sometiwes radical ~nd spirited in disa~reernent; 
is ten;c1.cious. 

(Torrance _, 1.965 ~ Go1,Jan A: Vernor;, 19fi4~ Cetzeis 
& Jachion .. 1962) 

4. Is a hi~h risk taker. is adventutous and 
snecul ;-:,.tive. 
(Getzeis & Jackson~ 1962: Villar3, 195?: 
Tor!'ance, 1965) 

S. Displays R good deal of intellectuRl ~la~fulness: 
fantRsizes. irr-agj_nes ('"I won<lf\r what would happen 
if ... "); rranipulates ideas (i.e., chi.np.:es, 
elaborates uoon the~). is often concerned with 
?dapting, im?rovin~, and modifyinp instituti~ns, 
objects, and systerrs. 
(Ro,qers, 1959· Gotrlan & Demos, 1964: Getzels 8 
Jaokson., 1962). 

f Displays a teen sense of humor and sees hu~cr in 
situations thnt ~RY not appear to ~e hu~orous to 
ethers. 

7. 

8. 

10. 

(Torrance, 1962, Gowan & Demos, 19R4, Getzela and 
Jackson, 1.96?.) 

Is unusually aware of his i~pulses Rnd wore open. 
to the irration?.l in himself (freer exnression of 
fe~inine interest for boys, vrcater thin usuRl 
al!'ount of independence for ~irls), shows eJT!otione.l 
sensitivity. 
(Torrance, 1962, Rothney & Coopman, 1958, 1owan & 
Demos, 19r,4) 

Is sensitive to beauty; attends to aesthetic 
characteristics of things. 
(Wi7,son, 1965, '-'itty, 1958, V7'.l,Lars, 1957) 

Is nonconforminp; accents disorder; is not 
interested in details; is individualistic; docs 
not fear being different, 
(Carroiz, 1,940, Buhler & Guiri, 1963, Get;iels 
& Jackson, 1962). 

Criticizes constructively, is unwilling to accept 
authoritarian pronouncewents without critical 
examination. 
(Ward, 1962, Martinson. 1963, Torrance, 1962) 
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. 6. 

PART IV: LEtDfRSHIP CHARACTERISTICS. 

1. Carries responsibility well, can be counted on to 
do what he has promised and usually does it well. 
(Baldwin, 1932, Bellingrath, 1930, Burks, 1938) 

2. Is self confident with children his own ape as 
well as adults, sc0ms comfortable when asked to 
show his work to the class. 
(Drake, 1944, Cowley, 1931, Bellingrath, 1930) 

3. Seems to be well liked by his classmates. 
(Rellingrath, 1930, Garrison, 1935, Zeleny 3 1939) 

4. Is cooperative with teacher and clnss~Rtes, tends 
to avoid bic~ering and is generally easy to get 
along with. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

10. 

(DunkePly, 1940 3 Newcomb, 1943~ Fauquier & 
Gilchrist .• 1942) 

Can exoress hi~self well; has good vcr~~l facility 
Rnd is usually well understood. 
(Simpson, 1938, Terman, 1904, Burks 3 1938) 

~dapts readily to new situations, is flexible in 
thought anrl action antl docs nc.t sec~ djsturbcd when 
the normal routine is changed. 
(Eichier, 1934, Flemm1.~ng, 19,'35, Cald1;,ell~ 192fi) 

Seems to enjoy teing around other people, is 
sociable and prefers not to be alone. 
(Dr>ake, 1944:,. Goodenough, 1930, l!on.ney _, 194,3) 

Tends to dominate others when they arc 2round, 
generally directs the activity in ~hich he is 
involved. 
(Richardson & Hanawalt, 1943, Hunter§ Jordan, 
1939, Bowden, 192A) 

Participates in most social ~ctivities connected 
with the school,can be counted on to be there if 
anyone is. 
(Zeleny~ 1939, Link, 1944, Cour>tenay, 1938). 

Excels in athletic activities, is well coordjnatcd 
and enjoys ~11 sorts of athletic games. 
f'Flemming, 193.'i, Partidge, ].<)34~ 8pauld{ng, 1934) 
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Average 
Scaled Score 

1 
(Seldom 

observed) 

2 
(Observed 
occasionally) 

3 
(Observed to 

a considerable 
degree) 

4 
(Observed 
alrrost all 
the time) 

'Ibtal 
Percentage 

DIS'IRIBUTION OF AVERAGE SOJ.£ SO)RFS 

Learning 
Characteristics 

10.5 

7.9 

55.3 

26.3 

100.0 
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l\btivational 
Characteristics 

5.3 

26.3 

55.3 

13.1 

100.0 

Appendix 1 ( i V) 

Creativity 
Characteristics 

7.9 

44.7 

42.1 

5.3 

100.0 



APPENDIX 2 

(i) Thematic units 

(ii) Real problem research projects 

(iii) Student interview - Perception of the LEC 

(iv) Student interview - Perception of schx>l 

(v) Letter to parents of LEC students 

(vi) Parent interview 
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D£All T'eACHCIIS, 

Thi~ uni~ ot work ha~ been de$i9n~ for leacn~rs who need ,:,ore COlllplex •nd chaJlengjn9 experi~nce~ than the curriculu• u$ually offers. 

However, it the te~cMr choos~s. it can be an integral pa:t of the cldsst~~ progcd/3. It hb$ be~n tri4lled w1th ddvanced learner~ •t the UJcnjn9 

Enri..chlt>ent Centre, C•tholjc spec:i.Jl E<!ucdtic . ..,, 117 Agnew Street, /10:m.3..-, PJrk. 

In CM design of thi:; Unit, the Hdkec Hodel (Curricufo,w Develoment for the Cifted by C. Jun" lldker, .4spen Syster:,s Corporation, 

H.ryluid, 19112), h.Js uen closely foJlo.,,,,d. NJJr.er J11ent!o11s that learning oppoccunities for the gifted and t•lenced should 

•build upon the ·chdracceristics unique co 9itced students•; 
•include co,,cepts at hi~her levels of •bstraction or greater complexity•; 
•.,..phasize the deve1o~~ent ot thinking skills 5t a higher level than acquisition and ne~ocy•; 
•provide ad~ini$trdtive ~rcL~9~~ents n~eessdry co enJble all pupils to utjljze their fulJ potentidl •. 

Kaker•s booJi give~ c!ear guidelines for ~tt~ctin9 th~s~ qualit.iti•vely different Cl'it.~ri,11 by r.iodifyin9 LEARNING ENRICHMENT CENTRE 
c..,•1.,..,.•; ..... "'~' • ;- .•,Jt"'"·~:-n J. COIITEIIT 

2. PROCESS 
J. PRODUCT 
4. LE>.RNIIIC EtlV IROIIMEIIT 

~" 

we h•v• found e.~is book (4lthough expensive/ to be an excellent reference. The H4ker Model is conprehensive, easily translat4bl e into 

practic~
1 

and the teaching-learning approac-l·,es of •·ell-kn0""7l theorist.s Cdl) be 
I 
i.ncorpor•ted with.in .it. 

Throughout. thiS u:tit .. att.e:,cic.--i- js es~cially given to the deve'lop::,enr. of high le·.1el t:llinkin9 skjJJs. (the upper levels of Bloom •s 

t8xonomyJ, and che ticks in colu.-:,..r: s c:-.-'l the ri.~.>,t-J-:anC side o[ eucl1 p,39e note the particuldr t.cJxoncr.iic leveJ:; recf!iving e:11p.l-:i15is in ear::h activity. 

cla.ssrOOr.J practice fccqrJe:,tly focuses on t.lie l o:..iec end of the t•xonorny.. i.:iile Knowledge, Co.-:1prehension and Application are .e.ssenti.31 

aspect$ of le•rningr education ~ust e~able students to be cc~petent jn critical and creative ct.inking# problem-solving1 and decision-~aking. ~h~ 

acddeoically •ble child mdy already possess~~ unusudl clmOUnt o( k.nOt.1ledqe about• given t opic. If not, he/she h8s the ability to dCquire it rapidly. 

opportunities oust I,., provided for dev~loping the skills of Analysis, Synthesis, dnd Evaluation . 

Bri~f descriptions ot each taxonomic level are given below: 

Jcll(lf,:LEDGE Reea.U. M ttecog~..i..uon o~ 4pe.c..i.6.i.c .i.1160-·.ina.tiM pu.vi.oiu,l.q P'tU>e.n.te.ci i.n c.lc.,M-~oom 
CVU~EHENSIVU Und~•..l>ta.nd.u,g 06 .ut6ottma,t..i.on gi.vvi, changing i.nSollnl<LUon ..:n~o a <ii6Se-.e.r.-t ~r,bcUc 60,.,,., ge.ne.JtAl<.li.ng 
APPLlC>.TION - Uo,&,g p!le.vi.o,u,l.y acqu.<Aed Knowledge <11td Comp,te.he,u,i.on .to 40lve p1toblem4 .i.n ne,o 4,i.,tua,4or'.II 

AN4LYS1S S-..talung i.n60,.,"'4ti.o,i .i.n.to i.t..b compo,ie.,,,t pa,t,U; 6how.utg undVL<1.t1111d.<.ng 06 the 1:.e..lc.l<.or.4/up 06 .the pa,tU 
SYllfHES1 S PIL-U<.ng pa.11,U .togWeA .tD 111<1lie. 6omUSU:ng NEW .to .the. 6.tude.n.t; 4.tltU~ o~ c!<:vv.9ett-C -thi.nk,i,,g 
EVAtUA T10N Ju.dg01g .the. vc.l.ue 06 i.de.iu, _"'4.{V...i..ctl4 Mei mUhocw b,; deve.lop,i,,g 1111d appl'.ying 4.to.ndOAd4 a.nd CILUV!,U 

You ~ill see that a number of the •:tivitjes require discu5sion .. It this is undertaken with an adult 1 Jt should be handled carefully 

'1Jd sensitivel'J. If the pvrpos·tt of M> activity 1.s to 9enttrat11 43 "'any opjnions or solutions •S possible# there r.:ust be .a.n dbSt!/'JCI! of Vdluii!' j udqe:nents. 

When JM¥ents/te•chers judge the ide~s of childr~n/oth~rs, they make decisions on whether the ideas ace mor•lly right or wrong, correct or incor.;ect. 

Ev•luation consid,:rs both sid~s of an •rgument or idea, MJd VJY erit:lci.sm of opinion is constructiV!' rtlther than destructive. As •dults 

..,. NJJ..e" th•t our •ge ui.d ex~ri.encft give u.s a ~rs~cti.ve t/'J.at is t'f)Oce cocr~ce thdll the child's. However, judgement ( e~peei.ally by .in authoritv 

figure) durin9 idea producticm see~s to• inl>ibit open-~indedness uid the develoSN"ent of critical, creative 41ld original thinking - •ll considered most 

desir•bla ~c•Cion•l va•Js. It is very difficult foe aduJCs to ta'. such• role uid_ ignore natur4l tendencies to instruct, ll>Odity, u,d criticise • 

But ~ 11ust not ~ our O'-'l ideas . Throughout. t.~e di s c:,.,ssi.on J:ection.s in this Unit, aim tor ev4luat..iQn - not: jud'}emen L 

·t. .. -,. 
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Theme: SHELTER 

GENrnALIZATION: There is a relationship bet;.,,een types of SHELTER and the ~ (physical, cultural, 
Date Corrrnenced: ____ sccial, technical) 

OBJECTIVES 

The child will be able to .. 

.design.a o::Ner page for this 
unit · 

recognize the-difference be
t,..,een ~and~ 

observe and record various 
characteristics of tx:,using 
in an area 

RESOURCES 

scrap book, pictures, 
colours 

T ➔ 

T ➔ 

T ➔ ! 

[T researches! a chosen neigh
bourhood with a.tout 30 hc>usei 
and designs an appropriate 
tally sheet with approx. 8 
attributes to l:::e surveyed 
during an excursion. 

', 

LEARNING ACTIVITIES 

Print SHELTER using large letters (embellished as 
desired). Illustrate appropriately. 

Elicit fran children a list of human needs. 
Classify in different ways, giving names to each 

category. 
(Lead towards classifications Mtlch can be further 
grouped in to needs and wan ts.) . 

Discuss the difference between needs and wants. 
Examine the needs only, and derive a classification 

schane. -
(Lead t.owards Food, Clothing, Shelter, Safety.) 

T ➔ Taking Shelter as a basic need, elicit various 
features which are distinctive in Australian housing 
e.g., age; hi-set/10,.,~set; building materials - ' 
walls, roof; type and numlJer of windows; verandah; 
st.urrq_:,s; slant of roof; fenced/unfenced; siting on 
the block; use of trees, lawns, gardens; general use 
of ornamentation; single or multi-unit c:lwBlling; 
garage - attached, separate, none; etc. !4.§_t. 

Survey chosen area and record observations. 
Graph results. ---
Observe patterns and try to rationalize, 

e.g., old houses (pre-¼Wl) have sash windows 
front verandahs 
lead lights 
hipped roofs 
ornamen tat.ion 
weatherboard 

Fran your survey data deduce the features of .the 
"typical house" of that neighbourhcxxl and illustrate 

Fron your survey data, select the house you favour 
most. Give reasons for your choice. 

Discuss; If you tought the "typical house" in this 
neighbourhxx:1, ¼OUld you • darolish and rehli l d? 

ronr\,r..:lt-P? 

Year: 3/4/5 

B1oom 1s Taxonomy Leve1s 
K I C I Ap l An l S I E I F 

✓ 

,/ 

✓ 

✓ 

✓ 

✓ 

V' 

! ✓ 

✓ 

J 
✓ 

✓ I ✓ 

,./ 

✓ 

I 
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Date Corrrnenced: 

OBJECTIVES 

The child will be able to 
• map the data 

• name the physical) (natural 
social, cultural and 
tecl:mical factors 
affecting housing 
structure and design 

RE:n:RE:NCE:S 

~[STORY OP HOUSING, available [toto 
Metropolitan Perm,l/'lent Building Society, 
dlld The Nation,11 Trus·e of O, (free} 

tWCATION HAIL,.1982, Ben de Jong, 
The Couticr-~ail, P.O. 80X lJ~, BrjsbiJfle 

4 WA.L.K.5, A DRIVE or BR.lSBJ\..~Z, The #ationdl 
7ru5t ct 0., SOK 1494, CPO~ Bcisb.a.ne 

LIVING WITH HISTORY, Sheen• Cou~. Rigby, 
!978 

Theme: SHEJ.:rm 
Year: 3/...Y.2 

B1oorn 1s Taxonomy Level s 

RESOURCES LEARNING ACTIVITIES I K I C I Ap j An ! S I E I F 

Large-scale plan of the 
area - .cOlTTlercial or T-made 

Design an appropriate key so that features can be 
marked on each lot/site/block/allotment. 

magazines, brochures, 
natural materials, 
chart paper, pens 

historic village or 
oldest section of t:o..in 

W:,rksheets 

Refere.'1ces: 

KEY B D ~ 
Roofs hipped pyramidal gable 

EXAMPLES 

Symbolic I r"i. /\ A ONLY --

Keys STUDENT 
lV.1<ES OWN 
KEY 

a~ f,IJ] § ~ I 1~1 ..., 
Windows sash casement louvre hopper sliding! 

Symbolic B 101 § □ m 
Abstract .,. 11 - I ➔ 

Collect pictures of housing a:.~d arrange aesthetical l y 
on a chart, (e.g., in the shape of a house, or using 
added collage, etc). 

T ~ Elicit reasons fo·r observed differences berueen 
~!lings, e.g., availability ot materials, climate, 
changes in technology, weal th, population, site, loca~ 
laws, family needs, personal taste, security, occu
pation, medical condition, entertair;ment needs, 
extravagance, etc. List the reasons, 

Visit E:arly Street (Brisbane),_ Old Sydney TO'.vn, or a 
similar historic village, and 
detennine how the al:ove factors influenced the con
struction of each building. 
{If such a venue is unavailable, visit the oldest 
part of your t:o..in. Also send to Early Street and Ole 
Sydney 'l'o,Jr1 for brochures.) . 

Choose a house at the venue. 
Canpare it with your o,..rn. 
Canpile a list of the rrost ootstanding differences. 
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Date Corrrnenced: 

OBJECTIVES RESOURCES 

The child will be able to •. 
w:Jrksheet fran excursion 

research infonnation about I Brochures fran: 
The National Trust The Hon. Secretary, 

The National Trust of Q., 

• gather infonr.ation and 
evaluate answers (make 
subjective interpret
ations) 

• examine, interpret and 
evaluate ha..ise plans in 
tenns of suitability for 
own family 

GPO Box 1494, 
BRISBANE 4001 
(Phone: 229 1788) 

w:Jrksheets 
This activity was adapted 
from "Timber and Tin -
Individualized Units of ,lork 
for the Talented Child" 
Vol. 3, Division of Services , 
NSW Dept •. of Education 

House plans -
ccmnercial or fran 
brochures, newspaf)2rs, 
magazines 

Theme: SHEI.:rrn 

LEARNING ACTIVITIES 

List 10 interesting artifacts which are no longer 
used, and identify their purpose. 

What is today's replacenent? 
What might perfonn this function in the future? 

Research the following questions: 
imat is The National Trust? 
How is it funded? · 
Who can help, and how? 
What nearby lands or buildings are preserved by it? 
In what suh.irbs/areas are there a number of places 
supported by The National Trust? 

Have any places been demolished against National 
Trust advice? 

What place might ycu recarmend for the interest of 
the National Trust? 

Plan a short tour for a visitor who is interested in 
old school roildings 
old cottages 
old stores 
old churches 
old trees 

Gather infoonation at hane, and canplete the attached 
questionnaire. Be prepared to justify your choice of 
response. 

Examine advertisanents for houses and 
lt~t the features (and abbreviations) rrost COITmOnly 
used. 

S.tudy house plill1s and discuss ~,,hether they 1-.ould be 
suit.:iblc for your fom.ily. 

Year: 3./A/-5.. 

B1oom 1s Taxonomy Leve i s 

K l C l Ap l An l S I E I F 

✓ 

,/ 

✓ 

I ✓ I ✓ 

✓ 

v 

v 

3 
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Ddte comnenced: 

OBJECTIVES 

The child will be able to .. 

• examine, interpret and 
evaluate house plans in 
tenns of suitability for 
own family (continued) 

• clarify C1w'l1 values to 
produce an original plan 
and description 

RESOURCES 

4 different house plans 

• interpret a subdivision I Subdivision Plan 
plan and develop criteric 
for t:o..m planning 

LEARNING ACTIVITIES 

Sb.Idy four different plans and 
a. write inventories of their general features; 
b. write a few sentences evaluating their suit

ability in terms of your family's needs and 
wants, i.e., . desirable and undesirable 
attr:ib.Jtes of each plan; 

c. choose one plan and write an advertisement 
directed at selling the rouse. 

Write illustrated advertisements aimed at selling 
sane of these: -
1. a large old run-d:rwn house 
2. a snall shack on a half-hectare of land 
3. a newly-built 2-redrcx::rn duplex 
4, a oouseboat . 8. a dog kennel 
5. a haunted house 9. a house previously owned by 
6. a disused castle a witch 
7. a cubby-house 10. a space-house (choose the 

location, e.g., orbiting a 
planet; based an a planet •• 

Trunk about your "dream house". It can be any shape, 
size, in any location, have MY features you like. 
Draw an ootline of the house, and write the descrip
tion story inside it • 

Examine a subdivision plan (attached) and 
draw in the appropriate locations of 

• 2 churches 
• primary school 
• pre-school 
• sports centre (courts for squash & tennis, gym 

and Swimning pool) 
• library 
• health centre 
• scout/guide hall 
• trees 
• µ.lblic park 

Theme : SHELTEB 

Year: 3jAj_5_ 

Bloom ' s Taxonomy~Level s 

K I C I Ap j An l S I E I F 

✓ 
✓ 

✓ 

✓ 

I I 
I 
I 
1 
; 

! 
I 

! 

' I ✓ 
i ✓ 
t 

, t - _ f- _ r- '-_ ,_ 7 . 
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IIOUSlNG _wESTIOHHAIRE 

1. Within visibility frtn the front or back entrance of your dltelling, ~at is your 
dwelling surrounded by? 

z. Look at S dwellings closest to you. Rank them as to their visual similarity to 
your dwelling. 

3. Look at your dwelling in its site. How aware are you of i_t? 

4. How frequently are you aware of external noises from the inside of your dwellin_g? 

5. Tick the noises that you have identified. 

6. Tick the materlal(s) from which the exterior of your dwelling has been constructed. 

7., How frequently is it necessary to cool your dw<?lllng In surrme_r? 

8, ilow frequently ls it necessary to heat your dwelling in wlnte,r? 

,. Do you have to put the lights on inside your dwelling in daylight hours - In sunrn~r7 

in winte_rl 

10. If your dwelling h~d to be moved to a new location, how diffic~lt would that be? 

THEME: SHELTER Years: 3L4j_5 

OTHER CCfflERCIAL BUSHLAliO FARMING OTHER 
DWELLINGS PROPERTIES LANO 

E UNH! f1 
Iii TIMESLOTS E 

INDUSTRIAL !TRAFFIC HUMAN NOISES FROM NATURE 

-'-<.7"00l 9~ 0 I tvuciz 6-WLO 4.to11~ 

~ .. we.a.d.eA • l<>'tough.t alu,r.uwm cemen.t 
do.dd-ina bca.,•.d .ilto11 btoclu 

.1t~du Wu "~.{Jlglu t,la.tu ,t;,. 

C(l".JI.Llga.te.d c..dobe o.the,r. 
.ilton b-ud 

I,,~, 
I'''"· I"""' I'"'"' 

MO~l Cir EAAL~ LA It ll<ARtU 
THE DAY MORNING AFTERNOON 

IMPOSSIBLE IOT \/ORTH RELATIVELY MANAGEABLE 
ti°HE EFFORT EASY 
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22. Consider your own needs for privacy to 

sleep in in the morning 

get dressed 
practise the piano 
practise another aa.sical instrument 

do hOllleWOrk 

meditate 
read a book 

watch ·TY 

have a friend to stay overnight 

play records or tapes 
practise a part in a play 

HOUSING _QU£STIONNAIR£ 

23. Consider your parent[s} ~~d their need to be able to entertain within your 
dwelling • 

a friend 
several friends for conversation 

a dinner party 
a barbeijue 
a billiard party 
show slides/home movies/vid~os 
a church or interest group of about 10 people 

a musical evening 
a card evening 

24, How is the exterior of your dwelling made mflre attractive by the addition of 
decoration? Hake your-own comprehensive list after you have inspected your 
dwelling. Don't forget colour schemes, railings, handles, doors, landscape, _etc. 

25, Think about and record the various reasons why your dwelling is decorated in 
this manner. Consider• 

personal preferences 

corrmunity regulations etc 

3 

THEME: SHELTER Years: 3~ 5 

AVAILABILITY OF PRIVACY 

PJ-IPLE S1JFFICIENT SCARCE 

I 

ROOM TO ENTERTAIN 
AMPLE SUFFIC !ENT SCARCE 
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Theme: SHELTER 

Date Conrnenced: rear: 

--------- - - -----,---------------~r-----------------------------....,,.,....-_-_-_-, .- .---01 oom·s laxonomy Levels 

OBJECTIVES 

The child will be ab1c to .. 

research infor:rration about 
The National TJ;Ust 

, gather info=tion and 
evaluate answers (make 
subjective interpret
ations) 

• examine, interpret and 
evaluate to.ise plans in 
terms of suitability for 
own fo,'TU l y 

RESOURCES 

Work.sheet fI'O'tl excursion 

Brochures fron: 
The lion, Secretary, 
The /lational Trust of Q. , 
CPO Box 1494, 
BHISBA!IE 4001 
(Phone, 229 1788) 

Worksheets 
This activity was adapted 
from "Timber and Tin -
Individualized Units of Work 
for the Talented Child• 
Vol. J, Division of Service~ 
NSW Dept. of Education 

House plans -
o:r.mercial or fran 
brochures, newsp.:ipcrs, 
rr.agazi..nes 

LEARNI;:G ACTIVITIES 

List 10 interesting artifacts which are no longer 
used, and identify their purpose. 

What is today's replacanent? 
What might perfoon this functicn in the future? 

Research the following questions: 
What is The National Trust? 
How is it funded? · 
Who can help, and how? 
h'hat nearby lands or buildings are preserved by it? 
In what sl.!l::urbs/areas are there a n=.ber of places 
supported by The National Trust? 

Have any places been c.=.olished against National 
Trust advice? 

What place might yo.i reca:r:iend £or the interest o f 
the National Trust? 

Plan a sh:lrt tour for a visit.or v.'ho is interested in 
old schcol ooildi.ngs 
ol d cottages 
old stores 
old churches 
old trees 

Gather i.nfom.ation at hone, and ccrnplete the attached 
questionnaire. Be prepared to justify your choice of 
respcrisc. 

Examine advcrtiscncnts for houses and 
list the features (and abbreviations) rrost ccmnonly 
used. 

5-tuc.y hoosc plil!ls and disc.iss whether they 1-0U!d be 
suitable for your f~'!Uly . 

I ~LC j Ap j An j S j E j F I 

✓ 

.., 

✓ 

✓ I ✓ 

✓ 

✓ 

v 

3 
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D.'l te Cozrrnenced: 

OBJECTIVES 

The child will be able to .. 

• examine, interpret and 
evaluate ha.lse plans in 
teDllS of suitability for 
own family (a:mtiJlued) 

clarify own values to 
produce an original plan 
and description 

• interpret a subdivision 
plan and develop criteri, 
for t0<-'11 planning 

RESOURCES 

4 different house plans 

Subdivision Plan 

I 

LEARNING ACTIVITl£S 

Study four different plans and 
a. write inventories of their general features; 
!;>, write a few sentences evaluating their suit

ability in terms of your family's needs and 
wants, i,e., desirable and undesirable 
attribltes of each plan; 

c, ch:x:lse one plan and write an advert.ise:ment 
directed at selling the rouse. 

~ illustrated advertisements aimed at selling 
sane of these: -
l. a large old run-clc,,m house 
2, a snall shack on a half-hectare of land 
3. a newly-built 2-bed...'1Xl11 duplex 
4. a h:Jusel::oat 8. a cog kennel 
5. a haunted house 9. a house previously o,.ned by 
6. a disused castle a witch 
7. a cubby-house 10. a space-hcuse (choose the 

l=ation, e.9., orbiting a 
planet; based oo a planet •• 

Think arout your "dream house". It can be any shape, 
size, in any location, have any features you like. 
Draw an cu tl ine of the house, and write the descrip
tion story inside it. 

Examine a sulxlivisian plan (attached) and 
draw in the appropriate locations of · 

• 2 churches 
pri.Jnary scho::>l 

• pre-sch= 1 
sp::,rts centre (=urts for squash & tennis, gym 

and s...rL·:ming pcxil) 
library 
heal th centre 
sccut/guidc roll 
trc,cs 
p.ihlic p.:irk 

Theme: S'!EIJ:EE 

Yea-r: ...3/..ili 

a1oom 1s Taxonomy Leve l s 

I K j C j Ap j An j S I E I F j 

✓ 

i 
I 

I 

( /-- f- -~ 

I 

✓ 

✓ 

✓ 

✓ 

✓ 

~ 
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Date Cot1111enced: 

OBJECTIVES 

The child will be able to .. 
• interpret a su!:division 

plan and develop criteria 
for tc:,,,,r\ planning 
(continued) 

• forecast fu t:u .. '1'! hcusing 
trends and create a 
design for a house of the 
future 

RESOURCES 

envirormental materials 
(creative junk) 

LEARNING ACTIVITIES 

Consider your family's needs and choose a site for 
yc,.ir h:::rne. 
(If a 1'0rking partner ch:>oses other positions for 
sch:x>ls, library etc., try to convince him/her that 
your choices are rrore suitable.) 

Draw a thumbnail sketch on the subdivision plan, 
sha.ling the houses's aspect; N,S,· etc, (COnsider 
natural heating and cooling, views, access, breeze. l 

De_lii_r.n a'ld illustrate a h<:xlse for the future. 
Include site pla.'l, floor plan, and front elevation. 
Think first atout -

how lifestyles will change 
• new rraterial and technology 
• shortage of fossil fuels 
• increased pop.!lation 

new fm:ms of tra.'ls;:ortation 
• new locations, e.g., underground, unc:er the sea, 

in space 

Make a mcx:lel and p.it it on dis!?lay with an info:::m
ation leaflet, 

Take an inst.ant photo;raph, and place in project l::x:::,ok 

Theme: 51-!ELAEJl. 5 

Year: 3/4/5 

Bloom's Taxonomy Levels 
K I C I Apl Anl S I E I f 

., 

✓ 

✓ 

I. I 
I I I I 

✓: 

I 
! 
i 

i 
I 

I ✓ 

' 

i 
I 

i 
I 

I 
i 

I 
I 
! 
I 
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HOU$ ING .9!:!_ESTIOIIHA IRE 

1, Within visibility fr0n1 the front or back entrance of ycur dwelling, what 1s y011r 
chlelling surrounded by7 

2, Look at 5 dwellings closest to you. Rank them as to their visual similarity to 
your dwe 11 Ing, 

J, Look at your dwelling In Its site, How aware are you of iU 

4. How frequently are you aware of external noises fr0111 the inside of your dwellln_g? 

5. Tick the noises that you have identified. 

6. Tick the materlal(s) from which the exterior of your dwelling has been constructed. 

7 .• How frequently Is it necessary to cool your dw~lling in sunmer? 

8. How frequently Is It necesHry to heat your dwelling In winte_r? 

,. Do you have to put the lights on Inside your dwelling In daylight hours - In suim,er7 

1n winter? 

lO. If your dwe lling hdd to be moved to a nN location, how diff1calt would that bel 

TH(M(: SHELTER 

OTHER COMM£RC!AL BUSHtAIIO 
CWELLINGS PROPERTIES 

E 
ltlDUSTRIAL I TRAFFIC HUMAN 

-l<.:nOV\ g<'.a.16 Olt<.CJl 

~ we.a.the..\- i.vtough.t 
cta.d.d,v,Q bcOAd .i.,,on 

1ter.dM Wu 6huiglu 

co11,-:.:.ga.ted a.do be o.{heA 
MOil lvt-ick 

I''·"' I""" I''"" 
HJ~ T OF EARLY L;.J t 
THE DAY HORN lllG AFTERtlOON 

!MP0SSl8LE IDT WORTH RELATIVELY 
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Years: 3L4/5 
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11. C°""ll• • list of lht trwu roqulrod for the conslructlon of yovr house. 

12. Try lo n...-lltr thest tr•du I• lht ~ in which lh•y ,,,,r, r•qufred. 

13. Hn your 6w<llin9 bttn IIOdlfl•d since Its original conitructlonl 

14. To what ut,nt dots your Ml ling require 1111inten&nc_e? 

JS. How long do you '7J><t l your dvelllog to hs_t7 

1"[1€: SHH l[R 'fur-s: 31_4/ S 

@Ll If yes, lffllt P•-l•d tht ..,dHtutfcr,l 

sochl rtuons t.g. thang• In hml ly needs 

~ ~ Uthnologlul ch,ngt 

we.tr 1ml tHr 

tconomic rea~ons ,.9. pur'ehaud •renovat0"2 
drcUI• 

othtr 

CONSTANTLY I REGULAALY I l•f~EQUtNTLY 

S YEAAS I 10 YEARS I 25 YEARS I SJ YEARS 

.,. 1900 I 1900-1910 11911-19]0 I 19Jl -l950 I 19Sl-l960 I 1951-1970 I 1971 ··-~ 

IS. a'hen •iH yOtJr dwelling built? 

17. W'hat was on yo1Jr building site lrmcdi Uely prior to the trect1on 
or yO\Jr d•e 11 i ng? 

Je, (s tlm,a.te tt'le l ength of ti~ In n:>nth~ reqvfred to build your 
d~l llng. 0 

19. t1'n;t d~1Hngs 1:uHer frcn dehys during construc t;or,. kyp,otheshe , bout 
wh ic.h dehys m•1 hoe •ffe~ttd the constrvction cf yovr dwell ini. 

20, (c:oncndc: rtstr, 1nts ofter. afftc.t tht constructlon of irost dwtl11n9s. 
CoMidtr the fo 1 low1ng f.nd t1ck thost wh1ch 111ay h&vt bttn afh:ct r'!S bt 
econcnic constraints fn the constr~cti°" of your dwtlllng. 

21. Cov l d _ }'Our d"'e 11 in9 f.CCO'fa)d•tt ,n titr• • 

VIRGIN BUSH I FAP-• I AAOT~E~ C\l[LLlNG 

:,_-..,. 
8 9 10 11 12 13 ·---~ 

,,..~I( Vll-k 

~.ATCRl-'-tS Sll[ INTERIOR P[RSOs<Ll If 0 
Ul (D FIT!lk~S O[S I GN 

f CHI LO I A!)\J\_l I IA.SILi I Z FMILl[S 

~ 

r
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)> 
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22. Consi6er your o.,n needs for privacy to 

s. let:, in in the a,mtng 

get dressed 

practise th• piano 

pro1ctise in Other a.is ital ins tr'-""nt 

do h~rk 

mtditatl!' 

-read 4 book. 

watch TV 

hoe a friend to stay ovtr'night 

play r-tcords or tapes 

pr,ctise "part in a phy 

HaJSfHG _!EESTJ()NNAJRE 

23. Consider your p11rent{s} and thefr need to oc able to entertain "itttin your 
dwell in1 -

a frlend 

se\'enl frl,mds for- conversation 

d t1inner party 

a bar~ei::::ie 

.1 bi 11 \arcs party 

shO-. slid!!S/hOme rn0vtes/videos 

a c-hur-cn or ir,terest group of ~t,qut 10 people 

a t!IV!i. i cal evening 

a card everiing 

24, How 1s the tJ.lericr of your d...-ellin9 IJ",aC::e more attracti~e by the idditlon of 
decor6t\on? 1'1ake yO'.Jf' o.,n co,r,prel\ensive list after you h4-,e inspected your 
dwe11in;. Don't far<;et colour schemes, raillngs, h4ni:Hes. doon. l.andsct;:ie. etc. 

2S. lh)n~ dbout •nd' r('cord the ~uious re•':ions "'h1 your dwelling is decorated in 
thl':i manner. Considfr -

personal pref'ererttes 

ccr.munHy regulations etc 

JH(ME: SHEll(R y .. ,., li•L S 

AVA!L•6JllTY or PR]YACY .................... -· .......... 
A,YJ>L( SUFflCIE•T SCA!ICE 

-
I 

ROOM TO fHT[PTA IH 

,'.."!?[£ SUFf lCJ [HT SCA,([ 

-
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30. 

CPTIONAL ACTIVITY 2 CHOOSING A HOME 

OBTAlll A CROOND PLAN OF A THREE BEDROOM HOUSE FROM OW.: OF THE FOLLOWING: 

SUNDAY NEWSPAPERS, 

MAGAZim:s 
OR LEAFLETS OFFERED BY PROJECT HO:-IE BUILDERS. 

STUDY THE PI.Ali At-:D TRY TO ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS: 

i. T,'.YJ:: A l!EDROOM OTHER THA!I ?HE ~IASTER Bt.:>R00!-1 A.YD cc1:S1CER WHETHER TWO TEt:,AGi:: EOYS 

COULD BE ACCOl'.'100!\TED. THEY' LL m:ED: 

STUDY SPACE; GENERAL STORAGE; BEDS; 1;;,PDROBE ; PRIVACY. 

ii. A!l ADDITIONAL BEDROOM IS OCCUPIED BY A BABY. COULD THE BABY BE HEARD I: IT CRIED? 

- a) 

- b) 

- c) 

FROM THE: M.1\STER EEDROOM 
FROX TH.E LIVrtlG AREAS Of T!ii:: HOUSE 

FROM THE BOYS' BEDR00!-1. 

iii. Ir A GUEST CAME TO STAY, WHERE COULD l!E/SHE 3!:: ACCOl-'.'10DATED? 

iv. ASSUMING THAT THERE ARE FOUR ADULTS WHO LIKE TO S!iOWEil. BETW"iEN 7.00 A.M. AND 7.30 A.M. 
EACH DAY, AllI: THE BATHROOM FACILITIES />DEQU.:..TE? 

v. THE BOYS FREQUENTLY E:JTERTAIN TH.EIR FRU::-;::is - AT LEAST 30 PEOPLE. WILL THE HOUSE PLAN ENSURE 

PRIVACY FOR THE REMAINDER OF THE FAMILY? 

WILL THERE BE ROOM FOR THE PARTY? 

vi. THE PARENTS LIKE TO P.£1.AX /\ND 1-iATCJI TELEVISION. OTll!::R f'Al'IILY ME.'!!JERS OIJLY WI\TCI! T.V. 

OCCASIOll/l.LLY. w1!J\T PROVISION DOES THE HOUSE HAVE f OR THIS? 

vii. DOES THE HOUSE Of'f'ER SUFFIC I Er.-r STORAGE FOR CLOTH ING, HOUSC:HOLD GOODS, E.G. SHEETS, TOWELS; 

PERSONI\L llEI..ONGINGS, E.G. Cl\o"!Elv,, PIIOTO ALBUMS, S?ORTING GEAR? WOULD AODITIOIII\L STOP.AGE 
FACILITIES NEED TO BE ACQUIRED? If' SO, w'ltl\T ·ITf:.'iS? 
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<DExo,,..,,..,i.,-,e. thi!:. ~v1bdi"isiOV1 

Des·,9 .-, a ke~. 

plan. ➔ 
(See. 

f"IC.,tt 

I .-,cJ; <:~te .:>. ppr-o pric:>tt'! loc.at-io"l!>. 
€2_ (o,ui~,.. yo...,- f-o.~,L.j -. r'IU.d~ Ord chaos& o. Cii-e for ~•"'' h_....,• 

,..,..,<! ->I 
c.h,..r-c:.h (."l) pol ice l!>°h:ltio..--, por.t· ofi:ice 
pr"1.-v,or3 =,chool service ~-+;o"' (.>) ';;';;:'"'"I~ ha.II 
pre· sehool ba""- (o1) . .-;,., .. i,o'<-C 
sporb, centre (c.ourts -i;,,- squ.a,.h ~ ~.,..,;..,, <313..,,, pool ) 
'b"a'i~F;:0 1/"",-k seou+/9wdc. "'°II nc ... ~es, ~s 

Q) J>-c:i◄ .. ,...._..,_'t,~il ~\c.i-c-.. .,._,,1.v-s. pb.-., '5\-w•~'."S ••r-c.•, °' 'S""' '-'6~. C,,uldn .~..., ..._i_.aJ_ ~~/u•t~...., . ...urn. ~,..,,,n•···· 
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E o rl.!::1- Stre e t 

1 ll'-1.:S-f n:::ttion 
I c,q I 

' 
; candle-maker <made by 
' ' hand) 
' , 
' 
' · lamp (kerosine, car-
: bide) 
. lantern 
' 

' 

' 
: wool skein winder 
I 

' 
' 

• scale with sliding 
I 

; weights 

' 1 Pumo 
! 
' I 
I 

I=pfe.,.,.,&Ylfc«, Uf,s,.,-,,s;/:,;;, / 
At'fiFact~. .Applia~ca..s. -
PAsr_ PRCS~NT .. ~<.JTuQE. 

Coi>o CoJ.I ? • 
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LEARNING ENRICHMEN1' CENTRE 
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I 
I c,q (:. cl.o Colt ? . -
I 
1 Mother Potts i ron 
: <heated on wood-burning 
I stove) 
I 

I 
, gas iron <kerosene or 
I she l l ite) 
1 coal i ron 
I 
I -· 
I 

1 scrubbing board 
I 
I 
i 
I 

; rocking crad le 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

: jug and basin on a 
washstand 1n the 

I 

1 
bedrcom 

I 
I 

I 
I hi p ba th 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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1 wind-up clock 
I 

I 

1wind-up phone 
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1 tl:o-handed saw 

: 4-POS ter bed 

Colu Co11? 
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If you have a copy of the video "TIMBER~ TT1", you many f lr!d these activ i ties both 
interesting and challenging! 

<The video is available from L.E.C., 117 Agne~ St., Horman Park, QQ170, Ph: 399 2257) 
These activities come from "Timber & Tin", an Indiv idual i zed Unit of Work for the Talented Chi l d, ~hich 
was produced by The Division of Serv~ces, H.S.W. Education Department, to accompany the A.B . C. televis ion 
series "Special Interests". 

TAY.i: C'.JE Of THE HOUSE STYLES SHOWN rN THE FI111. SKETCH IT rnc:1 MEHORY. SEEK A REFEREt,CE BOOK OR S~lDE Oll THIS 

STYLE Of HOUSE AND REFINE YOUR DRAWING. YOUR DRAI-IING t:A '{ WOK MORE ATTRACTIVE IF YOU USE CHA?.CO.',.L OR PE:, AND 1!,lC 

(BLACK 1-"ATERPROOf n;K). YOU l'.AY WISH TO EXPER!MD,T WITH IHK \si,SHES. ENSURE THAT YOU HAVE YOU?. ;,.Rr S~!RT ;.1;o 7'1£?.E 

IS A..t.-!FLE ??.OTECTICtJ FOR YOUR WQR..t(1NG AREA, AS BOTH T:---!ESE MEDI,\ ,;p£ POTENTI ALLY VERY .-'-:::ss::.· BU:' :•·.::s:- :;:::::::':'.!VE. 

COMPC:SE Ml ADVERTISE~!ENT FOR 'iO!JR ILLUSTRATED HOUSE. I:'NESTIGi'.TE A !,UMBER OF HOUS!:;G ADS. TR'i TO !~:cr.t.:::l!:: SE:VER.'-.I. 

h1-l!.CH .;RE PRINTED A.7 LEAST 4 ccr...u~ .. 'iS i-1IDE. EXAMINE ST'{LS OF PRESE:~JTATION, INFOR.M.AT I ON GIVEN ;;::J EC!~~ I? ::s WRI7"TE:;. 

WRITE YOUR fJ)VERTISEl-".ENT US INC Tl!E INFORMATION THAT YOU 'VE GATHERED ON ADVERTISE!'.ENTS FOR HOUSES. 

AFTER YOUR TEACHER HAS CHECKED YOUR COPY, PREPARE 'iOUR f'HlAL COPY AND DISPLAY IT WITH YOUR !LLUSTRATIC:I , 
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"FORM FOLLOWS FUNCTION" 

,~"Ir, 
'i\r1,v, c,., G~'1! 

' .... n :i;,,c 
~.,., .,_ • . ~-11~1\rr . 

~~ c€ 
~n,,,, ,V,-~, 
·t. I/ "' ·. 

TAKE Y0L'R T\,O .:0:w:.i::•~f.D QUESTIO!INIIIRES - YOUR 0.,/CLLH:G A1:o TIil:: QUCEtiSLIIND l!O!ISE STYLf.. 

so THAT \'Cll c;): !Ci::,nn ASPECTS OF BOTH DWELLINGS W!IICH /\RE SH\!LAJl MIO DirFERENT. 

!,t~:;~·~'EP. 7Hr: rOLLc:-:r:;(3 Q't:E57tc~::: 

1. Cl:F.CK ':'!' ,lc".'Gl: \"OUR TWO QUES7IO:l:~/I. IRES AND I SOLATE ~'IS\,,'£J;S FOR QUESTIO~S Tl!J'-'l' APX me: i:.',·'oE. 

2. R£COIW E('T,; 7~!E QUESTION AND THE ANSWER . 

J. C!..A.S:.3 I!' \: T:ii.:: C: INTO '!HE FOLL()\·J!:,c GROUPS. '/Ol; ~·;.:·.\' ~~I :ili '!'C ;:,~D ~!O.P..£ DEPEi~DING c:~ YCC.~ ;.:.:s1·~~s. 

P£$i'ONSI: 'fO ',HE Et,.VIRONMENT 

?.£SOURCES l\VA U.A!lLE 

FEOPLE'S NEEDS 

?ECPLE'S TASTES 

OLl!'J\B IL! TY. 

4 . l,!U 'i'E ;;1 ;,r Ei1£NT SU~INAiU SING THE S lM !LARITIES s2r;:cc:, T :i!: ·;·,.-,; o:,::L~ mes. 

5. h"'R I'!'E .; S'!'ATE"1ENT SUM,'-1A.RIS!NG THE DIFFERENCES BE'ji~EE?\ ':":IE 'T\·:o D\-i~L!.r::Gs. 

6. A PHEC'SOPH'{ FROM BAUER HAUS IS j FORM FOLLOHS FUN CT j ON 

T iiI~:;: _:._3-:;~·r THIS STATEMENT. DISCUSS IT WITH 'fOliR GROUP . 

LOOK ;-:r YOUR GENERALISATIONS (ANS,.'ERS TO QUESTIONS 4 & 5) • NOW l\tlSWER. DOES 'fOR.', FG•LLOI, fUNC7IO::'? 
YOUR ;..~SWER WILL TAKE AT LEAST TWO PAGES. 
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Catholic Spec;al E0uca!ion 
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DEAR TE:ACHEl15, 

This Unit ot IIOC• h~~ been designed for Je,3rn~rs who need more complex dlld challenging experience$ thdn the curriculum IJSVdll~ ottecs. 

xow,ve~ ir the t.edcher chooses, it c,11n be u, int:e9tal part of the classrocm pro91am. It h4s been trialled with advanced le,uners iiilt the Le.Jrning 

Enrichment Centre, Ccttholif: Spec:i•l Ed1Jcation, 111 Agnew St.t.e@t, Norman Pd.ck. 

Iri the design o/ th1$ Unit, th~ M.ak.er >todel (Curric~]urn Develorznent for the Gifted by c. June /tf~Jcer~ Aspen Systens Corporat:ion, 

11,uyland, 2982), h,s bt!en clasel~ follo1.1ed. Naker mentions ch,H le-drnin9 opportunitie.s for the gi~ted .and tlilente-d should 

"'build upon the ·characcecistics unique to 9ifted students•;-
"include concepts c1t higher levels of abstraction or grectter complexity• i 
•elftph•.si~e t.hit development of thinking skiJls ~t d hi9hex level t:h.ui .ac:qui:;it:.ion ~nd mer.ioc-y•; 
•provide admin.ist..racive arrangements necessary to enable .all pup.i.ls to utilize t.hei.c- full potential•, 

J-:dhP.t"s book 9ive.s cle,,t· 911.i.deline-s tor ~fleeting these quali.tativel'J ditfecen~ ccitecia, by modifi,ing 

J. CONTE:NT 

1. PROCESS 

3. PROWCT 
4. LEARNING ENVIRON'1l:NT 

LEARNING ENRICHMENT CENTRE 
Catholic Special Education 

117 Agnew Street, 
NORMAN PARK Q. 4170 

(07) 399 2257 

We have ·round this book (alt.hough expensive) co be dn excellent cPference. Thi? Hc1ker !-lodf:'1 is compcehensive 1 edsilr; translatable into 

prdcCicer .a11d the teaching-learning 4ppro,1d'ies qt well-known tl"ieo.rists Cdll be incarpo.rated i.1ithin it. 

Thr-oughout this Unit
1 

.at:tent:frm is especially given ~o the development of hi<;.'l level thinking skillsr ft.he uppe,r levels of .Bloo~ •s 

tdxonor.,y), and the ticks in colur.-'ls on the right-hand side of each page note the p<J.aiculc1c taxonomic level$ receJving emph.lsis in e~ch .Jctivity~ 

Classroom praCtice frequently tor:uses on the ,.Jwec end of the t,uonO."lllJ. C-Jhile Xnowled9e~ Cor.ipcehension and Application au~ .e:ssenti.Jl 

tt.spects of le,uning~ educc1cion Qust enable .students to be car.ipetent in critical and cce.ative thinking, problem---solvin9~ and decisioh ... mak ing, The 

ac~demicall!I .Jble child m•IJ ~lceady possess .aJ'I tmusu.al amount of k."?owledge dbout d given topic. If not:, he/she hos the ability to acquire it rdpidly. 

Oppcctuniti~s r.1ust be provided for developing the skills of A.ri.alysis, Synthesis, imd Evdlu,Hian. 

Brief descxi.ptions o~ e.Jch t.Jxonomic level are given below; 

Klltl/.'LEVGE Ru:a.U Oil ,t<cog...Wo,i 06 •peci6.i.c .i.n6oM,a.tion p.,£u.i.o,u,i.y p,,.uv,ted .i.n c.lcu•~oom 
COMP~EHENSIO// Und......,land.utg 06 .i.n6o!\ma.tion g-iv£n, chang.i.ng ,i,,jo11J>1a.tion .i.nlo a d.i.66uenl &!Jffiboli.c 60!\m, genvta.li.z<J1g 
APPLICATION • U4.utg .p,tevi.ou.1,ly acqU"-"ed Knowledge <tnd Comp,,.chen.1.ion lo 4olve p1toblt1>14 .i.n new 4..:.tu.a.uon.1 

AWALVSIS 
SYIITIIESIS 
EVALUATION 

8'1e.alun9 ,'.n6o~on .&itc .U. cornpo.en.t pa,l,t&; &ho'"<rtg und......,.Cand.i,ng 06 the 1tt,l4,l,'.on•h.ip 06 .Che pa.,,.C. 
Pi,,ttu,g paM'.4 loge..thvi to make 40me.lh-ing NEW .to the Huden.t; 4,t,i,e.44 on CU:vvi9en.t th.i.nlung 
Judging the va..eu.e 06 ,'.duu, ma.teMAU <tnd muhod.l by devuop,,,9 and <1pplyi.n9 4l4ndo.Jid.l <2nd CJ<.U£1W1 

Yov .,ill see tha-t • nr.amber ot t:he •ctiviti.e.s. req1.Jire discussion. If thi.$ is vndertakttn with an •dult, it should be handled care~ulllJ 

and .sensiti.vellJ. I! the purpose of 4'l'I activity is ti;, generate as miJ.TJr; opini011:s or solutions d.s possible, there must be an .absence of value j ud9emencs. 

When parents/te•chers judge the ideds ot r;hildren/others, the!:J mdk.e deci.,ions on wheth,n- the ideaa •re mo.caJly rJ.ght or '1iltOn<Jr correct or incouect, 

.tv•lu•tian ,;onsiders boch sides or an argument or Jdear o111d any criticism ·or opinion J$ constructive rat.her than dest:ruc:i.ve. As •dult.s 

we ~lieve that CM,,ll' •ge .,_d ttx~ci.ence 9iw us • perspective th,it 1s more correct than the child's4 Hc"Wf!ver, jud9ement: (e~pee:ially by an dluthority 

fir;vreJ du:dm1 Jde• prodvcti.on .seffl.s _to J.nhibit open-mindedness and the. dev~lopment of critical, eredltive, and o:d9in•l thinki.n9 - all cor..sidered mo.st 

desi.r•ble edvc:-~t1cm,al go•Js, lt I.a wu9 diff.i.~lt foe adult.I to t.ake such a role r1nd 19noce n•tur•l tenden<:ies to .instr11ctr trn:Jdi.fy," .nd ~ri.tic:i.8e. 

.But Mt must not. ~ our Ow7.ll i.deas. ThEoughouc the discussion sectiOl'ls in thi.s Unit, ctim tor evaluation - not judgt!ment:.. 
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f"in.JJJy • .it mu.st. ~ rcr.i~nbcn.•J th,u work should be s u jt.~~ t-> th.: child' s int~rests. A number of q~cst ;ons should be 

•Jdc~s~ed btt!lore .._.,,,b.Jrldn'I on 4 mt-' pr09rll/fl : 

f)oes che child see Ch~ tfflt!V4/lce of tile r.ir1tecir1J pro ,•jCed Jn the prc9tJ.':'I,, 
ls the 1:1,Ht!rir1J ch.1llen9in9 the child to his/her f ullest .._ .. "t ... •11t l 
Is tM l~•rnin9 rco.;t.J."1 o~.,•ended., 
To ..,J,.it e..rtent 1,flll l<!Jrt>ins be student initi.Jte.:l." 
If the proyrtJ..~ i:; ,;1n •c,Jde.-:.ic ont.", js thL•rc• J rJ:t.;~ cf strJ:.~.;:"•s tee !uc;.~cr 01·..!L•r c!;i::kJO? .. 

<letcccjn9 .i:;~u.-ipticns , co.!int;. d.rssifyinr; usi:-?oJ r"•noti.• rc•ft~rt.•nt."1•~ • .!t.•,·._•Jorfo~1 .1 co:ttt'X"C o! Jik t•li'iood, a,'lJ 
juj,;i:Jg c.-i~•s Qi..:, r~:for:-..J:1c-e?· 

li.,s the c!ulJ lier.-: d CC,).~710.lJ:.erJ Nithin .i l e.1~.1u:.,· ,;ro'J;• .Ji'i'!'..J;.·rJ.,c .. • co Ji ... ·r/tu:; t;c e: J~ J:iJ t.h:iro1,;,;_.;Ji; .JCC<.~pt .. ·C by 
,.,..,.,•rs JncJ t.>,ose w."'I~ te.,.c.'i hjr.r or h~r ? ( ,., . 10. C."':.J/J:,•:: t.·,tl, Cif:.s ,,rn..' i,ilt. .. r.:.!-. 11:i £\ '.Jh.•.itio., CviJ~ lor 

rri.":1.Jrw ;:;cfa.,.:,J 11.•.1 .. ·!it.~rs. L·a":".:,•~•n~· ... •.>J t !: s .:.1o.:;,Js co,':".~J.,i;5Jo:i . 19eJJ 

:;::en this Unit j s ffoi5hed, ~ou could peep.ire .a:iotr.er 1,•j:..'1 s ,·::1J'!..ir t.1.s:.:.1 o:, • .Jif{r> rt.•:i: tl:t.•~1..•, oc purch.Jse c.,c- fro.~ the L.£.C. 

Mt ho~ your studr:>ts tinJ t !:c>se d=civi Ui:-s i n t.t!restjn,J, C"!!Jll t?":1,;iny d.r;:! ~t.i,""::uliti.~._:.' 

roct~ sincec~lij. 

Ji~t.;.. (.d(:!!:,: .f,.._ . ...,. ~ ... ,:._ , /...., 
(::.Jric."I ;;1!.Jia:~s , Jo:1.'1 Finch 

?.$. ;.;., :,::!le.:,:-:~ c :-i:.icis.-i. ca-~-.e:,:s dn:: st.·~,;escic.-:s· (o: t~cuce L·.,; ~s. 

O.:.: a::1:es:; is : l,e-o:.-,in:::- r:n i. ch--:e ... t CP~>t : t'.", 
1 l 7 ,;;:ie1.- St. , 

1:0.-::.::..:..u .=:..~.~ o< 1 ;o 

P.~one: (OlJ J~9 ::s; 

P.?.S. 71:e i:, : r.r? : i .,r,l colu.~."1 t.e.{t~: Sloo:, •.s O J~veJ sJ refers co ro,-:;.zc;.s-:;::c . (f':a-:a ";'.'le, ~::lt i :,l~ tc1 !e.1t d:>::>ro.?c.~ L'1 -:-.'l~ Inscri.:cto~. ;.p.--0, 19~s. 
'i,1.ylc:. c.;\•. J 

. ' .. 
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GENERALIZAnori: Prize-winning authors have developed an exceptional ability 
Date co1m1cnced: ____ to express ~hemselves creatively in language 

OBJECTIVES 

The child will be able to . . 

research the representation 
of pr ize-wi~ning books in 
available libraries · 

RESOURCES 

school and other libraries 

LEARNING ACT(VITIES 

-Find out how many. of these prize-winning books are 
in a. the school library; b. the local library; 
c. the Municipal Library (if conven ient) 

Choose and read at lea~t 6 prize-winn i ng books. 

·Th eme: Prize-wi nninQ au thors 
(chn' s h t ) 

Year:: 

Bl oom ' s Taxonomy Leve l s 

K I C I Ap I An I S I E I Fl 

./ 

/ 

✓ 

mak e a selection 

investigate the lives rif 
prize-winning authors, and 
build up a multi-biography 
and book. list for~ 
fav ourite au'thors ·s/nu-

paint, collage materials, 
felt pens , etc 

Read biographies of the authors and write a con
dens.ed version of each, me ntioni ng tneprize-winning 
book and other works by that author. 
Illustrate each ihort biography with a scene from the 

classify the books intb a 
number of different 
classification schemes 

design an original display 
in the form of a mobile 

card, scissor s , pens, 
string, coat-hangers, etc 

prize-winner . 

Class ify as many winning books as you can according 
to the tallowing schemes. 

1.1 FICT JOU and NON-FICTI ON 
2. FICTION 

/ \ 

3. 

REALI SM FANTASY 

. . . -· -· l;)Ct"l:ON_~ CIENCE & FANTASY 

HISTORICAL - MY7:TER I : ANIMAL 

AUTOB iOGRAPHICAL (1st person) 
BIOGRAPHI CAL {3rd person) 

FOLK TALE S, MYTHS & LEGENDS 
(If your book doesn't fit the above classification, 

I 
add a suitable category. ) 

4. NON-FICTION 
'I Identify_ the 10 Dewey classif icdtions, and use them 

to compile your list of titles. 

Design a mobi le showing titles, scenes etc .of 5 or 
more prize-winners and display it in the classroom 

or school library. 

✓ 

! 
I 

i 
I 

I 

✓ 

l ✓ 

.; 
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DJ t c Co1m1enced: 

OBJECTIVES 

The child will be able to .. 

compose a sunrnary and prese~t 
in oral and written form 

make value judgements about 
written works 

make judgements by developing 
criteria 
present own arguments logic
ally and convincingly 
listen and respond to argu
ments of others 
develop debating skill~ 

conduct a survey, 
collect data, 
summarize results 

make judgements and apply 
criteria 

make judgements by developi rt.J 
and applying standards and 
criteria 
write appraisement in the 
form of a review · 
make evaluations 

. compose a submission 

make evaluations, apply 
standards 

write in form of letter 

RESO:J~~~5 LEARNING ACTIVITIES 

Give a short talk to the class on t he winners which 
are in the school library. 
Give your script to the school magazine to be pub
lished~ ---

Select five fiction winners and al locate your own 
special awards in the following sect1ons: • 
(Give them names if you like.) 
1. the book which has the best illustrations 
2. the story with the best plot 
3. the story with the best character development 
4. the story which best portrays an intended mood 

Debate your choices with those of your fellow 
students. 

Survey ~our class to see wh ich students have read 
wh 1ch winners. 
Make a g_raph sho1~i ng the results. 

~ the following statement (with reference to 
prize-winners) - "One who dou no.t know o.ny.tlung 
a.bout .the a.uthM 1 6 lJ.6e, ba.ckg1t.ound Olt. pO.(.nt 06 vie.w · 
ca.rt en jo~ a. ~a.11..u.culM wMk bu the a.u.t ho1t. a.-6 much a.6 
-6omeone whoou hr10111 6oine.tl1,( rtg a.oou.t .the. au.-tho1t.. " 

~ book reviews from the Saturday supp lement of 
~i Courier-Mail" and write reviews of three of the 
prize-winners. 
Put on tape and leave in the library for use by in-
tend rng readers. 

Which book would you choose for your class to study? 
Wr1te a submission to your teacher giv ing at least 5 
good reasons ·for choosing this particular book. 

Are there any prize-winni ng books you didn't enjoy 
reading? Write to the author pointing out your 
reasons for not liking the book, and advi se on 
modifications. -

Year: 

Hloom 1s Taxonomy Levels 

KI C I Ap l ""Is I [ I f 

✓ 

✓ 

/I 
/ 

✓ 

✓ 
. ✓ 
I/ 
i 
! ✓r. 
I 
I / / i 

I 

i 
i 
I 
I ✓ 

✓ I ✓ 

✓1 
r 
! 

I i•v'J 
I I I 



UPDATED AWARDS LIST 

Children's Book Council of Australia Book of the Year Award 

Children's Book Council of Australia Picture Book of the Year 

Carnegie Medal 

Kate Greenaway Medal 

Newbery Medal 

Caldecott Medal 

Compiled by: 

Children's Section, 
Public Libraries Service, 
State Library of Queensland, 
189 Stanley Street, 
SOUTII BRISBANE, Q. 4101 
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ANNOUNCED 

1946 

1947 

1948 

1949 

1950 

1951 

1952 

1953 

1954 

1955 

1956 

1957 

1958 

1959 

1960 

1961 

1962 

1963 

1964 

1965 

IN 

CHILDREN'S BOOK COLiNC IL OF AUSTRALlA BOOK OF THE YlcAR AWARD 

KARRAWINGI THE EMU, by Leslie Rees 

NO AWARD 

SHACKLETON'S ARGONAUTS, by Frank 
Hurley 

NO AWARD 

WHALERS OF THE MIDNIGHT SUN, by 
Alan '/ill iL~rs 

VERITY OF SYDNEY TOWN, by Ruth C. 
Williams 

THE 1,;.,.,TRALIA BOOK, by Eve Po1.1nall 

GOOD LUCK TO THE RIDI::R, by Joan 
Phipson 

and 

AIRCRAFT OF TODAY AND TOMORROW, by 
J. ll. and w. :) . Martin 

f AUSTRALIA.'l LE.GENDARY TALES, by 
K. Langloh Parker. Selected and 
edited by Henrietta Drake-Brockman 

i THE FIRST WALKABOUT, by N, B. Tindale 
\ and U. A. Lindsay 

THE CROOKED SNAKE, by Patricia 
Wrightson 

THE BOOMERANG BOOK OF LEGENDARY TALES, 
edited by Enid Hoodie-Heddle 

TIGER IN THE BUSH, by Nan Chauncy 

DEVIL'S HILL, by Nan Chauncy 

and 

)I... SEA MENACE, by John Gunn 

,¥. ALL THE PROUD TR.IBESHEN, by Kylie 
Tennant 

TANGARA, by Nan Chauncy 

THE RACKETTY ::iTREET GANG, by L. H. 
Evers 

and 

RAFFERTY RID~S A WINNER, by Joan 
Woodbercy 

~ THE FAMILY CONSPIRACY, by Joan 
Phipson 

THE GREEN LAUREL, by Eleanor Spence 

PASTURES OF THE BLUE CRANE, by H.F. 
Brinsmead 

LEARNING ENRICH~~rnT CENTRE 
Catholic Speclal Education 

117 Agnew Street, 
NORMAN PARK Q. 4170 

(07) 399 2257 
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PUBLISHER 

Sands 

Angus and Robertson 

Angus anc Robertson 

Angus and Robertson 

Sands 

A~gus and Robertson 

Angus and Robertson 

Angus and Robertson 

Longmans Green 

Angus and Robertson 

Longi;,ans Green 

Oxford University Press 

Oxford University Press 

Constable 

Macmillan 

Oxford University Press 

Brockhampton Press 

Parrish 

Constable and 
Angus and Robertson 

Oxford University Press 

Oxford University Press 

••• 2 



ANNOUNCED IN 

1966 

1967 

1968 

1969 

1970 

1971 

1972 

1973 

1974 

1975 

1976 

1977 

1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

ANNOUNCED IN 

1982 

TITLE 

ASH ROAD, by Ivan Southall 

THE HIN-MIN, by M. T. Clark 

TO THE WILD SKY, by Ivan Southall 

WHEN JAYS FLY TO BARBMO, by 
Margaret Balderson 

UHU, by Annette Macarthur-Onslow 

BREAD AND HONEY, by Ivan Southall 

LONGTIME PASSING, by Hesba Brinsmead 

f THE FMILY AT THE LOOKOUT• by 
Nore~n Sh<!lley 

THE NARGUN AND THE STARS, by 
Patricia wrightson 

NO AWARD 

FLY WEST, by Ivan Southall 

THE OCTOBER CHILD, by Eleanor Spence 

THE ICE IS COMING, by Patricia 
Wright son 

-~ THE PLUl-1-RAIN SCROLL, by Ruth 
Manley 

,l DISPLACED PERSON, by Lee Harding 

PLAYING BEATIE BOW, by Ruth Park 

THE VALLEY BETWEEN, by Colin 
Thiele 

CtiILDRE~'S BOOK COUNCIL OF AUSTRALIA 

MF.DAL FOR ,JUNIOR READERS 

TITLE 

RUMMAGE, by Christabel Mattingley 
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PUBLISHER 

Angus and Robertson 

Lansdowne 

Angus and Robertson 

Oxford University Press 

Ure Smith 

Angus and Robertson 

Angus and Robertson 

Oxford University Press 

Hutchi:u;on 

Angus &nd Robertson 

Oxford University Press 

Hutchinson 

Hodder and S"oughton 

Hyland House 

Nelson 

Rigby 

PUB LT SHER 

Angus and Roberston 



CHILDREN'S BOOK COUNCil. C:F AUSTR/\LIA l'TCTIJRE BOOK OF TIil YEAR 

/\NNOUNCEO IN 

1956 

1957 

1958 

1959 
1960 
1961 
1%2 
1963 
1964 

1%5 

1966 
1967 
1968 

1969 

1970 

1971 

1972 
1973 

1974 

1975 

1976 

1977 

1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

WISII A'ffl T!lE ~i/lG IC NUT, text by Pc~gy 
llarn;.tnl. !ilus. by Sheila flawkins. 

NO /\W;\ ll[") 

PICCAN INM' 1·:A 1.KAoOUT , by Axel Poignant. 
Jllu!'. (l':10:ographs) by Autho •. 
1972 cri. ,,,titled "Bush walkabout" 

NO /\\(/\RD 
NO A\1ARD 
NO A\'iA!W 
NO AW/\Rl, 
NO A\'.'/\I'• 
NO A\~.\R,"l 

lllJGH'S :'..00 , !,;, Elisabeth MacIntyre . 
Illus . by the :iuthor. 

NO All'A'<D 
NO AWARO 
NO ,\W:\l,f: 

SI~ OLD ~ARDROBE , text by Ivan South~ll . 
Illus. hv ~;d Greenwood 

WALTZI:--G ;.1.-w;w:., hy A. i.L Paterson. 
l l i u~, , hy fli::s;nono Digby 

N_O AWAIW 
~O Al'IARD 

THE BUSYIP Oi" 11!:HKELEY'S CREEK, text by 
Jenny \\':i~ner. Illus. by Ron Brook5 

THI: MA'< T':l0~1 TRO~llAP.K, by A. B. Paterson . 
11·::..is. by Quent in llolc 

RAINROW S~ Rr ENT, by Dick Roughsey. 
Illus . by t he author 

JO!l'., i~f,O\l'N , i<GS E M;D H !E ~tIONIGHT CAT, 
text by .)cn:-,y Wn3ner. Illus. by 
~~on i>ro0ks . 

Tlil.: ~l1tNK:'.:~;, uy P.:- r cy Trez.i s c and Dick 
Roui:,h~cy. 

ONE r•RAGO~' S Dr-EAM, by Peter Pavey. 
Illus. by the author. 

SUNSHi NE , b>• .fan Ormerod, Illus. by 
the .1uthor, 
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PUBLISHER 

Sands 

An~u s ~ Robertson 

l'..mstable 

~:td I i ns 

Collins 

C~l l ins 

1-:cstrcl 

Collins 

Nelson 

Kestrel 



19.36 

1937 

1938 

1g39 

19-10 

1941 

1942 

CARNEGIE MEDAL 

PIGEON POST, by Arthur Ransome 

THE FAMILY FROM ONE ENO STREET, by Eve 
Garnett 

TifE CIRCUS IS COMING, by Noel Strcatfeild 

TifE RADIUM WOMAN, by Eleanor Doorly 

VISITORS FROM LONDON, by K~tty Barne 

WE COULDN'T LEAVE OrNAll, by Mary Treadgold 

ntE LITTLE GREY MEN, by "B.1l." 
(D. J. Watkins-Pitchford) 

1943 NO AWARD 

1944 TifE WIND ON ntE MOO~, by Eric Linklater 

1945 NO AWARD 

1946 

1947 

TifE LITTLE WHITE HORSi:, by Eliznbeth Goudge 

COLLECTED STORIES FOR CHILDREN, by \falter 
De La Mare 

1948 SEA CHANGE, by Richard Armstrong 

1949 

1950 

1951 

1952 

THE 

TifE 

TifE 

THE 

STORY or- YOUR !IOME, by Ap,ncs Allen 

LARK ON THE \1P;G, by Elfrida Vipont 

WOOL PACK, by Cynthia !farnet t 

BORROWERS, by Mary ~r.ir:on 

19S3 A VALLEY GROWS UP, by Edward Osmond 

1954 KNIGHT CRUSADER, b)• Ronald Welch 

1955 TifE LITTLE BOOKR00~1, by Elcnnor Farjeon 

1956 TifE LAST BATTLE, by C. S. Lewis 

1957 A GRASS ROPE, by Willlao Mayne 

1958 TOM'S MIDNIGHT GARDEN, b)' Phili,ipa Pearce 

1959 THE LANTERN BEARERS, b)' Rosemnry Sutcliff 

l 960 THE MAKING OF MAN, by I. \'.'. Cornwa 11 

1961 

1962 

1963 

1964 

196S 

STRANGER AT GREEN x:-.:o\~E. by L. M. Boston 

THE TWELVE AND TliE GC!\II, by Pnulinc Clarke 

TIME OF TRIAL, by Hester Burton 

NOROY BANK, .by Sheena Porter 

THE GRANGE AT HIGI·! FORCE, by Phi lip Turner 

1966 NO AWARD 

1967 THE OWL SERVICE, by t\l:111 Garner 
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Cape 

Dent 

Heinemann 

Uent 

Cape 

Eyre & Spottiswoode 

Macmillan 

University of London Press 

Faber 

Dent 

Fahe:-

Ox fort! University Press 

Methuen 

Dent 

Oxford University Press 

Oxford Ur11 \'ers i ty Press 

Oxford University Press 

Boclcy Head 

Oxford University Press 

Ox ford Uni \·crsi ty Press 

Oxford Univ<.>rsity Press 

Phoenix !louse 

Faber 

Faber 

Oxford University Press 

Oxford University Press 

Oxford University Press 

Collins 

... 2 



1968 

1969 

1970 

1971 

1972 

1973 

1974 

1975 

1976 

1977 

1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

MOON IN IDE CLOUD, by R. A. llarris 

TifE EDGE OF THE CLOUD, by K. M. Peyton 

TifE GOD BENEAID TI-IE SEA, by Leon Garfield 
and Edward Blishen 

JOSH, by Ivan Southall 

WATERSHIP DOWN, by Richard Adams 

THE GHOST OF THOMAS KEMPE, by Penelope 
Lively 

TilE STRONGHOLD, by Mollie Hunter 

IDE MACHINE GUNNE;,.:-;, by Robert West al 1 

THUNDER AND LIGHTNINGS, by Jan Mark 

THE TURBULENT TERM OF TYKE TILER, by Gene 
Kemp 

TilE EXETER BLITZ, hy David Rees 

TULKU, by Peter Dickinson 

CITY OF GOLD,/\ND O11-fER STORIES FROM THE OLD 
TESTAMENT, retold hy Peter Dickinson 

TilE SCARECROWS, by Robert Westall 

-154-

Faber 

Oxford University Press 

Longmans Young 

Angus & Robertson 

Collings 

Heinemann 

Hamil ton 

Macmillnn 

Kestrel 

Faber 

Hamil ton 

Gollanc.: 

Gollancz 

Chatto and Windus 



1955 

1956 

1957 

1958 

1959 

1%0 

1961 

1962 

1963 

1964 

1965 

1966 

1%7 

1968 

1969 

1970 

1971 

1972 

197:! 

1974 

1975 

1976 

1977 

1'.,\1'1•: GHEEN/\WI\Y MIWI\L 

NO AWARD 

TIM ·ALL /\LON£, by Sdw;u:d i\rdizzonc 

MRS. EASTER AND Tim STORKS , by Violet H. 
Drummond 

NO /\WARD 

I\ BUNDLE OF DI\LU\.OS, Lcxt by rtuth Manning
Sandcrs, illus. by \~i,liam Stobbs 

and 

KASHTAl'llKA, text t,,, Anton Chekhov, illus. 
by William Stobb:, 

OLD WINKLE I\ND 'I'-.~ SE/IGULIS, by Gerald Rose 

MRS. COCKU:'S CAT, by A. Philippa Pcilrcc, 
illus. by l\nt:ony M,,iti-,:id 

A.B.C., by Brian WiJrlcmi~h 

BORKA, by John Burni.:1qh.:.ir.1 

SHAKESPEARE'S 'lirnl\TR!'. , :::,y C. Walter Hodges 

THE THREE POOR TAILORS , o~• Victor Arnb r us 

THE MOTHER GOOS!:: T REASUiW , i !luc. by Rilymond 
Bri_ggs 

CHARLEY, CHARLOTTC /\J\[) 'i'i!E GOLDEN C.I\NARY, by 
Charles Kecpinq 

A DICTION/IRY OF C!ilVI\LHY, text by Grant Udcn, 
illus. by Puulin~ Ouynca 

THE QUl\NGLE Wl\NGT.I-:' S 11/\:', text by Ec\ward 
Lear, illus. by llcicn Oxonbury 

and 

THE DRI\GON OP AN ORDIN/\RY F'/\.'11 L'( , text by 
Margaret Mahy, illus. \·Jy l!clcn Oxe nbury 

MR. GUMPY'S OUT!'.:,~ . by ,Jann uurn ingham 

THE KINGDOM UNDEF. TH C Sr'.!\, AND OI'l!ER STORIES, 

illus. by ,Ton Pienkowsld, text by Joan 
1\iken 

THE WOODCUTTER'S Dr:JCK, by Kr·1~tyn,1 1'ursk,:i 

FATHER QIRIS1'Ml\$, by R:.:ymond 9r.i qgs 

THE WIND BLEW, by Pat Hut.chins 

MISHKJ\, by Victor /\mbn:s 

HORSES IN BATTLE, by '/ict-,r Ml) rus 

TUE POST OFc'IC~'. Cf>.T, by G« i l C. Ha lcy 

OOGGER, by Shirle•/ H-..;,-;\-:c~ 

- 155-

Oxford University ?rcss 

Faber 

Oxford University Press 

Oxford University Press 

Oxfor~ University P~css 

Constable 

Oxford Llniver~ity Press 

Cape 

Oxford University Press 

O~ford University Press 

Har.. i l t;:,;n 

tn:icr.r.ar,,; Yo•,r.g 

Hum1ltvr, 

Eoc.lley l!cad 

Oxfoi:r! University Press 

Ox ford Ur,ivcrsity Press 

tlodlcy Head 

Bodley l!ead 

... /2 



1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

EACH PEACH PEAR PLUM, by .Jdnct & Allan 
Ahlberg 

HAUNTED HOUSE, by Jan Pienkcwski 

MR MAGNOLIA, by C·:.ientin Dlake 

THE HIGHWAYMAN, text by A. Noyes, illus. by 
Charles Keeping 

-156-

Kestrel 

Heinemann 

Cape 

Oxford u~ivcrsity Press 



1922 

1923 

19 2.-1 

1925 

1926 

1927 

1928 

1929 

1930 

1931 

1932 

1933 

1934 

1935 

1936 

1937 

1938 

1939 

1940 

1941 

1942 

1943 

1944 

1945 

1946 

1947 

1948 

1949 

NFWflERY MEDAi. 

Awarded annually by the American Library Association for the 
most distin~11isheo contrihution to American Literature for 
Children. 

THE STORY or ~~NKIND, by H. W. 
Van Loon 

THE VOYAGF.S or- DOCTOR DOLITTLE, by 
Hugh Lofting 

THE DARK FRIGATi':, by C. B. Hawes 

TALES r-ROM SILVER LANDS, by C. J. 
Finger 

SHEN OF THE SEA, hy A. B. Chrisman 

SMOKY, hy h . .James 

GAY-NECK,THE ST0RY OF A PIGEON, by 
D. G. ,,1uke,·j i 

TIIE TRUMPi:'fFR l)F KR,\KOW, by Eric P. 
Kelly 

HITTY, ~Im FIRS'~ !-!WD!l.ED YEARS, by 
Rachel t·ic!J 

THE CAT WHO \ff1':T ':'0 HEAVEN, by 
E. Coatsworth 

WATERLESS M()UNT:\ IN, by Laura Adams Armer 

YOUNG FU or TI!E UPPER YANGTZE. by 
E. F. Lewis 

INVINCIBLE LOUISA, by Cornelia Meigs 

DOBRY, by Mor.ica Shannon 

CADDIE WCODL,\ll'N, by Carol. R. Brink 

ROLLER SK~TES, by Ruth Sawyer 

nm WHITE STAG, by Kate Sercdy 

THIMBLE SUMMER, by Oi'l.abeth Enright 

DANIEL llOOr-iE, by James Dougherty 

CALL IT COURAGE, by Armstrong Sperry 
(British title: The boy who was afraid) 

TI-IE MATCHLOCK GUr-:, by Walter D. Edmonds 

.ADAM OF THE ROAD, by E. J. Gray 

JOHNNY TREMAIN, by Esther l'orbes 

RABBIT l1ILL, by Robert Lawson 

STRAWBERRY GIRL, by Lois Lenski 

MISS HICKORY, by Carolyn S. Bailey 

TWENTY-ONE BALLOONS, by William P. 
Du Bois 

KING or Tllf: WIND, by Marguerite Henry 
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Lippincott 

Little 

Doubleday 

Dutton 

Scrihncr 

Dutton 

H:icmillan 

~1acmi I Ian 

'\.1cmillan 

Longm:ins 

Winston 

Little, Brown 

Vikinr, 

Vi kin::: 

Viking 

Heinhart 

Viking 

Macmillan 

Dodd, Mead 

Viking 

Houghton 

Viking 

Lippincott 

Viking 

Viking 

R:ini.l McNally 

') 



1950 

1951 

1952 

1953 

1954 

1955 

1956 

1957 

1958 

1959 

1960 

1961 

1962 

1963 

1964 

1965 

1966 

1967 

1968 

1969 

1970 

1971 

1972 

1973 

1974 

1975 

1976 

1977 

1978 

TIIE DOOR IN THE WALL, by M. De Angeli 

AMOS FORTUNE, FREE MAN, by Elizabeth Yates 

GINGER PYE, by Eleanor Estes 

SECRET Or TIIE ,\.'<DES, by Ann Nolan Clark 

•.. AND NOW MIGUEL, by Joseph Krumgold 

TiiE WHEEL ON THE SCliOOL, by Meindert 
De Jong 

CARRY ON, MR. BO\'IDITCH, by Jean Lee Latham 

MIRACLFS ON MAPLE l!ILL, by Virginia 
Sorenson 

RIFLES FOR WATTE, by llarold Keith 

IBE WITCH .:;,: 81.ACKiHRD POND, by E. G. 
Speare 

ONION JOH!\', by ,Toscph Knimgold 

ISLAND OF THE BLUE 001.PIUNS, by Scott O'Dell 

TIIE BRONZ.E BOIi', by F.. G. Speare 

A WRINKLE IN Tl~E, by Madeleine L'Engle 

IT'S LIKE THIS, CAT, by E~ily Neville 

SHADOW OF A 3ULL, by Maia Wojciechowska 

I, JUA."i [)E PAREJA, by E. Borton de Trevino 

UP A ROAD SLOll'LY, by Irene Hunt 

FROM THE t--iI XED-UP F!Li:S OF MRS. BASIL 
FRANK\1'EI Lrn, by E. L. Konigsburg 

THE HIGII KING, by Lloyd Alexander 

SOUNDER, by William 1-l. Armstrong 

SUMMER Of- TIIE SWJ\i'\S, by Betsy Byars 

MRS. FRISBY AND THE RATS OF NIMH, by 
Robert C. O'Brien 

JULIE OF THE WOLVES, by J. C. George 

THE SLAVE DANCER, by Paula Fox 

M. C. HIGGINS, THE GREAT, by Virginia 
Hamil ton 

THE GREY KING, by Susan Cooper 

ROLL OF 11-llJNDER, HF.AR MY CRY, by 
Mildred D. T::iylor 

F.. 

BRIDGE TO TERABITHIA, by Katherine Paterson 
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Doubleday 

Aladdin 

Harcourt 

Viking 

Crowell 

llar,.cr 

Houghton Mifflin 

Harcourt, Brace 

Cr01,,cl l 

Houghton Mifflin 

Cro1-cl l 

Houghton Mifflin 

ilous;~non Mifflin 

Farrar, Straus 

Atheneum 

Farrar, Straus anc 
Giroux 

Fol:ett 
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Harocr & Row 

Viking 

Athcncum 

llarper & Row 

Bradbury Press 

Macmillan 

Athcneum 

Dial 

Crowell 



1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

TII[: WESTING GN-1E, by Ellen Raskin 

A GATIIERING OF DAYS, by Joan w. Blos 

JACOB HAVE I LOVED, by Katherin~ Paterson 

A VISIT TO WI LLill,\1 BLAKE'S INN: ·POEMS FOR 
INNOCENT AND EXPERIENCED TRAVELERS. by 
Nancy \\'i 11 a rJ 
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Outton 

Scribner's Son:,; 

Harcourt 



1938 

1939 

1940 

1941 

1942 

1943 

1944 

1945 

1946 

1947 

1948 

1949 

1950 

1951 

1952 

195) 

1954 

1955 

1956 

1957 

1958 

1959 

1960 

1961 

1962 

196) 

C/\LDECCYI'T MEDAL 

Awarded annually by the J\merican Library Association for the most 
distinguished American Picture Book for Children. 

ANIMALS OF THE DIBLE, text selected by 
H.D. Fish, illus . by Dorothy P. Lathrop 

MEI LI, by Thomas Hane forth 

ABRAHAM LINCOLN, by I. & E.P. D'l\ulairc 

THEY WERE STRONG l>u~D GOOD, by Robert Lawson 

MAKE WAY FOR DUCKLINGS , by Robert HeCloskey 

THE LITTLE HOUSE, by Virgi nia Lee Durton 

MANY MOONS, text cy Jnmcs Thurber, illus. by Louis 
S.lobodkin 

PRAYER FOR A CHILD, t ex t by Rachel Field, illus. by 
Elizabeth Orton J o nes 

THE ROOSTER CROWS: A FJOOK OF AMERICAN RHYMES ANO 

JINGLES, illus. by M,iud a:.d Miska Petersham 

THE LITTLE ISLAND, t e xt by Golden Mac Donald, .illus. 
by Leonard Weisgard 

WHITE SNCM, · BRIGll'l' SN0.-1, text by Alvin Tresselt, 
illus. by Roger Duvo:$in 

THE BIG SNCM, by Berta and El mer Hader 

SOOG OF THE SWIU.W-IS, by Leo Politi 

ntE EGG TREE, by Kathcdnc Milhous 

FINDERS KEEPERS, text by Wil l Lipkinn , illus. by 
Nicolas Mordvir.off 

THE BIGGEST BEAR, by Lynd Ward 

MADELINE'S RESCUE, b y Ludwig Bemelmans 

CINDERELLA, illus. by Marcia nrown 

FROG WENT A-COURTIN', te~t by John Langstaff, illus. 
by Feodor Rojankovsky 

A TREE IS NICE, text by Jan ice Ud ry, illus. by 
Marc Simont 

TIME OF WONDER, by Robert McCloskey 

OtANTICLEER AND THE FOX, text by Geoffrey Chaucer, 
illus, by Barbara Cooney 

NINE DAYS TO CHRISTMAS, tex~ by Marie Hall Ets and 
Aurora Labastida, illus. by Ma rie Hall Ets 

Bl\BOUS!(HA AND Tl!F.: TllREE KHIGS, text by Ruth Robbins, 
illus. by Niccl~s Sidjakov 

ONCE A MOUSE .•. , by Marcia Brown 

THE SNCMY DAY, by Ezrn Jack Keats 
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Lippincott 

Doubleday 

Doubleday 

Viking 

Viking 

Houghton Mifflin 

Harcourt 

Macmillan 

Macmillan 

Doubleday 
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Scribner's 

Scribner's 
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Viking 
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Viking Press 
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1964 

1965 

1966 

1967 

1968 

1969 

1970 

1971 

1972 

1973 

1974 

1975 

1976 

1977 

1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

WHERE THE WILD THINGS ARE, by Maurice Sendak 

MAY I BRING A FRIEND?, text by Beatrice Schenk 
De Regnicrs, illu~. hr Beni Montresor 

A1MAYS ROOM FOR ONE MOR£, adapted by Sorche Nie 
Leodhas, illus. by Nonny Hogrogian 

SAM, BANGS AND MOONSHI~, by Evaline Ness 

DRUMMER HOFF, adapted by Barbara Emberley, illus. 
by Ed. Emberley 

THE FOOL OF THE WORLD AND THE FLYING SHIP, retold 
by Arthur Ransome, illus. by Uri Shulevit~ 

SYLVESTER AND THE MAGIC PS!313LE, by William Steig 

A STORY, 'A STORY, by Gai 1 E. iialey 

ONE FINE DAY, adapted an~ illus. by Nonny Hogrogian 

FUNNY LITTLE WOMAN, retold by Arlene Mosel, illus. 
by Blair Lent 

DUFFY AND THE DEVIL, rl'told by Harve Zemach, - illus. 
by Margot Zemach 

ARROW TO THE SUN, adapted and illus. by Gerald 
McDermott 

WHY MOSQUITOES BUZZ IN PEOPLE'S EARS, text by Verna 
Aardema, illus. by Diane and Leo Dillon 

ASHANTI TO ZULU, text by Margaret Musgrove, illus. 
by Diane and Leo· Dillon 

NOAH'S ARK, by Peter Spier 
(British title: The grc~t flood) 

THE GIRL WHO LOVED WILD HORSES, by Paul Goble 

THE OX-CART MAN, text by Donald !!all, 
illus. by Barbara Cooney 

FABLES, by Arnold Lobel 

JUMANJI, by Ctris V:in Allshurg 
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CO~'.PE TIT I VF __ SPORT ___ J N E!U ~ii1f_ Y__ $(JJ0C1., 
Appendix 2 (ii) 

:.1-<.c/1ae.f tl' D 

ls there too much competitive sport in pri111ary schools? There is no clear answer. 
People express different points of view. Some boys find it hard to make friends 
because they are not skilled at sport. When boys get dropped from the A to B team, 
they become disappointed and depressed because others seem to judge them as people 
in terms of sporting prowess. Sometimes homev10rk suf fers from the long hours spent 
in training. · 

On the other hand, people in favour of school spor t say it keeps students fit and 
gives energy to engage in productive schoc,work. They also believe it he lps develop 
teamwork, cooperation and leadershi p. 

There is controversy about the issue. 

HYPOTHESES I think most women will contend there is too much emphasis on sport in the 
pr1mary school whereas men will bel i eve that compet itive sport in primary school is 
essential. 

Marital status may differentially affect women's responses in th-'\t married women •11ill 
be more strongly against competitive sport than unmarried women. There will be no 
difference in attitude between married and unmarried males. 

METHOD 
Forty people were surveyed, ten in each of the following categories -

married males 
unmarried males 
married females 
unmarried females 

A 11 were asked the question - "Is there to..; much competitive sport in primary schcols?" 

RESULTS 

In general, opinions are equally divided on the issue. Of the forty respondents, 
twenty-one do not think there is too much emphasis on competitive sport, while nine -
teen think there is. (See Table 1.) · 

Favourable 
Unfavourable 

Not too much competitive sport in Primary School 
Too much competitive sport in Primary School 

TABLE 1 

Favourable Unfavour able Total 

21 19 40 

ATTITUDES TO COMP~TITIVE SPORT 

Women's answers are not significantly di ffe rent from men's. (See Table 2.) 

TABLE 2 

Attitude I-Jen l·lomen Total 

Favourable 11 10 2 1 
I 

---··--- ---
Unfavourabl e 9 10 19 

··- - -- ... ---- .. -- - -- .... 

TOTALS 20 20 40 

ATTITUDES TO COI-Jl'E::TITI\'·: SPORT X !JEX 
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When the sample is classified according to marital status, the results show that 
married men .a.Bd women have more favourable attitudes to competitive sport than single 
people. (See Tables 3,4,5.) 

TABLE 3 

Attitude Narried Nen '-'·ingle Men Totals 

Favourable 7 4 11 

Unfavourable 3 6 9 

. - .. -- -

TOTALS 10 10 20 

ATTITUDES TO COMPETITIVE SPORT X MARITAL STATUS (MALES} 

TABLE 4 

Attitude Married Females Single Females Totals 

Favourable 6 4 10 
-

Unfavourable 4 6 10 

TOTALS 10 10 20 

ATTITUDES TO COMPETITIVE SPORT X MARITAL STATUS (FEMALES) 

tABLE 5 

Attitude Narri e d Single Totals 

Favourable 13 8 21 
------------

Unfavourable 7 12 19 

TOTALS 20 20 40 

ATTITUDES TO CONPETIT.I".' £' SPORT X MARITAL STATUS 

]"\ T c:r1 ICC T /"Ill 
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DISCUSSION 
lt is interesting to not~ that the hypotheses were not confirmed. Men and wo~en had 
similar views and marital status was an important variable for both sexes. 

Several reasons may be proposed to account for married respondents being more in favour 
of competitive sport in the primary school -

1. Married people like to be spectators at school sporting functions 
concerning their children; 

2. Married people like to meet other adults at these sporting functions; 

3. lf their children are successful in sport, married adults like to think 
they have contributed to the success; 

4. If the parents were involved in sport during their schooling, they 
would like their children to follow in their footsteps; 

5. Married people like to give advice to their children, and sport is an 
appropriate topic; 

6. Single people ~refer to watch adults' sporting events. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

ln view of the fact that people are equally divided On the issue it would seem beneficial 
to hold a special P. & F. meeting about the subject and invite a panel of professionals 
to answer any queries attenders might have. 

This panel could include -
1. a doctor to answer questions on possible (if any) long term 

medical problems attributed to sporting injuries; 

2. an insurance broker to inform parents of policies which can be 
taken out against injury; 

3. a psychologist to discuss the effects of competitive sport on 
social development; 

4. a coach to answer questions on the deve1opment of skills. 
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The Redlanos area has many farms and is qu1'.e ;:~ac:;ful. l l na~., -_ manv : _, . , 
or h!~hr!se build"ngs. But now developers and the Cou~cil 1r1~~= ouil;i~~ res 
denti~l blocks on what before was mangrove swamps on tne foresGores oft~~ t~ 1 • 

The proj~ct was commenced in June, 1983, and is expected to be f inishec ,~ 1990 
The cost is unknown but is exµectcd to ~every hign. Th~ Ccunci1 believe il w;i1 
oe a profitable venture in the Interest at the public. B~t what will it· do to 
the wildlife? Many people believe it will destroy most of it! Thal contenticr 
has caused a lot of cuntrovP.rsy. 

HYPOTHESIS I think that mcst oeople will object to the develooment ~ecause tney 
feel 1t w1ll ruin wildlife and the natural beauty ot the Raby Bay area. Those who 
are in favour of the project will nold that ocinion tecause tney think the devel
opment will increase the population of the ~edlands Shire, and that will benefit 
the business cofl'fllun1ty. 

METHOD 

Twenty adu1ts 1n my near neighbourhood were asked the followin9 questions. 

l. Do you know .-.bout the Rab!:' Bay develop,--,er.!? 

( If Yes) 2. Are you in favour o~ the develo_o:nent? 

3. Do you think it will boost local busi.nessi' 

4. Do you think it will spoil che natur.-.l environme~t~ 

RESULTS 

The results show that approxlmately 75% of the people in the sample -know about the 
development. Only one-third of these respondents are in favour of the project. even 
though 94% see economic advantages. Almost 90% say that it will spoil the natura) 
environment. (See Graph in tJ1e Appendix.1 

DISCUSSION 

My survey interviewed only 20 adults in Birkdale. If it had sampleo opinion from the 
whole of the Redlands area, the result could have been differen~, oithough personally 
l doubt it. Concern for the environment is now being shown by many peoplt, as they 
want to have aesthetica1ly plea~ing areas for habitatir,..,_ Sur:t, areas are cossble when 
the natural beauty of the environment is retained. I did not ask the occupation of the 
respondents, but it is possible that diff~rent occupational g,ouos would show differen.t 
oatterns in attitudes, 

For example it ~ould be interesting to question the tallowing gr;ups anc com~are fi~ 

1. business entrepreneurs 4. tradesmen 7. clerical L sales persoPnel 
2. retired people 5. farr.is,n 8. prcfes$iona1s 
3. chi loren 6. the unemployed 9. mc~ber$ of sporting cl~ti~ 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

I think the Council should reconsider the p1ooosed development in view of t~e fact 
that there is concern ab~ut its impact on the beauty of the natural environment. 
There are alternatives that the Council couid c~nsider. 

A smaller develoriment is an option worthy of cons1deration. Another option ~,ould '· 
to change the *orm of development. The Council could consider some other k!n~ ~, 
development as well as, or· rather than, residen,ial develQpment, e.g., park::;. oL: 
grounds, churcnes, entertainment areas. 

As the Council has conducted no survey of co,nmun ity attitudes, 
that develo0ment t>e susoended until thi~ is ,:ndPrtakP.n. 
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Appendix 2 (iii } 

1, What this bOY likes best about Norman Park school is 

2. The teacher at Norman Park schoo l th inks this boy is ____ _ 

3, Is this boy very different from others in his class at Norman 

Park? - --

4 , Is this bOY helped to catch up the cl assroom work he misses when 
he comes to Norman Park? __ _ 

5. Is this boYl in trouble at Norman Park school when it is not his 
fault - often? 

sometimes? 
rarely? 

never? 

6. Does this boy find Norman Park school - very interesting? 
mostly interesting? 

sometimes interesting, sometimes boring? 
mostly boring? 
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7. Does this boy have a teacher at Norman Park who is - often helpful? 

mostly helpful~ 
sometimes helpful, sometimes not helpfu] 

not very helPfL 

8. Does this boy find Norman Park school - very enjoyable? 

mostly enjoyable? 

sometime enjoyable, sometimes not enjoyable? 
not very enjoyable? 

9, Is this boy's Norman Park teacher - always friendly? 
often friendly? 
sometimes friendly? 
not very friendly? 

10. This boy thinks Norman Park school is _____ _ 

11, What this boy likes least about Norman Park scl1ool is ___ _ 

12. Does this boy_ have a teacher at Norman Park who is - often kind? 
mostly kind? 

sometimes kind, sometimes not kind 

not very kind? 

13, Does the classroom teacher of this boy seem interested in the work 
he does at Norman P1ark? ______ _ 

14, If this boY could make any wish about Norman Park school come true, 
what would he wish? ________ __________ _ 
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15. Does this boY have lots of friends at Norman Park school or 
1s hei a bit lonely? ____ _ 

16. Does this boy think his cl8ssroom teacher likes him coming to 
school at Norman Park? ___ _ 

17. Does this boy think most of his classmates at Norman Park have 
sil.lY ideas? 

18, How often does this boy's teacl1er at Norman Park notice v1hen he 
does something well - often? 

sometimes? 

rarely? 

never? 

19. Does this boy like Norman Park school as much as when he first 
started? Is 1 t - better? 

)~orse? 
about the same? 

20. Is this boy the first to be chos~n for games by other children at 

Norman Park school - often? 

sometimes? 

rarely? 

never? 

21. Would this boy rather stay at school instead of coming to 
Norman Park? ____ _ 

22, Are the friends of this boy unpleasant to him because he comes 
to Norman Park? ____ _ 
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Appendix 2 (iv) 

1. Do other children want this boy to be their leader? 

2. Does this boy have a teacher at school who is - often kind? 
mostly kind? 

sometimes kind, sometimes not kind? 
not very kind? 

3, Does this boy . find school - very enjoyable? 
mostly enjoyable? 

someti~es enjoyable, sometimes not enjoyable? 
not very enjoyable? 

4. Does 'this boY like school as much as when he first started? 
Is it - better? 

worse? 
about the same? 

5. How often does this boy's teacher notice when lie dGes something 1-1ell 

often? 

sometimes? 
rarely? 

never? 

6. Does this boY thtnk most of his classmates have silly ideas? ---
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7. Does this boy find school - very 1nterest1ng? 

mostly interesting? 

sometimes interesting, sometimes boring? 
rnostly boring? 

8. If this boy could make any wish about school come true, what would 
he wish? ______________ _,__ _______ _ 

9. Does ~his boy like to be the "boss" in a game? __ _ 

10. The teacher at school thinks this boy is ____ _ 

11. Does this boy like to show other children how to do their 
schoolwork? __ _ 

12. Does this boy like to play with - older children? 
younger children? 

by himself? 

13. Does this boy have a teache r at ichool who is - often helpful? 
mostly helpful? 

sometimes hel pful, sometimes not helpful? 

not very helpful? 

14. Does this boy have lots of friends at school or is he a bit 
lonely? __ _ 

15. Is this boy very different from others in his class? __ _ 
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16~ Is this boy in trouble at school when it is not his fault - often? 
sometimes? 

rarely? 
never? 

17. This boy thinks school is _______ _ 

18. What this boy 1 ikes best about school is _________ _ 

19. Is this boY the first to be chosen for games by other children at 

school - often? 
sometimes? 

rarely? 

never? 

20. Do other children ask this boy to help them - often? 
sometimes? 
rarely? 
never? 

21. Does this boy 1 ike to show his work to the class? ______ __ ______ _ 

22, Is this boy's teacher - al~1ays friendly? 
often fr iendly? 

sometimes friendly? 

not very friendly? 

23. What this boy likes least about school is _______ _ 
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Appendix 2 ( V) 

CATHOLIC EDUCATION O FFICE 

9) EDWARD STREET, BRISOANE, qooo. G.P.O. OOX 1201, 13R!SOANE, -001. TELEPHONE: ll~ ))}] 

"All correspondence to be .:iddrcsscd to the Director." 

MW/LB. 11th November, 1986. 

Dear Parent, 

This year your child participated in an Enrichment program 
at the Learning Enrichment Centre, Norman Park. 

To help us in our planning, we held~ number of parent 
interviews in November. Our sincere thanks are extended to those who 
spent time with us, discussing the needs and characteristics of their 
own 'advanced learner'. The information has been used to design the 
enclosed questionnaire. Unfortunately, it was not possible to meet 
with all parents and we now seek your assistance by mail. 

Would you please fill in the questionnaire and return it to 
me as soon as possible. The responses of the group as a whole will 
very much help in our understanding of Advanced Learners and influence 
the kind of enrichment offered, and the administrative arrangements 
pursued. 

There are no right or wrong answers, nor are some answers 
considered to be more acceptable than others. Individual responses 
are important to the extent that they contribute to a group response. 
All comments will be treated with respect and I will regard the completed 
questionnaire as confidential. 

Please return your completed questionnaire in the envelope 
provided. 

Yours sincerely, 

MARION WILLIAMS 
Co-ordinator, 
Guidance Service. 
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Appendix 2 {vi) 

PARENT QUESTIONNAIRE 

l. To be considered for the Learning Enrichment Programme, your chi l d 
had to be assessed by a Guidance Officer. Please tick the main 
source of the initial referral. 

Parent ---------------- -----------
Classroom Teacher --- -------------------
Principal 

Remedial/Resource Teacher 

Early Screening & Intervention Programme ------------

2. When your child was referred for assessment, were there any behaviours 
or attitudes which were causing your concern? 
If so, please describe briefly below. 

3. To what extent do you feel your child's friendships at school were 
adversely affected by his/her attendance at the Learning Enrichment 
Centre. 
Mark with a J in the appropriate place. {S choices) 

□ □ 
Badly affected. Not adversely affected 

in any way. 
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4. To what extent do you feel your child's relationships with a brother 
or sister were adversely affected by his/her attendance at the 
Learning Enrichment Centre? 

Mark with a J in the appropriate place. (5 choices) 

r. 
~ 

Badly Affected. 

□ 
Not applicable 

(No brothers or sisters 
or none of relevant age) 

□ 
Not adversely affected 

in any way. 

5. Indicate below the level of interest you feel your child's teacher 
displayed in the Learning Enrichment Centre Prograrrme? 

Mark with a ✓ in the appropriate place. (5 choices) 

u 
No interest. 

r-; 
___J 

Great interest 

6. Indicate below, the degree to which you feel the class teacher supported 
"withdrawal " for your chi 1 d. 

Mark with a J in the appropriate place. (5 choices) 

LJ 
No support. 

' i 
____; 

Very strong support. 

7. Given an appropriate curriculum, would you rather have your child remain 
in his/her home class or attend a part-time withdrawal class for advanced 
learners? 
Mark with a ...; in the appropriate place. 

=i Remain in c 1 ass . 

CJ Have part-time withdrawal to a class for advanced learners. 
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8. Given present circumstances, to what extent do you feel schools can 
provide for advanced learners? 

Mark with a ✓ in the appropriate place. (5 choices) 

LJ D 
Cannot provide at all. Can provide quite well. 

9. If your child remains in the classroom this year instead of attending 
the Learning Enrichment Centre, what form of support would you like 
the school to receive? 

Mark with a ✓ in the appropriate place. 

D Staff-talk (at least 2 hours). 

D Interviews with individual teachers. 

LJ Group talk to interested teachers (at least 2 hours). 

0 ½ - day Seminar. 

LJ Full day regional seminar - "Education for Advanced Learners". 

D 3 consecutive Tues. or Thurs. afternoon workshops at Enoggera. 

10. If your child's school receives the support you indicated above, to what 
extent do you feel your child's learning needs will be met? 

Mark with a ✓ in the appropriate place. (5 choices) 

□ LJ 

Needs will not be met. Needs will be met quite well. 

11. We are interested in whether you think your child's behaviour altered 
notically after some involvement with the L.E.C. 

Read the characteristics on the attached page and mark with a tick ( .j) 
in the appropriate column. Please note that change and high scores are 
not necessarily desirable on all items. 
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Is able to cope with normal frustrations of living; 
adjusts to change with minimum of difficulty. 

a) Before 
b) After some LEC i nvolvement 

Expresses and displays emotions appropriately; 
emotional outbursts rarely occur. 

i a) Before. 
1 b) After some LEC involvement! 

r Appears to be receptive to new tasks or experiences; I 
I seems able to take reasonable risks; can respond naturally 
i to unusua 1 or unexpected stimuli. 
I 
I 

a) 
b) 

Before I 
After some LEC involvement 

Enters into most activities with eagerness and whole
hearted participation; maintains enthusiasm for duration 

I of activity. 

I 
a) 
b) 

Before 
After some LEC involvement 

i Seems to understand and accept self; able to view self 
in terms of both limitations and abilities. 

a) Before. l b) After some LEC involvement
1 ;_,_ ________________ _ 

Behaviour usually is indicated by his/her own set of 
values; is concerned with the freedom to express 
ideas and feelings. 

Before a) 
b) After some LEC involvement · 

Behaviour is 
others. 

influenced by expectancies and desires of 
Influence of adults 

a) Before 
b) After come LEC involvement 

Influence of Peers 
a) Before 
b) After some LEC involvement 

! Seems anxious about achievement; worried or concerned 
r about school work, or the impression any performance 
i makes on others. 

I a) 
b) 

Before 
After some LEC involvement 
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I 

Little 
l 2 

Moderate __ ~uch_ 
f 3 I 4 5 
; i 

I 
I 
I 



- 5 -

Little Moderate Much 
l 2 I 3 4 5 

Has high standards for performance, usually 
desiring to do as well or better than peers. 

I 
a) Before 
b) After some LEC involvement 

' 

I Asserts self with influence in a group situation. 
I 

I ' I a) Before I 

I 
I b) After some LEC involvement 
I --· 

I I 

Acts with apparent intent to hurt others. 

I 

i 
' / I 

a) Before 
involvement/ 

'. 

b) After some LEC 
' 

Thank you. 
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